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NEW SERIES

JULY, 1944

Regd. Trade Mark

T.HE meters illustrated
are two of a useful range
of " AVO " electrical testing
instruments which are maintaining on active service
and in industry the " Avo "
reputation for an unexcelled
standard of accuracy and
dependability —in fact, a
standard by which other
instruments are judged.

THE UNIVERSAL AVOMlNOR
Electrical Measuring Instrument.
A 22-range A.C./D.C. moving coil
precision meter providing direct
readings of A.C. voltage. D.C.
voltage, current and resistance.
Supplied with leads, test prods and
crocodile clips.

THE D.C. AVOMINOR
Electrical Measuring Instrument,
A high-grade 13-range D.C.
meter providing direct readings
of voltage, current and resistance. Supplied in case, with
leads, test prods and crocodile
clips.

Orders can now only be accepted which
bear a Government Contract Number and
Priority Rating.

rt Proprietors
D „ ■ ♦ , and Mcnuracturers .• ^Ynder
AUTOMATIC
WINDER
ELECTRICAL
Co. 3404-a
Ltd..
Sole
House.COIL
Douslas
Street.& London,
S. W.I. EQUIPMENT
'Phone : Victoria

PREMIER
RADIO
PREMIER 1 VALVE DE LUXE
STEEL
MAINS TRANSFORMERS
CHASSIS
Battery Model S.W. Receiver, complete with 2-volt
Wire-ends. All L.T. Windings Centre Tapped UndriHed, lOin. x Sin. x steel
Valve,chassis
4 Coils,andCovering
12-170 metres. Built on
•2'iin,, xprice
earti. including tax. Panel. Bandspread tuning, 55/SP. 300 300-0-300
Sin. 7/-x 257n.,
2-3 a., 4 vv. 602-3m.a.,
a. 4 v. 2-3 ...a., 4 v.... 35/- 16m.
8,6 each.
Sin. x
SP. 350A 350-350
NEW PREMIER S.W. COILS
piice20in.
10/6xeach.
C.T.), 6.3v.v.100
2-3m.a.,
a. 5 v. 2 a. (not 29/4- and 6-pin types now have octal pin spacing and
I.F.
SP. 35011 350-350
v.
100
m.a.,
4
v.
2-3
a.,
4
v.
will lit International Octal valve-holders.
29/- TRANSFORMERS
2-3 a., 4 v. 2-3 a.
6-pin Type Price
4-pin Type
Iron-co red 450-470 Type Range
SP. 351
350-350
Range
Price Type
plain and with 04
^
2-3 a., 4v.v.150"3-4m.a.,
a 4 v. 1-2 a., 4 v.36 - kc's.,
9.15 m. .. 2/6.
06
9.15
m.
2/6
flying
lead,
7,6
each.
12.26
m.
06A
SP, 351A 350-35C-350
m.a..
4
v.
3
a..
4
v.
2-3
a.,
12.26
m.
04A
2/8
4 v. 1 a... 4 v. 1 a
39/22.47
m. .. 2/6
06B
22.47
ra.
2/6
04B
BAKELITE
41.94 m. ... 3/6
0GC 76.170
26
41.94 m.
2'6
04C
SP. 352 350-350
v.
150
m.a.,
5
V.
2
a..
6.3
V.
DIELECTRIC
08D
m.
76.170 m.
2/6
04D 150-350
m
2 a., 6.3 v. 2 a.
36/REACTION
m.
04E
8/Anto Transformers. Step up or down. 100-125 v,
Chassis
Mounting
CONDENSERS
255-550
m.m. 4.04P
3/Octal
Holders
to 200. 230 or250v., A.C.,60 watts, 21/- : 125 watts,
400-1,000
04G
.0001
1 9.
10'd. each.
27 6 : 250 watts, 37/6.
C4H 1,000-2:000 m. 4/.0003 inf.,
mf.,2,92,6.
.0005.mf.,
each.
S.W.
Coil,
11-25, 25-38,
New
Premier
3-Band
.0003
uif;.
Differential,
PREMIER SMOOTHING CHOKES
38-86 m.. 4/9.
2,13.
2
Push-PuB
Switches
to
suit
above,
each.
Prices
R^s.
Type Current Henrys
Brass
Shaft
Couplers,
iin. bore,
7'd.fid.each.
CHOKES
13/- S.W.H.F.
H 400 ohms
C 60 400 60 MA 25-34
Flexible
Couplers,
iin,
bore,
1/6
each.
1I.P.
10-100
m.,
19/6
C 100 400 100 MA 20-34 H 400 ohms
1,3. H.F.,
MOVING-COIL SPEAKERS
25/C 150,18,5 150 MA 20-34 H 185 ohms
Bifiocuiar,
29/6
Goodman's 3iin. P.M. Speaker, 15 ohTns Voice Coil,
3/6.
,
C 200/145 200 MA 20-34 H 145 ohms
30/-.
-'
120 ohms
39/6
C 250/120 250 MA 25 H
VOLUME
Rola
6'in.
P.M.
Speaker,
3
ohms
Voice
Coil,
25/-.
CONTROLS
Ro!a 8in. P.M. Speaker. 3 ohms Voice Coil, 25/-.
Above speakers
are less output 3itransformer.
Carbon type, 20,000, Pentode
MATCHMAKER UNIVERSAL OUTPUT
Output Transformers,
watts, price
and 2 meg.,
3 9 5,000,
each. 10/6 each.
TRANSFORMERS
Carbon
type,
Ceiestion
or
Plessy
Sin.
P.M.
Speakers.
29 6.
30,000
and
10©,000
Wilt
match-11any
putput
im- 4/6 each. Wire wound Celestion lOin. P.M. Speaker. 49/6.
pedance,
ratios
fromvalves
13i: 1 toto any
80 ; speaker
1, 5-7 watts,
above -speakers are fitted with output trans10,000 ohms, Theformers.
22/6 ; 10-15 watts, 30/- ; 20-30 watts, 49/6 : type, 5/0
each.
60 watts, 59 6.
Send for details of other radio
accessories available. All enquiries must be accompanied by
a 2\d, stamp.

ALL POST ORDERS TO : JUBILEE WORKS, 167, LOWER CLAPTON ROAD
LONDON, E.5. {AmMrsl 4728)
CALLERS TO : Jubilee Works, or 169, Fleet Street, E.C.4. {Centml 2833)
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By F. J. C.
Post-War Radio Problems
with degrees and higher scientific education. It has been
SIR EDWARD WILSHAW, K.C.M.G., in proposing largely peopled by those without scientific knowledge
the toast of the Wireless Section of the Institution there are vast fields for experiment before radio reaches
Metrical Engineers at the Jubilee Commemora- finality of design, and in order that we may keep pace
tion Dinner of the Institution, dealt not only with the with
developments in America and Germany it will be
past, but with the future of radio engineering. Wireless necessary to attract into the industry the best brains
has played a most important part in war communications, that can only be done by means of adequate pay and
and when the history of the war is published there will
be revealed many stages of development ,at present ftselT131'6 opportunities for Promotion within the industry
secret for security reasons.
We should like to see throughout our universities a
These developments are but the precursor of
of Engineering, and more recruiting grounds in
tremendous new developments which will take place as Chair
the
form of evening classes in radio engineering
a result of wartime experiment. The Wireless Section
There should be more radio scholarships, so that
oi the Institution has, of course, done a great deal in those
with a natural bent may not lie denied the attainassisting the science of radio along the right road, ment
of their ambition because of lack of money.
the work of such pioneers as Dr. Eccles, Prof. Howe,
and many others is well known to our readers, and the Pooling o£ Knowledge
Institution can quite fairly claim to be the forum of all
it is here that the Radio Manufacturers' Associ-i
wireless developments. Reference to the proceedings 1UOW
t10
indicates the vast amount of work which has been whole
,
,
could
performit represents.
a valuable service
lor the
of? the
industry
Its constituent
(lone by members of tlie Institution in radio and its firms should
contribute to a central fund to be
manifold branches.
administered by the R.M.A., and devoted entirely
to the training of radio engineers. There should be a
Training of Personnel
scheme^ for the pooling of knowledge upon which pool
THlitomnin
point
made
by
the
chairman
in
responding
the
industry could draw. This would redound
the toast related to the education and training to theentire
benefit of the, whole industry as well as to individua
of young engineers, and we agree with him that -it we firms
Surely we shall not return to the bad days of
do not find an adequate solution for this problem our
research effort will suffer nationally, and we shall be cut-throat competition, of the unnecessary production
overtaken by other nations. The wireless industry is a
aewr™
' aild the Ruction of designs produced
comparatively new one, and there have been tendencies to We
must
not
the work of the amateurs who
for it to overgrow its strength, and for real development have become theforget
It is true that during the
to be held up because of mushroom firms' who jumped war their activitiesexperts.
have
been stilted for several reasons ■
into the industry for the sole
most of them are in the Services'
purpose of making money, and
or on war work. Additionally!
without contributing to its developEditorial
and
Advertisement
Offices
:
there is a scarcity of components,
" Practical
Wireless,"
GeorgeStreet,
Newnea,Strand,
Ltd.,
ment.
Tower
House,
Southampton
and
little time is available for
Fortunately, that great refining
W.C.2. 'Phone ; Temple Bar 4363.
those early-morning experiments
influence in all industries, the
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.
which were part of the pleasure of
Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by
purchaser who may - be caught
Canadian Magazine Post.
radio experiment. The amateur
once, but not twice, has been
The
Editor
wilt
be
pleased
to
consider
transmitters, too, who have conresponsible for seeing many of
articles of ina practical
suitableSuch
for
tributed so much to the sum total
these quack firms fall by the
publication
Practicalnature
Wireless.
of our radio knowledge, had their
articlesonly,
should
writtencontain
on onetheside
the
wayside, to be suitably interred in
paper
andbeshould
nameofand
apparatus confiscated in the early
a dishonourable commercial grave.
address
of
the
sender.
Whilst
the
Editor
does
days
of the war for security
not
hold
himself
responsible
for manuscripts,
Of course, the radio industry itself
every
effort
will
be
made
to
return
them
if
a
reasons.
We do not know the
will have to accept responsibility
stamped
and
addressed
envelope
is
enclosed.
irovernment plans in connection
All correspondence intended for the Editor
in large measure for the training
with
post-war
amateur transshould he addressed: The Editor, Practical
of its personnel. The recruiting
Wireless,
George
Nevmes,
Ltd.,W.Totver
House,
mission, nor how soon after the
ground is the experimental departSouthampton
Street,
Strand,
0.2.
Armistice the transmitters will
Owing to the rapid progress in the design of
ment. There will be no shortage
wireless
apparatus
andwithto our
efforts developto heep
return, and their apparatus be
of trained wireless engineers after
our
readers
in
touch
the
latest
handed
back to them. It is
menls, we give no warranty that apparatus
the war. Many thousands have
described
in our columns is not the subject
however, quite certain that the
received excellent training at the
of letters patent.
movement itself will be recountry's expense in the Services,
Copyright in all drawings, photographs and
articles published
in Practical
Wireless
is
established, and it will attract a
and this knowledge will stand the
.
specifically
reserved
throughout
the
countries
far larger number of devotees than
radio industry in good stead:
signatory
to
the
Berne
Convention
and
the
it
did before the war, for the
, ofU.S.A.
Reproductions
or
imitations
of
any
unless conditions in the industry
these are therefore expressly forbidden.
Services have whetted the appetite
are made so onerous that the
Practical
Wireless
incorporates
"
Amateur
of many thousands who, before
Wireless."
available labour drifts info more
the war, had no interest in radio.
The
factsupply
that goods
made
of conditions
raw materials
lucrative industries.
in
short
owing
to
war
are
It does not seem that that
The wireless industry is not
advertised
in
this
paper
should
not
be
tahen
happy time is too far distant. In
as an indication thai they are necessarily
particularly well paid, and because
available
for
export.
any case, amateur radio has
of that it does not attract the men
much work to do.
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Ferry-service Radio
Secret German Radio in U
ACCORDING to a recent report from America, it was IT is reported that the U.S. Army have erected six.
long-wave wireless stations linking the Uiuteci
stated before a Congressional committee that the
installation of a secret radio transmitter in the German States, Newfoundland, Labrador, Greenland, Iceland:
Embassy in Washington did not do the Nazis much and Great Britain, and the stations are greatly expeditingi
good. Even before it got going on the outbreak of war the ferrying of aircraft across the North Atlantic, ine
it had been located by the Government direction- new long-wave network ensures a 24-hour radio-telegraph
finders. Apparently the Government's radio intelligence service uninterrupted by atmospheric disturbances
officials jammed the German Embassy's signals so which so frequently interfere with short-wave com-'
effectively that the station never made contact with munications across the North Atlantic.
Germany.
Radio Relay Subscribers
TP
1 to the end of September, 1943, radio relay statistics
U' show an increase of 17,692 subscribers, despite the
fact that the number of exchanges has been reduced by
one to 275.
Resignation
fU. W. F. NEWF.LL, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., has resigned
M from Sangams Weston, J-td., after more than
ro years'., association with Weston Instruments, to take
up the position of Technical Contracts Manager with the
Automatic Coil Winder and Electrical Equipment Co.,
Ltd., the well-known makers of the " AvoMeter " and
other " Avo " testing instruments, and " Douglas " and
" Macadie " coil-winding machines.
"Radio Allotment"
WARTIME beginners, often intimidated by the
superior knowledge of friends with green fingers,
have appreciated " Radio Allotment." This year's series
is sUghtly more advanced; more experiments are being
tried. But it is still the practical side which matters;
there is no script, and no rehearsal. Michael Standing
walks about and takes the microphone to the gardeners;
sometimes they carry on with the job as they talk. m
Cooking vegetables is the province of " Kitchen
Front," but once " Radio Allotment " went into the
kitchen, and found out how to salt beans down and
When a damaged wireless set arrives at the R.E.M.E. Wirchss
bottle tomatoes.
depot attached to the 8th Army it is repaired and tested for service
Traditional ways of gardening in different parts os
again.
The illustration shows a repaired set being inspected
the country are described. Five different ways of planting
prior to its reinstallation in a Sherman tankpotatoes were given the other day. Later, results will
be compared.
Radio Corsica
" Radio Thealre "
ANEW transmitter, installed on the island since its
ADIO Theatre," under one name or another, lias
liberation, can now be heard on the 29-metre
R■ been running since the autumn of 1941. It began
band, and also on 353 metres. The new station relays as an attempt to reflect, for listeners overseas, the
programmes from Algiers at various times during the British theatre and those who work in it. Twelve
day, commencing at 0600 (G.M.T.).
programmes, called " My Life in the Theatre, presented
London stage personalities—John Giclgnd, Fay Cohipton,
B.B.C. Broadcasts to European Press
Robert Donat and Yvonne Arnaud among them—thenERE are two stories from B.B.C. broadcasts to the careers
and their outstanding parts. Next came a series
clandestine press of Europe.
" Review of the British Theatre," in which the spotlight
First: A Nazi propagandist was praising the New was
the British playwrights from Congrevc to T. S.
Order. " You have only to look round. No more strikes, Eliot.on This
tremendously popular. For one thing,
order everywhere, liven the young are no longer rude almost everywas
actor and actress of contemporary note
to the police—what a change from the bad old days of took part in it.
,
democracy! "
, 1,
..
in 1943 John Burrell, producer from the opening
" Maybe," said a voice at the back of the audience. of Flarly
Radio Theatre," handed over to Mary Hope Allen,
" But in those days, when my doorbell rang at seven in who" is
in the chair. She plans to include a theatrical
the morning, I could at least be sure that it was only classic still
each month. Half an hour is a short time for a
the milkman."
.
good play. A couipromise is inevitable, and it is made
The second is a news item reported by the Norwegian by
preparing a careful introduction which gives tho
clandestine paper Fri Presse :
■' You remember the 3rd August, 1942. when people plot; the play's best act follows in full.
demonstrated in Oslo in honour of the King's Birthday ?
Well this year our Norwegian Nazis managed to arrest a
" Romeo and Juliet"
horse that celebrated the King's Birthday by standing
week a programme contained all the love scenes
in a public square with a llower behind its ear. The horse ONEfrom
Juliet." Uncut, they took
was taken to Office number nineteen, charged under "5 minutes. "Romeo-and
This was not because the actors gabbled !
paragraph 35,446, and sentenced for having stood in Those who know
their " Romeo " will remember that
a public place iii the service of an enemy power."
ROUND THE
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the number of times during which the lovers are alone source of information throughout British Africa.
is very small.
Herbert Farjeon has edited a dozen programmes; Radio Brazzaville is the first powerful short-wave
built around Shakespeare's secondary characters— radio station which France has ever possessed.
Titania, Jacques, Mercutio, Caliban, Hotspur, Polonius
Our Cover Subject
and Shallow, for instance—with his own introductions
to the selected scenes in which those characters appear. AT one of the R.A.F.'s day bomber stations the
On three occasions " Radio Theatre " has gone to a
squadrons are equipped with the Douglas Boston
current London success for its half-hour: " Watch III. It is a variant of the original Douglas D.B.7, and
omthe Rhine," "The Russians" and " Flarepath." is probably the fastest twin-engined bomber' the
Other outside broadcasts came from C.E.M.A.'s " Twelfth Americans have sent us. In fact, it is very nearly as
Night", at the Theatre Royal, Bristol, with Wendy fast as most of our fighters. Speed is an essential quality
Hiller as Viola, and from the Army's own " Journey's for daylight bombing and for working with fighter
escorts. The Boston can also look after itself very'well,
End," whose cast are serving soldiers.
" Radio Theatre," which has a big audience overseas, with its four fixed forward-firing guns, and its two
can now be heard by listeners at home who tune in to free guns in the rear gunner's cockpit amidships. All
the crew, except the gunners, wear tin hats, because it
the General Forces Programme.
has been found many A.A. bursts come above the
machine, and when they are flying at more than 300
Broadcasts to Schools
miles an hour the falling shrapnel smashes through the
T^HE new term of broadcasts to schools, which opened roof
of the aircraft.. ^ on May rst, is the third of the year's cycle.
These day bombers are the only operational crews
Listening schools," of which there are now over 12,300, who
actually
see the results of their work the same day.
will find all their old favourites are being continued. Their automatic
are in action throughout the
Many questions that are being discussed in the world raid. Two hours cameras
after their return the prints are ready
outside school take their place in such series as " Science and the crews summoned to a room on the station,
and the Future," which this term includes discussions on where the prints are projected on to a screen, when
house and town planning, the latest developments in they see all their successes, or errors. An important
aviation, such as jet propulsion. Sixth Form talks on part of the work at the bomber station is the radio
'Leadership and Libertv" review, such diverse watch, which maintains communication with the
characters as Pericles, Oliver Cromwell, Thomas aircraft while on the outward and homeward journey.
Jefferson, Napoleon Bonaparte, Abraham Lincoln and
William Gladstone. The talks on literature cover
B.B.C. in the Backyard; Aerial Allotments
biographies of Joseph Conrad and Cervantes, with
illustrations from their works. Senior history scholars OACKYARDS, in the war, have become small-scale
will hear in "European Heritage" a collection of " farmyards, and the B.B.C. has helped in the
good stories on the building of modern nations, with transformation. Allotments, as in the last war, have
three broadcasts about outstanding personalities of their been a powerful factor on the food front.
" Backs to the Land " is addressed to the " boys in
time—Guiseppe Mazzine, Lenin and Nansen.
the backyard " on Saturdays at 1.15. Each important
subject has a specialist who broadcasts at regular
Radio Brazzaville
intervals. Sometimes he brings as many as four experts
'T'HE story of Radio Brazzaville since its inception with him to the microphone. Alan Thompson deals with
* in'June, 1943, is one of sheer bard work on the part poultry, Reginald Gamble with bees, Mrs. Arthur Abbey
of its founders, the brothers Desjardins and their small with goats, Major Osman with racing pigeons, and
band of helpers. There were endless difficulties to W. King Wilson with rabbits. Pig-keeping is dealt with
overcome, including the tropical climate, before the by several broadcasters.
studios were 'equipped with
effective sound-proof installations.
The geographical position of
Brazzaville {French Equatorial
Africa) was in itself a major
'XvifiS
disadvantage, and, indeed, there
was no precedent for this attempt
m
ilitesilpi
to establish an important wireless
mmm %
station so remote from the usual
sources of information. By the
time Allied newspapers arrived,
they were at least two months
old. Every manufactured article,
down to the smallest nail, had to
be imported into the Congo,
and frequently machinery eagerly
awaited from America was sunk
or damaged on the way. To-day,
thanks to the Radio Corporation
of America, Brazzaville is equipped with everything that goes to
make a modem wireless station.
Forgotten are the mosquitoes, the
toads and the crickets. Microphones are now encased in sound
and airproof rooms.
Not only does it link all French
possessions throughout the world,
tell the real facts to the French
people in the vast prison camp
which the Germans have made
of their homeland, and the
Japanese of Indo-China, but it
radw-controljed lank caatrrred at the Aneio Bridgehead. It is 12ft.
is also regarded as an accurate The firstlongGerman
and 6ft. wide, and carries a high explosive charge of about 8001b.
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Beat

Frequency
Oscillator
By J. R. GREER
oscillating, and then tune in to a station As
NEXT to a multimeter, a wide-range audio-frequency detector
difference in frequency between .the oscillating!
oscillator is probably the most versatile and useful the
the transmitter gets smaller, the beat
piece of equipment a radio enthusiast can possess, detector and
enters the audible range, and you hear a highwhether for servicing or pure experimenting. For- frequency
pitched
whistle,
rapidly dropping to a growl.
tunately, although they are rather expensive to buy,
H T -h
HT-h

Figs. I and 2.— 7/?i
Hartley (left), and ih<
Colpiits circuits.

REQUIREMENTS
One medium- and Jong-wave S.G. 3 chassis
(mains or battery), with two tuned circuits.
Various small condensers and resistors.
Three valves.
The next question which arises is the type of R.F.
oscillator to be used. The most satisfactory types are
the Hartley and the Colpitts, shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
The disadvantage of the Hartley is that it requires centretapped coils, which creates difficulties if existing coils
are to be used. It also complicates switching, but that
will be discussed later.
The Golpitts is much more promismg in the matter ot
coils, but in the conventional circuit all condensers must
be in duplicate which, in practice, proves awkward.
After some experiment, however, it was discovered that,
if a virtual centre-tap, consisting of a smallist condenser
between each side and earth (Fig. 3, C3 and^ C4) was
provided, tuning could be controlled (within limits) by
either across the whole coil, or
and earth. The latter position was
for the main tuning control, as it
of a very large variable condenser
, thereby eliminating hand-capacity
beat frequency
effects, without exceeding the desired frequency shift.
will be produced. .
fixed oscillator, of course, follows the conventional
ioo kc/s, and the other is variable between xoo kc/s The
circuit.
and xao kc/s, any A.F. note between o c/s and 20,000 o/s Colpitts
In
an audio frequency oscillator of this type, the
may be produced. You know the effect when you set a
H.TH-250 V
-WWWAVv
R.4
TUT
c./o
S i-VA/WW
To
C./6
C.3

a very useful instrument of the type to be described can
readily be assembled from components to be found in
most spares-boxes. It should be mentioned at this stage
that, while reference is made throughout to a mains
chassis with an existing power-pack (i.e., mains transformer, choke, etc.), the circuit would work equally
with battery valves, when practically the only alteration
would bo to replace the cathode bias resistor of the
output valve by' a suitable bias battery.
While there arc several types of A.F. oscillators, the
simplest 5for our purpose is the Beat Frequency
Oscillator, or B.F.O. This depends for its action on the
principle that if two frequencies, fi and fg, are mixed,
two other frequencies, fi-f-fa and fi — fs are produced.

C.5 Co ;

^C7

C4

To

_U --i7-

i

irc/-

C

UT

C.I4
R.t

R2> 1J3

R.6

R3

HT-

Output
Fin- 3'—Circuit diagram, of lite hcaU/requcncy oscillator ; CI .0003 mfd.
C2, C3 ini C4, -OWS
m/rf. set zero ; VCl (Ctf. C7, C«) .0007 mfd. ; C6 C7 0005 mfd. sensed ; C8
fyed . C9. CI^ -000 mfd. fixed em,
.01 mfd. ; ClI, ei2, 10 mmfd. preset (see text). R4,03,
fixed used
; CM,
mfd. • CIS, C/7, .002 mfd. , Kt, K-. K3, I.mi .
R5,25R6mfd.
depend25onv. value
(see2text).
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Power Supply
If the set is for A.C. mains,
check the mains transformer
and rectifier, etc., which should
provide about 200 v. smoothed
H.T., and 4 v. L.T. for the
heaters; if for A.C./D.C. mains,
the voltage dropping resistor
should be tested. In "any case,
mark carefnllv the lead providing
smoothed H.T.-|-. As it will
probably be brought out to one
of the speaker terminals, this may
provide the most convenient connection. This done, make sure
that H.T.— is connected "firmly
and directly to the chassis, and
not through any bias resistors.
Tuning Coils
^ Remove all leads except those
(" B," Fig. 4) going to earth,
directly or-through a large blocking condenser; those (" C ") going
to the wave-change switch, and
those ("A") going to the fixed
vanes of the tuning condenser.
In the case of tuned anode coupling, the corresponding connections will be to H.T, + (" B
/ Megn
/ Megjn

Fig, 4. Windings and connections to be retained using iv)o typical coils.
question of range is apt to be a difficult one. It is
oesirable that the frequencies obtainable extend slightly
beyond the ordinary audible range, as supersonic
oscillation in an amplifier may cause serious distortion
and overloading, and yet be difficult to trace. If, however
the lange is as wide as this would make necessary, the
most commonly used frequencies—say, below 5,000 els
will be crushed into a relatively small space at the
B . F. 0
bottom of the dial. It is thus that the need for two ranees
becomes evident. This may be achieved by using the
existing wave change switching. If, when connected to
the medium wave coil, the change in capacitance
causes a change in frequency of 20 kc/s, when connected
u
to the long-wave coil, the radio frequency will be lower,
M l/.M or Amplifier
and the change of frequency (for the same change of
(see text)
capacitance) will also be less, in practice about 6 kc/s
f 'io. ,5. Method of couplins the B.F.O. and the omulifier
which is suitable.
It may be noticed that no A.K. volume control is
provided. Tim reasons are two-fold: firstly, it is wave-change switch ( C"), and anode of S.G. valve
difficult in a simple instrument such as this to fit a ("A").
Any primaries or reaction windings should be ignored
volume control which will not affect the frequericv
preferably, removed. You should now be left, in
and secondly, its use would complicate the calibration or,
each
case, with a medium-wave coil of perhaps too turns
of the Oscillator's response curve. On the rare occasions between
and C, and a much larger long-wave coil
when a control is required, it can be fitted externally • between A
C and B. Fig. 4 shows, in heavy line the
otherwise, it is better omitted.
windings and connections to be retained for' two
typical coils.
Once these three connections to
each coil, and H.T.+ and H.T.—
have been ascertained and carefully marked—and not before—all
small intervalve condensers and
resistors with their associated wiring should be carefully removed
and preserved for subsequent use.
If all unnecessary pieces of wire
Fe/s
are removed at this stage, it will
help to avoid confusion When rewiring is commenced. The wiring
to the power-pack and heater supplies' should not, of course, be
touched.
As the coils and their associated
switching are the most important
part of the oscillator, again check
their connections A, B and C, and
SO
30
too ISO 14 O ISO /GO verify, preferably with a continuity
meter,
or with battery and bulb
Diet Reading
- or head-phones:
FiS. 6.—Calibration chart.
That each coil is continuous, and
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that, in each coil, the L.W. and M.W. windings valves of unspecified types were referred to. In point of
are connected together at C.
fact, almost any valves of the appropriate filament
That the wave-change switch, when set at M.W., voltage (or current, if thfe set is for D.C. mains) may.1
short-circuits the L.W. coil.
be used, and, although the circuit is shown 'for Iriodes,
That no part of either coil is connected to earth, screen grid valves connected as triodes, or with the
through the wave-change switch or otherwise. The screening grid fed separately, could be used in the two
reason for this is evident from the circuit (Fig. 3).
oscillators, while an output pentode might well replace
If the coils are not already screened, cocoa tins of the triode in the output stage.
suitable size should be mounted over them, or, alternatively, a large vertical screen may be mounted between Adjusting the B.F.O.
When the wiring is completed, verify that the three
them, whichever is more convenient.
valves selected are in good' order by trying them in,
an
existing set, then insert them in the appropriate
Assembly of Oseillatot
. Wiring may now be commenced. As far as possible,1 valveholders, together with the rectifier, if a valve.'
keep the circuits of the two R.F. oscillators well separated, Set the coupling condensers, Cn and C12, about half;
but actual screening of individual leads should be in, and, after a final inspection, connect the output
unnecessary. The wiring diagram (Fig. 9) should be terminals to a pair of headphones, or the pick-up sockets
carefully followed, and each connection ticked off after of a good set, and switch on.
it has been made. The actual layout, however, may be
Alter allowing the valves about a minute to heat up,
modified to fit any chassis which is to hand.
set the two-gang .0005 mfd. condenser (arranged to
The mains transformer, rectifier, and valve beaters give .0007 mfd.: VCr, Fig. 3 ), full out, set the waveshould be wired first, if this is not already done. The change switch at " M.W.," and, from fulltout, screw in
two smoothing condensers—and the bias decoupling the .0003 mfd. pre-set gracfually until a whistle is heard,
condenser for V3—are shown as - tubular electrolytics, which will slowly reduce in pitch until it .becomes a
but the cardboard types may be used if they are avail- growl, then stops altogether. At this position the preable. The mains terminals are connected with twisted set should be locked. If now the tuning condenser is
flex through the mains switch on the front panel to the rotated towards maximum capacitance, the whistle
primary of the mains transformer.
should again appear, increasing rapidly in frequency
The four leads to the rectifier should now be wired, until, towards the end of the schle, it becomes almost
care being taken that the rectifier anodes' leads go to inaudible.
the " Anode " and " Grid " of the 4-pin valvcholder.
Should a whistle not be obtained on rotating the .0003
One side of the rectifier filament is connected to the mfd. pre-set, first verify that the valves arc osciliatiug.
smoothing choke, and to one 8 mfd.' condenser. The This may be done by inserting a xnilliamnieter in each
other side of the choke is connected to.the other 8 mfd. anode circuit in turn. If the valve is oscillating, the
condenser, and this forms H.T.-I-. Twisted flex should anode current should almost double on touching the
also be used for the 4-volt heater supplies to the three grid with a wetted finger, as this stops oscillation.
remaining valves.
If both valves are oscillating—and failure to oscillate can
The various small condensers and 1 watt resistors only be due to faulty components or possibly inadequate
should now be mounted in the appropriate positions H.T., due perhaps to excessive anode resistors—an
on the resistance panel, and the panel wired ready for absence of a whistle probably means a faulty condenser,
mounting. Finally, when all coils and condensers are across one of the tuning coils, which results in the
mounted, the .0003 mfd. pfe-set and its associated fixed frequencies being too far apart to provide an audible
condensers should be wired to the appropriate terminals beat. It should be emphasised, however, that, provided
of the coil. The resistance panel should now be mounted reasonable care is taken in the selection and fitting of
in the chassis, and comicctions made to valves, H.T.+, these condensers, no difficulties will be experienced.
earth, and the coils. The wave-change switch (D.P.S.T.)
If now the wave-change switch is set at " L.W.," and
the main (two-gang) tuning condenser, the set-zero the tuning condenser rotated, it will be found that the
condenser, and the two coupling condensers, Cn and range covered is much shorter, and the highest frequency
. C12. should be connected up with fairly stiff wire which is well within the audio range.
will remain rigid in use. The position of the two leads
The small "set zero" condenser (C5, Fig. 3) is
running from the anodes of Vr and V2 to the coupling arranged to compensate for frequency drift, and should
condensers Cn and C12 should be particularly noted, always be adjusted in the following manner before
as it is desirable to keep them separated.
using the oscillator, especially after the range has been
altered.
Components
1. Set the main tuning dial at zero.
Although the values of individual condensers are not
2. Adjust the " set zero" so that oscillations just
critical, the overall capacitances across each coil (ex- cease, but so that the slightest rotation of the tuning
cluding the large variable condenser), should be exactly dial causes them to reappear as a low growl.
equal, with the .0003 mfd. pre-set about half in. In
Last of all, adjust the coupling condensers Cu and
this connection a rapacitance bridge, such as tiiat C12, this being best-done on the " M.W." range. Reduce
recently described in these columns, will prove invaluable. both to zero, then increase them alternately until
If, hoivever, reliable condensers of the stated values are " chirps " (due to harmonics) begin to appear on rotation
used, any deviation should be well within the range of of the condenser, if necessary they may be increased
the .0003 mfd. pre-set. The two small coupling con- further until the oscillators begin to pull together, and
densers, Cn and C12, should have a maximum capaci- the lowest frequencies start to disappear. If, however,
tance of about 10 mmfds. The well-known Phillips tubular some care is taken over adjustment, it is possible to
porcelain trimmers are . suitable, or trimmers from an obtain reasonable volume, a full range of frequencies,
old ganged condenser would probably be satisfactory. and complete freedom from " chirps." In the original
Considerable latitude is permissible in the choice of ' mode) it was found that best results were obtained when
resistors, except perhaps in the case of the bias resistor one condenser (that from the fixed psciliator) was half
for the output valve, where the maker's value should be in, and the other was a quarter in.
adhered to.
Calibration and Use o£ the Spares-Box B.F.O.
While for many purposes accurate calibration is not
Valves
Should an A.F. choke not be available, the primary essential^ it considerably increases the scope of the
instrument
and the work should be done as.carefully as
of an inter-valve or speaker transformer might be used.
A resistor (of 20,000 to 50,000 ohms) could be used, and possible.
Since it is convenient to have the dial marked directly
would provide a slightly more level frequency response,
in kc/s., carefully paste a piece of thin card over it, and
but the output would be considerably lower.
It will be noticed that, in the " Requirements," three mark this off in very light pencil, from zero to 180 deg.
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As mentioned before, the range of the osciliator is control as described earlier. Turn the tuning control
about 0-6 kc/s. on the " L.W." band, and 0-20 kc/s. on to the high frequency end of the dial, attach a condenser
the M.W." band, So separate Oalibration graphs shouid which will give a frequency, of between 12 and 18 kc/s,
be 4 drawn for each band.
and rotate the dial so .as gradual.lv to reduce frequencv
till a resonance point is reached. This will be indicated
Calibration !rom a Piano
by
the meter reading rising to a maximum, or the
The first haif of the 6 kc/s range can" conveniently volume
from the speaker rising to a peak, as the case
be calibrated
from
a
piano
by
sounding
a
note,
then
1
may be. The position of the 'dial should be read and
finding the corresponding reading (in degrees) on the noted
in the appropriate column. The condenser should
B.h.O. dial. As middle " C " is normally 256 c/s the
now be replaced by one of slightly larger capacitance,
other " Cs" can readily be worked
out':
1
the
trequency
again reduced till resonance is reached
32 _ 64
128
256
512 , 1,024
2,048
and the reading noted. The purpose of starting at the
This, however, does not get us very far and, as it is high
frequency end of the scale and working down to
difficult to distinguish between octaves and " fifths," resonance
is to ensure that the fundamental is reached
it is rather perilous to attempt to estimate harmonics. ' fust, and that
it is not a harmonic of a lower frequencv
that is causing the peak.
Other Methods of Calibration
Assuming that no special apparatus such as cathoderay oscillographs and standard frequency generators
UU 12/14
240 F
are available, probably the simplest method of calibration
involves the use of A.F. tuned circuits, since, if the
inductance and capacitance are known, the, frequency
O 220 1/
H T +■
can readily be calculated. A suitable inductance is an
/
H.F. choke, the one used for calibrating the original
o
instrument being the Telsen " Standard " H.F. choke
o 200 1/
('"'g- 5) which has a stated inductance of 150,000 mHvs
and does not deviate much from it, while the Telsen
Binocular H.F. choke has an inductance of 180,000 mHys.
o<
Any H.F'. choke however, whose inductance is known
o>
may be used.
>0
With the Telsen Standard choke (150,000 mHys)' a
►o
&
capacitance of 0.5 mfd. gives a resonant frequency of
580 c/s., while, with a capacitance of .0005 mfd. it g'ifes
■
o
a resonant frequency of 18,000 c/s. Thus the one
^ 8 MfdS
>0
300 V
inductance can readily be used to cover the entire audio
K>
range. A skeleton diagram of the circuit used is given
K>
in Fig. 6, and the 1 megohm (approx.) blocking resistors
should be noted, as they help to minimise the effect of
stray capacitances, which might cause serious errors
o o
particularly in the upper register.
/vr~
A valve voltmeter is ideal, but, failing this, the same
effect may be obtained by connecting the leads to the
pick-up sockets of an ordinary set. If an A.C. meter
is available, this should be connected, through blocking
F'S- 7. A suitable mains unit for Fig
condensers, across the primary of the speaker transformer in the set, but if not, it is quite possible to judge
When the whole " M.W." range below 15 kc/s has
the resonant point, by the loudness of the sound from been covered in this manner—and the more readings
the speaker.
that are taken, even if two or three condensers have
Once the circuit has been arranged, the condensers the same nominal value, the less will be the chance of
should be selected. Generally speaking, the older er.1"9r—the readings should be plotted on graph paper,
bakelite condensers adhere more closely to their nominal with frequency up the side, and dial readings along the
values than do the more recent tubulars. In any case bottom, and a curve drawn through as many points as
the better known makes should be chosen for preference. possible. A typical calibration curve is shown in Ffo 7
If it is possible to borrow a standard condenser box this The range between 15 and 20 kc/s should now be verified"
would certainly be useful. If not, the simplest pro^ As the approximate positions can be estimated beforecedure is to attach two very short lengths of flex (not hand from the curve of the graph, this reduces the
twisted) to the two terminals of the H.F. choke, attaching chance of mistaking a harmonic for a fundamental
crocodile clips to the other ends, for clipping on to the The upper register can now be drawn filially, and the
various condensers.
graph completed, small kinks being, of course neglected
The resonant frequency of the tuned circuit can readily
The " L.W." range is calibrated in a similar manner'
be calculated from the formula;
First, the set zero is readjusted, then starting at 4 to 5
kc/s and working down, readings are taken as before"
plotted, and the curve sketched. Then the range 4-6 kc/s
/ = znVzc
is
estimating the position of readings from
where / is in c/s., L is in henries, C in micromicrofarads. thecompleted,
curve, then determining them exactly by findin-For example, with the choke referred to, L = 150,000 the resonant
point.
the whole curve is carefully
mhys, = 0.15 hys., and if C = .001 mfds. = 1,000 redrawn. If desired, Finally
the lower half of this range might
mmfds., then / = 6
well be calibrated from a piano, as described earlier
and this would provide a useful check of the resonance
, 10— = 13,000 c/s
calibration.
arrV-iS'X 1,000
At this stage it is desirable to draw up a table with Marking Out the Dial
four columns giving:
While it is possible to leave the dial calibrated in '
11
16 nom na
i l valufe of each condenser to be used. degrees, and use the calibration curves for reference
2 J}
it
is' much more convenient and well worth the extra
'n
1
•
resonant
frequency
of
this
condenser
in
parallel with the standard inductance. This is calculated trouble,
to calibrate the dial directly in kc/s.
from the formula in each case.
To do the 20 kc/s range, first find from the" graph at
3. The reading on the " M.W." scale.
what
position
dial 1,0 kc/s comes in. At this
4. The reading on the " L.W." scale (as far as it goes). puint, draw in ofa the
short thick radial line, preferabiv in
I he oscillator is now ready for calibration.
Indian ink, over the initial pencil markings In the
Set the switch to " M.W." and adjust the set zero same
manner mark in 2, 3, 4,
20 kc/s at the
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appropriate points, over the whole range. Finally,
between each thick line draw in, free-hand, line thin
lines representing 0.2 kc/s each.
The 6 kc/s range is now dealt with in a similar manner
except that points are plotted, and thick lines drawn,
every 0.5 kc/s, and thin lines are drawn to represent
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0.1 kc/s. When the marking-in is complete the numerals
I to 6 and 1 to no should be carefully drawn in with a
very fine pen, and after the ink has dried thoroughly
the original pencil marks carefully erased with a soft
rubber. The dial should now be carefully replaced and
the oscillator is ready for use.
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Figs, 8 and 9.—Lauoul and wiring diagram. Resistance and condenser valves, reading from left to right: 1,000 & i I MO;
50,000 O; 1 M-Q; .0001 mfd. ; 50,000 P ; .01 mfd.; I MP ; .0001 mfd.
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Output Response Curve
evident, and thinness, in either the bass or the treble,
If an A.C. meter is available, the response curve ot can also be seen.
the oscillator should be drawn. This is done very simply
If it is desired to graph the result, the output voltage
by connecting the meter, on perhaps the 5-volt range, at any frequency should be divided by the input voltage
to the output terminals of the B.F.O. and plotting on a at that frequency (obtained from the B.F.O.'s response
graph, with frequency along the bottom and voltage curve) and the logarithm of the resultant ratio plotted
up the side, the output voltage at various frequencies, against frequency, preferably on logarithmic graph
paper. This should be done every 100 c/s or so for the
separate graphs being drawn for elch range.
first kc/s, and thereafter at wider intervals.
Uses of B.F.O.—Response Curves
Among its many other uses, perhaps the best known Mechanical Resonances
is that of determining the response curves of the A.F.
The B.F.O. is also invaluable for tracing mechanical
sections of sets. While it is possible to draw a response resonances in or near the speaker. Again the oscillator
curve very accurately,-what is much more often required is connected to the pick-up terminals and the frequency
is an approximate check that:
gradually increased until the source of resonance is found.
The responselis not excessively curtailed at either end.
There are no serious peaks or troughs.
Calibration of Condenser and Inductances
This may readily be done by connecting the B.F.O.
One less common use is in determining the values of
to the pick-up terminals, turning the receiver's volume unknown inductances and condensers. The set-up is
control (if any) to about half and, if an A.C. meter is the same as that used in calibrating the oscillator
available, connecting this through 2 mfd. blocking (Fig. 6), the unknown condenser being connected in
condensers across the primary of the speaker transformer. parallel with the known inductance and (working down
The B.F.O. tuning control should now be turned to raise from 20 kc/s) the resonant frequency found. When
the frequency gradually from o to 6 kc/s, and then on L and / are known, C may be calculated from the formula
the other range from 6 t© 15 kc/s—few speakers reproduce given earlier. In the same way, an unknown inductance
above 15 kc/s Any peaks or troughs will at once become connected to a known condenser may be determined.

The
Tuned
Circuit
The effect of Resistive, Inductive and Capacitive Elements
IN an article on A.C. theory the tuned circuit, both there is what is known as the radiation resistance of
paralicl and series, was discussed, and formulae the aerial. This resistance can be looked on as
for resonance, Synamic impedance and the like were "imaginary"; it is not clearly defined as is the case
tabulated. A simple tuned circuit consisting of an of the ohmic resistance/ yet it is present and is of such
inductance and a condenser will now be considered and a value that the equation
the effects which resistance and frequency have on its
P = 72 (/?! + Ro)
operation will be described.
is satisfied for the existing conditions. In the above
■Kris the ohmic resistance and Pa the radiation resisTuned Circuits
tance of the aerial; if Pi watts of energy arc radiated
Tuned circuits, acceptors or rejectors, are composed into space while Pa watts are lost as heat then the total
of a capacity,, an inductance and a resistance or resis- power is given by the sum of these two powers, resulting
tances. The condenser supplies the capacity, the in the expression given above.
coil the inductance, and resistive elements are present
we see that the fact that power is dissipated
in the turns of the coil and the connecting leads. Coils as Therefore
heat as well as useful radiation from a transmitting
and condensers are generally measured in microhenries aerial, results in an increase in the aerial resistance
and microfarads respectively, and the wavelength to from Pi to (Ri + P2) ohms.
which a particular circuit wilt tune is given by :
Since, then, that losses of any nature can result in
Wavelength A = 1.885 Vie
increased resistance, the design of tuned circuits not
only calls for low ohmic values of resistance, but energy
the wavelength being expressed in metres.
Selectivity, an essential feature of all tuned circuits, losses of every kind must be also avoided.
is dependent upon the resistance of the circuit as we
saw in A.C. theory ; unlike D.C. practice the resistance Effect of Frequency on Resistance
of a coil at radio frequencies is a variable quantity ; a
When a direct current flows through a conductor each
coil wound with heavy gauge wire operating at radio part of the conductor carries a share of the current; that
frequency may have a resistance several times greater is, the current distribution is uniform. When the
than that of a similar coil wound with thinner wire and current is alternating this uniformity'does not follow
measured normally on D.C. or power frequencies.
and as the frequency of the current increases the ten'Resistance depends upon frequency, as does also the dency of the current to desert the central portions of the
capacitance and inductance of the circuit. Capacity conductor and confine itself to the outer portions also
at high frequency is not the same as the capacity at increases.
D;C. Similarly the inductance of a coil for D.C. is
At very high frequencies this " skin effect " as it is
generally a very different figure to the one obtained called becomes extremely marked, the current flowing
when the component is carrying R.F.
entirely on the surface of the conductor. Since ibis
Changes in resistance, capacitance and inductance is in effect equivalent to reducing the cross-sectional
with change in frequency should not be confused at this area of the conductor it is quite evident that the ohmic
stage with the change in the resistance of the, com- resistance of the lead must substantially increase.
ponents with change in frequency.
As the useful area of the conductor decreases as the
frequency increases, the ratio of the R.F. to the D.C.
Resistance in the Tuned Circuit
resistance
increases with the frequency.
In wireless calculations a definition of resistance is In practicalautomatically
design, especially/in transmitters, tuning
generally given by the formula:
coils are sometimes wound of copper tubing, since the
P = 72 R
of the central sectiori makes no difference to
where the total power consumption of the circuit under removal
the resistance.
consideration is given as P watts and the R.M.S, value
The diameter of the conductor and the specific resisof the current flowing as 1 amperes. In a transmitting tance
of the material of which it is made most affect
aerial, for instance, besides the ordinary ohraic resistance the radio
frequency resistance of a conductor.
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impedance is capacitive, which means that
Generally, when conductors carrying R.F. currents the coil's
component behaves as a condenser; below the
are wound into coils the current distribution is such the
resonant
frequency
the impedance becoines inductive.
that the current tends to concentrate at the inner edge
alternating p.d. of E volts is applied to the coil,
of the coil and is not so symmetrical^ as m the case when andIf aancurrent
I flows from the generator then we can
the conductor is simply straight. This efiect can still Say:
urther increase the resistance of the component,
I=EI&L-EaC
especially in coils of several layers.
,
— E (i/coL—coC)
It can be shown by experiment that coils wound with
=E (i —co2 LCjoiL)
hne wire havesmaller R.F. resistances than coils m and the current lags by 90 deg. behind the applied p.d.
which heavier gauge is employed. Therefore m practice at all frequencies below resonance. The value ox _ the
coils are sometimes wound with wire consisting ot many inductance at all frequencies below resonance is given
separate strands, each insulated from the others and bv :
woven in such a manner that each strand moves equally
E (i/<oLo) = -E (1— co2LC/coLi
from the centre to the outside edge of the cross section.
ho—Lji—^LC
Since this results in more equal current distribution
Thus it is a fairly simple matter to see that Lo, the
than that obtained in a solid conductor of similar effective
inductance
a coil of calculated inductance L,
dimensions, the overall resistance is kept reasonably will increase with theoffrequency
due to the self-capacity L.
near to its ohmic D.C. value.
SeH-capaeity of multi-layer coils can be reduced by
spaced layers or banked windings and in well-consti ucted
Effect on Capacity and inductance
The capacity of good air-spaced or oil-dielectric components the effect can be practically eliminaied.
condensers is generally independent of the frequency
Due to Capacity
of the applied current, but in the case of small Paper Resistance
A condenser can have a bearing on the resistance ot a
types the frequency does exercise some enect on. tne circuit
due to several reasons. There is the ohmic
<<l C
ot the plates and connecting leads generally
In rolled paper types attempts are made to reduce resistance
quite
small
then there is leakage resistance between
inductive effects by ensuring that the connecting leads the plates ;themselves
across the-dielectric—generally
iare contacted at a large number of points along the very high. Lastly, dielectric
causes a waste
ength of the foil plates. If this precaution is not taken, of energy due to heat losses absorption
dielectric material.
then at high frequencies portions of the plate area are As the' frequency increases inonthethe
the
ineffective, due to the inductance produced by the spiral dielectric loss becomes less and less ascondenser
the time tor
construction of them.
, ,. ^
u
absorption
gets
smaller
and
smaller.
Even in well-made condensers ot this type where
can be shown that if the leakage resistance across
inductive effects are negligible, an effect known as TheIt plates
a condenser can be imagined as a high
dielectric absorption can cause the capaeity to be resistance of
R shunting the condenser,, then2 this is
affected by frequency. Condensers with solid dielectrics equivalent to
a
small resistance of value, i/co? C A wired
take longer to charge than condensers with air spacing; in series with the
capacity.
this is because dielectric absorption is much less in the
Well-designed condensers introduce very small
latter variety.
.
,
effects in a circuit, unless they are subject
As frequency increases the time taken for a condensei resistance
moisture and dust, which will have the . effect 01
to charge and discharge becomes smaller and smaller. to
reducing
leakage
and increasing losses in the dielectric.
thus this is the same as reducing the amount of charge
on the condenser and therefore effectively reducing the
capacity.
.
•
t
The connection between the change of capacity ot a
•PRIZE PROBLEMS
condenser with the increase in frequency is rather a
complex one, and" as has already been mentioned is
Problem No. 457
negligible in well-constructed air-spaced components.
JONES-SMITH'S battery receiver grew weak in volume. It was used
in conjunction with an A.C. mains unit, and he suspected the
In the case of inductances, coils used on R.h. are
output pentode, which was a 220 H.P.T. He replaced it by a *.20 P.T.,
usually air cored, since ordinary iron cores cannot be
and
the itreception
to normal.
old valve tosatisthe
employed as in tho case of L.F. components, due to
makers
was sentreturned
back with
the reportReturning
that it wasthefunctioning
factorily.
What,
and
where,
was
the
defect
in
Jones-Smith
s
receiver
eddy current losses. These losses would increase the
Three books will be awarded for the ftrst three correct solutionsi
resistance very considerably and the coil would be of
opened. Address your solution to (be Editor, Practical VNtuei-kss,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand. W.C.2. Envelopes niost
little .use. Iron dust cores, however, may be employed,
be marked
Problem
457 not.
in the
left-hand
corner,on and
must, be
the finely divided iron of these resulting in low eddy
posted
to reach
thisNo.ollice
latertopthan
drst post
Wednesday,
current losses and the advantage of being ab e to obtain
June 14th, 11)44.
a -nven value of inductance with fewer turns of wire
than would be needed in the case of an air-cored
component.
. r
Solution to Problem No. 456
The inductance of a coil can vary with the frequency
Jackson's connections would have been quite.in order if he bad taken more
when Toining one lead to the decoupling condenser. He intended inaMny
due to the skin effect already discussed causing an care
the tocondenser
joinedwastoatearth,
unfortunately,
unequal distribution of current. The self capacity of a contact with
the wire
the otherterminal
one, which
a H.T.but,positive
potentiai.lie
coil can also have some bearing on this change ot soldered
Theaccordingly
three following
readers
successfully
solved
Problem
No. 4ao,
mid books
have
been
forwarded
to
them
;
L.A.C.
A.
L.
Alley,
•t-A.!'.,
inductance with frequency effect.
Shepherd,
Esq.,
11,
Crompton
Place,
Preston
New
Road,
Blackburn,
Each turn of wire on a coil acts as a tiny condenser Jj.Lanes
; jr. 3. Rigby, Esq., 955, East Lynes Road. Booths town. Nr. Manchester,
plate and a capacity exists between each section of the Lanes.
wire and the adjacent sections. All these littlexapacities
add up into one larger capacity, virtually in parallel with
NOW AVAILABLE
the coil, known as the coil's self-capacity.
When R.F. is applied to a coil a certain amount ot
New and tully revised lotb Edition
current must pass through the coil and a certain amount
through the self-capacity; the energy losses of the
PRACTICAL WIRELESS
latter due to dielectric absorption therefore increase the
resistance of the coil, though this increase is generally
ENCYCLOPAEDIA
much smaller than that caused by the skin effect.
The circuit becomes for all practical purposes a
10/6, or 10/9 by post, from
parallel rejector cifcuif as^we discussed in A.C. theory,
the resonant frequency being given by
George Newnes, Ltd:, (Book Dept.), Tower House.
^ it V
, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
where C is the coil's self-capacity. Above this frequency
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Transformers—2

Laminations, Winding and Assembly.
By D, BARBER
{Continued from page 276, June issue,)
IT has been shown that the essential parts of a trans- Fig3- 3, 3A, 4 and 4A show several types commonly
former are two coils, called the primary and the met with, of which Fig. 4A is the efficient shell type
secondary, mounted on a soft iron core. These mentioned in the preceding paragraph. Without going
will now be considered independently in greater detail. into
a tfechnical explanation, it can be stated that it is
absolutely essential that transformer cores are built
The Iron Core
up of these laminations. A solid core will not do.
, The types of core usually met with in small trans- The
for the laminations being marketed in pairs
formers can be divided broadly into two types : firstly is to reason
the constructor to wind his coils and then
the " core" type construction (Figs, i and ia), "and build enable
up
the
magnetic core around it.
secondly, the " shell " type (Figs. 2 and 2a). The
In the previous article it was emphasised that for a
transformer con to be most effective it must act on an
Primary
iron core without air gaps. In actual core construction
there must hlways be bad magnetic joints where the
two sections of the core meet. Some method of over1 )
K
lapping these joints must therefore be devised in order
that the core as a whole is magnetically a good conductor.
Fig. 5 shows how this is done. It will be seen that the
!c-H
joints of the " odd " laminations do not fall opposite
the joints of the " even " laminations. Fig. 5a shows
the appearance of the core when correctly assembled
in
this manner. ,
Secondary
h ig. I. Core-type construction.
Coils
The importance of sound insulation cannot be too
dotted, lines indicate, the path which the magnetic highly
stressed when building transformers for mains
flux follows during operation, and t will be seen that use. The
effect of alternating voltages is
in the " shell " type this flux divides into two paths considerablybreakdown
higher than the equivalent D.C. voltage.
A rvn-fof lirY\Vvc .or^
-x•„ winCS
1* .
on
^
()np nf fHp Ivpcf txto-cto +r\
-s^-1 ^4„ : i„r.; ^ r
case of thfeore Ty^the prhuary0''
^ the the secondary from the Prim^y winding is to,wind and
can be wound on one limb and the
Primary
secondary on the other, or the- two
coils can both be put on the same
limb. In the same way, the shell
\-l
type can have both these windings
assembled on the centre limb, or
CJ
one on each of the outer limbs. The
most efficient way of mounting, the
C-J
4-.
coils is always to have them as near
as possible to each other. Thus,
Fig. 2 is from all points of view the
C I
best construction to adopt. Not
only are the windings efficiently
placed,, but being wound on the
centre limb, a large part of the barrel
Secondary
surface of the coils is mechanically
-Shell-type construction.
protected by the two outer limbs.
The material used for building up transformer cores insulate the two coils separately before mounting on the
is ialways thin sheet iron, usually betweeri .oiin. and .oain. core. The common cause of the failure of small transthick. Special ferrous alloys are manufactured,''one of the formers is the breakdown of the insulation between
most popular being marketed under the trade name of adjacent layers of the winding. This is particularly
" Stalloy." In the absence of these special alloys, the case with the high voltage windings. A strip of very
however, ordinary annealed sheet iron is quite suitable thin paper placed between each layer of wire on the
for amateur use. These punchings or laminations soil will effectively prevent this. In the case of windings
usually go in pairs to make up the desired shape of core. operating at less than, say, 100 volts, it is not usual to

2

' B

Fig. 3.
Figs. 3 and 4.—Core lamination.

Fig. 4.
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tape may be used, although this is sticky, and will be
Even
found difficult to manipulate. Pieces of insulated sleeving
Laminations
should be threaded over the wire ends going put ot the
h./
coil to give them the necessary protection. If
The taping
should be taken some distance over these.
c^re has
been taken in the various stages of winding, the result
should now be a uniformly shaped coil of such proportions
that the core laminations can be assembled with it. so
as to fit snugly without having to be forced m any way
\
If the constructor so wishes, he may dip the coil after
winding in some good quality insulating varmsh This
is instrumental in keeping out the damp and ensuring
1
a long life. In the event of enamelled wires havina
been used, however, the coil should not be dipped, as
many Varnishes attack the enamel covering.
Assembly^tic^iar digcuity should be experienced in
putting together the core and coils. The mam thmg to
watch is that the laminations are handled carefully so
Odd
that they remain flat, otherwise it may be found that
Laminations
the finished transformer will hum unduly whem n
Pis, 5.—Method of interleaving stampings.
operation. To minimise this humming the core shou.d
be clamped tightly so that no vibration can take place
suitable method of clamping can be used, a very
insert this as the wire covering itself is generally con- Any
common one being illustrated m Fig. 7, which shows a
perspective
sketch of a typical shell type .trmifforraer
^on^cofv^method of winding transformer
on the basis ot these notes. ihe core
coils is bv the use of " formers." These are frames made constructed
it willisbeusually
seen, are
extended to take the terminal
of wood br ftbre of such dimensions that when the coil damps,
board, which
of bakelite.
.
is wound on them, they can be dismantledand amoved
This
article
has
dealt
with
ntelboji of construction
leaving the coil correctly shaped so as to fit the core of transformers. The next the
and final article will deal
on which it is finally to go. Figs. 6, 6a and 6b show ttaee with the procedure to be followed
figuring out
stages in the winding of a coil using this method. Fig. 6 core sizes, number of turns, and otherwhen
aspects of design.
is a sketch of a tvpical former. It will be noticed that it
can be taken into three parts—consisting of an inner
block, with two outer cheeks.
tu
A New Handbook
Four slots are cut across the cheeks ot such depth that
they just cut the surface of the inner block
NEWNES SLIDE RULE
The procedure when winding a coil shoui^ be as
MANUAL
The5 former is held together by a threaded rob or
By F. J. CAMM
screw, after the inner block has been rubbed with a
'fittle wax to facilitate its ultimate removal. The
5/or
5/6
hv
post
from George Nevmes, Ltd.,
starting end of the wire is then passed through
one of
Tomer House^Southampton St., Strand, W.G.2^
the slots and anchored to the outside ot tl1® chf®^:
Winding can now commence. This should be done
neatlv and care should be taken that the last turns ot
Terminal Board
Soldering fags tor Terminals
each layer do not drop down below the level ot
preceding layer. When the necessary number ot turns
has been wound on. four pieces of ^ad are passed
through the slots in the tormer and round the coil
the ends being tied together as shown in Fig. 6a. this
will hold the coil together and the former can now be
dismantled and the inner block gently tapped out from
the
middle
of the coil.at this
Thestage.
tapingYellow
up or insulating
process
can commence
Empire
tape about iirt. wide, is the best material to use, and
a glance at Fig. 5b will make clear the manner m which
this is put on. It should not be drawn too tightly,
otherwise the coil will become distorted.
As the tapmg
progresses round the Coil, the four Pleiees of thread c<,a
be cut off one by one. Two layers of this tape shouU
be ample for voltages up to, say, 250 volts. lor
mechanical protection a further layer of cotton tape
should be applied if this is available, or black aahcsive
Insulating
Sleeving
320

\ C

Wire End
Fig. 6.—Three stages in the winding of coils.

insulating Sleeving

~ Core damps
fig, 7,— Typical shell type transformer.
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By THERMION
Our Brains Trust Suspended
are not hesitating nowadays to direct purchasers of their
THE word of the Editor is always final, legally receivers who are encountering difficulties therewith, to
binding, and no correspondence can be entered into write to the Editor of this journal—having sacked their
regarding his decision. Therefore I read his decision
servicing and technical inquiry staffs early in
in last month's issue to suspend the Practical Wireless own
the war. This journal has always made it a rule that
Advisory Service with feelings of relief intermingled with it will not deal with questions relating to commercial
regret. I have seen the Editor at work, ploughing receivers. I can now disclose the reason.
through a deep pile of queries which ought never to
In those halcyon days when we answered questions
have been sent. I have seen his staff wading through from all and sundry we often received queries relating to
a positive morass of queries which have been answered commercial receivers of which we had no personal
some dozens of times in past issues. I have seen circuit experience. Upon telephoning- the service managers
diagrams arriving for modification, and I have seen
queries which only they could settle we were
requests for addresses which have appeared in every concerning
told to direct the querist to them. Very properly,
successive issue of this journal. I also have noted the therefore, we took the attitude that as they or their
painstaking care with which the staff prepares the agents had sold the receiver and made the profit thereon
indexes to the articles, replies, and paragraphs, which they should have the expense and trouble of dealing
constitute* the make-up of each issue. These indexes with queries. I have the authority of the Editor for
are prepared and sold for the special convenience of stating that this state of affairs will continue after the
readers, so that they may have a key and rapid guide war.
to information published during the year. These
A lot of qneries are addressed to me personally, and
indexes are published at a loss.
I must refuse to answer any letters relating to commercial
As soon as a reader encounters some problem, it may receivers.
Readers in such difficulties should consult the
be an address, a request for a circuit, or have we
agents or the manufacturers concerned.
ever published, etc., he dashes off a letter to us. Has local
The
Practical
Wireless Brains Trust has functioned
the world grown inherently lazy ? Do readers realise
efficiently for all these years. It is not a Brains
when shooting off one of their complicated letters most
Trust
like
that
of
the B.B.C. ilk. It is a Brains Trust
containing perhaps one dozen separate queries, that it which answers questions/
whereas, the B.B.C so-called
takes a member of the staff two hours to deal with it ? Brains Trust merely gives
opinions as answers to
Some of the letters are quite unreasonable. No reader questions.
of this paper has a right to expect two hours of the
Howard Thomas is so anxious to claim the credit
service of a member of the staff. We, on the other hand, forIfhaving
it, then Tie is easily pleased and
are entitled to expect that readers will go to some little satisfied. I introduced
join with the Editor in expressing the -hope
trouble to help themselves before sending a query in to that we shall
shortly be able to reintroduce the service
us. Some of the queries are childish, and could be to readers which
we have so cheerfully and promptly
answered if the reader would go to the nearest telephone undertaken Irom the first issue. In the meantime it is
box, and consult the telephone directory for a particular regretted that readers will have to help themselves by
address. Some of the readers accentuate my point by say- consulting back issues, instead of expecting us to do so
ing that they have been readers from No. i. That is, of for
them.
course, an old tag. One reader the other day endeavoured
to enlist our aid, in these days of staff shortage, by stating
that he had taken the paper for the last twenty years !
"WHY WE'RE GOING BARMY "
The journal is twelve years old !
[Press Item.—The Viear of Chorleywood, Hertfordshire, says
So the fiat has gone forth. Until the labour situation Britain
is
on
verge of a national nervous breakdown and
changes queries may not be addressed here. In lots of lie thinks thatthe
a tremendous lot of illness and nervous disorder
ways I deplore it. Notwithstanding the atmoyances is brought about by the confusion that is operating over the
and the aggravations which questions of llhe nature of wireless. He says; " One moment you are called upon to listen
a recurring decimal have upon an overworked and to some uplifting address, and the next moment you are switched
understanding staff, they have been cheerfully and off to some silly thrill which thrills not at all."]
promptly attended to. This is the only journal which
Dear Vicar, your views,
As set out in the Press,
has maintained a Free Advisory Service from its inTo many seem narrow,
ception.
We're forced to confess;
There is another point. Manufacturers of complete
But grant you one point
wireless receivers who, in the piping times of peace
We readily will,
have wryly distorted their faces
and distended their
■ Like you we just hate,
!
nostrils as if encountering the effluvia from a bad
Those thrills which don't thrilk
drain at the mere mention of home-constructed receivers,
Afflictions, it's clear,
Are greatly increased
By the programmes we hear.
©ne moment dull lectures,
The
next gibbering croons,
0ur IRoll of fIDedt
Till all bilious we turn,
And
see several moons.
Readers on Active Sevrice—Foriij-lh.ird List
Can
you
find us, kind sir,
P. Fisher (Cpl., R.A.F.).
Some remedy durable ?
C. Randall (L.A.C., R.A.F.).
Oh
!
don't
break our hearts
J. W. Nott (L.A.C., R.A.F.).
By verdict " Incurable."
D. Allan (A.C.I, R.A.F.).
For
of
manias
many"
G. Clouston (L.A.C., R.A.F.).
We've more than enough,
M. Hook (L.A.C. R.A.F.).
Heaven
spare
us
from more
F. Williamson (Sgt,, R.A.F.).
" Programmauia " stuff !
" Torch."
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Practical
Hints
component giving the best results
An Improvised Midget Speaker
it is only necessary to push the rack
SOME time ago I discovered that \ THAT DODGE OF YOURS !
from one side to the other. This
one of my speakers, which was | Every Reader of "PRACTICAL WIREdevice is extremely useful when using
LESS " must have oiiginated some tittle
mounted in my set, was out of order, =(dodge
components which are not marked
which
would
interest
other
readers.
so I decided to construct a simple, Why not pass it on to us ? We pay £1-10-0
and
the origin of which may have
|I for
the
best
hint
submitted,
and
for
every
substitute.
been forgotten. — J. Aldwinckle
item publishedTurn
ou that
this idea
page ofwcyours
will
After a few weeks of experiment 5 other
pay
half-a-guinea.
(Hough
ton-on-the-Hill).
I devised a midget sin. speaker from I to account by sending it in to us addressed
to the Editor, "PRACTICAL WIRELESS,"
an old earphone and a sin. paper cone '(George
Ltd., Tpwer
Portable Grid-bias
ampton Newnes,
Street, Strand,
W.C.2.House,PutSouthyour
Z| name
and
address
on
every
Please
required a volts for
note that every notion sent item.
in must
be 1| ¥i RECENTLY
Paper Cone
the grid-bias on a small portable
= original. Mark envelopes " Practical Hints."
= set that I Jiad constructed. Space
SPECIAL NOTICE
( and weight considerations did not
I Allcoupon
hints must
be accompanied
by the I enable me to use any other battery
cut from
page hi of cover.
I than a No. 8, and I adopted the
'■* following idea for connecting it up.j
So/derett
The cells are removed from the cardboard container
which I purchased
for a few pence. and two small notches are filed at one end of one cell
The results were and at the other end of the other cell ; these notches are
outstanding, and diametrically spaced, as shown in the sketch. About
Steel Needle
the accompanying |in. is cut off the cardboard tube and the cells are
sketch gives the
A/otches to Prevent
#
construction deCigeBox
- Slipping of
tails. It is essenElastic
Band
tial to use a steel
needle for a connection between
Diaphragm
the cone and earphone and that
all the parts are
Cell
w e 11 s o 1 d e r e d
together. The cone
Elastic BandCueo
and earphone are
mounted in a cigar
C. B.-r
box, as shown,-—
,4ri efficient midget speaker made with C. G. Konaski
§
Cardboard Tube
Cell
an earphone.
Ludlow).
Making Quick Connections
THE accompanying diagram shows a device which
may be successfully used to save continuous
connection and disconnection of small components
where results by trial and error are required. It comInsulating
prises two pieces of spring metal, with terminals attached,
Tape
mounted on an insulating base, the tops of which are
free to press on to the ends of bolts on a rack, to which
Showing How Wire
the small components are- fastened. The7 ends of the rack
A novel dodge for using a torch
is Attached at
are of insulating material joined by an} suitable strip 01
battery
for
grid
bias.
+ End of Bpttery
metal, the whole being supported by metal strips on a
spindle bedded in insulating material. To find the
replaced in it, so that the notches are in line with one1
another; an elastic band is then placed over the notches.
This holds the cells firmly together. For connections I
C
used stranded rubber-covered wire, and the sketch shows
how the negative wire is connected, two turns of insulating
tape holding the wire firmly in position, and also preyentihg the elastic band from slipping off. At the positive
5/ de
terminal the wire is twisted round the brass top (care
Elevation
being taken that the wire does not touch the zinc), and
the elastic band passes over the wire, and to one side of
a
the carbon top. This connection is then secured with
insulation tape as for the positive wire.
With this method, which involves no soldered joints,
End Zferffion
I have had no trouble due to loose connections during
several months of travel on buses and trains, and it is
only a matter of moments to replace the battery, when'
necessary.—Charles A. Marshall (Manchester).
=
o
Plan
0 =
WIRE AND WIRE GAUGES
By F. J. CAMM. 3/6 or by post 3/9 from
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton St.,
London, W.C.2,
.
A simple method of making quick comedioiu
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Batteries—11

Fitting New Plates.
By G. A. T. BURDETT, A.M.I.I.A. n
(Continued from page 299, June issue)
WITH the aid of a few tools, repairs may be under- placed in a new case. Slight cracks where no leaking
taken by the amateur in his own workshop, or occurs may be ignored though a new jar is recommended
by the mechanic of the service station. Large where the crack is likely to develop. Celluloid cases
repairs and repairs to special types of batteries are crack easily but fortunately are suitable to repair once
usually beyond the scope of the small workshop, and the exact location of the crack is. ascertained. Unmanufacturers' specialist servicing agents should be spillable (jelly) cells will not leak, but any crack should
consulted. General repairs include the following:
be repaired to prevent its development.
(1) Broken and corroded terminals.
{2) Broken or cracked celluloid, glass and hard rubber Repairing Celluloid Cases
containers.
First drain off the electrolyte, and run a penknife
(3) Damaged plates (positive and negative,.
blade along the joint between the lid and the case and
(4) Broken separators.
prise off the lid. Lift off the block of plates complete
(5) Broken connecting bars and terminal posts.
with separator and place them in a vessel containing a
(6) Replating batteries.
weak solution of electrolyte. Rinse out the case with
warm (not hot) water since hot water will warp the
Broken Terminals
celluloid. When all the loose sediment is removed the
All terminals should be examined for corrosion and precipitation of hard sulphate is removed with an
security. Clean Corroded terminals with a solution of ordinary blunt knife or butter knife. Wipe over the
ammonia and apply Vaseline. If the terminal studs are case and fractured parts with a rag damped, but not
loose, tighten them carefully without damaging the soaked, with ammonia. Procure a small strip of
celluloid, such as an old photographic film, and a quantity
Fracture
of amyl-acetate and acetone. Mix the two ingredients
May Occur m
together—two parts of amyl-acetate to one part of
Terminal Top
acetone. Into the solution place shavings of celluloid,
Fracture
Usually
which when dissolved will provide a strong adhesive
Occurs Here
cement. Cut the strip of celluloid to the desired shapes
to cover the fractures, clean the patches and fractured,
portions and apply, a thin film of solution. When tacky
apply the patches—see Fig. 2.
Location of the fractures is sometimes difficult. The
cells should be filled with water and the sides and bottom
of the cells carefully examined for leaks. Where a
battery contains more tfian one cell it often fractures
at the dividing wall between the cells. Each cell in turn
should be filled with water, when it is possible to ascertain
whether water seeps through.
When the cement is hard the plates are replaced and
the lid cemented on with the prepared solution.
Ebonite, or hard rubber cells, are more difficult to
dismantle. Cracks in the case walls may be temporarily repaired by filling them with Chattertons'
Compound provided the fracture is cleaned, but where
Bra Nut
the cell is to withstand rough usage a new case is advised.
JOriir Out Portion
Internal Patch
of Set Screit
Repairing Accumulators.

''Terminal Post 3
Fig, I.—Usual sources of trouble, and their remedies.
thread. Terminals are usually severed at the base or
in the insulated head. This is caused either by corrosion,
over-tightening, or both, Fig. 1. The remainder of the
stud is removed by drilling the stud, when the broken
portion is easily removed. For drilling select a drill
slightly smaller than the size of the stud or the thread
of the locking nut will be stripped. 2BA is the usual
size of a terminal employed on small wireless batteries.
Where no locking nut is fitted a large hole should be
drilled in the lead post and the. new stud smeared with
molten lead.
Damaged and Broken Cell Cases
Broken cases are scrap and since they rarely contain
electrolyte when received the plates will also be damaged
beyond repair. Cracked glass cells also cannot be
•satisfactorily repaired and, when leaking, the electrolyte
i is drained off the plates and separators removed and

Dividing Wan

Internal
Patch
Fig, 2,—Method of repairing leaky containers.
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formed round the joint and a hot soldering
iron is applied and, with the aid of;
powdered resin and tin solder, the joint!
is made and left to cool. The plaster is
removed, the rough edges scraped off and:
anti-sulphate enamel applied. This
method should only be adopted for small1
batteries used for wireless and similar
purposes and not for larger batteries since'
the latter are special heavy workshop jobs.
Build Plaster
Mould Here

Joint
y

Leakages frequently occur in the sealing compound
on top of the battery. These are usually repairable by
running a hot soldering iron over the compound.
The connecting bars of multi-cell batteries are first
removed. The posts are drilled as illustrated in Fig. 3,
and the connecting bar is released.
The seaUng compound is then removed with the aid
of a heated putty knife. Before removing the cover and
gasket, the block of plates is withdrawn to facilitate the
removal of the lead posts protruding above the cover,
Fig. 4Some difficulty may be experienced in separating the
plates, due to their being buckled. An attempt should
first be made to remove the separator. This is achieved
by slightly bending the plates, taking care not tb damage
them. Rarely is it possible to remove wooden separators
without breaking them. Further, it is not advisable to
replace, separators and new ones should be obtained.
Now the sets of plates have been separated they
should be straightened and the sulphate removed as
described in a previous article. Should one or more
plates be broken a new set should be obtained unless
the battery is fairly ne% or new plates are not available.
Both lug and the portion of the plates where the joint
is to be made are cleared and tinned with solder in the
usual way with soldering jobs. A block of wood such
as is used for straightening plates is inserted between
the plates—Fig. 4, A plaster of paris mould is then

77/
Wood Blocks
Wood separators may be purchased in either a dry
or a wet state. When dry, they should be placed in a
solution of weak electrolyte for a fe\v days prior to
use. If wet they should be left moist in a similar manner
until required.
When replacing separators between the plates those
in the centre of a block of plates are replaced in position
first. Then fit the remaining separators alternatively 011
either side of the centre plates until all are placed in
position. The complete assembly of plates and separators
are then lined up with a block of wood, upon completion
of which the assembly is placed in dhe case. Particular
care must be taken to ensure that they are inserted the
correct way in a multi-cell battery or incorrect polarity
will result.
Before replacing connecting straps, first test each cell
with moving-coil voltmeter to ensure the correct polarity
relative to adjacent cell. The space between the jar
and the cover must be warmed before sealing, and this
is best carried out with the aid of a small gas flame to
prevent the jar from cracking and to ensure that the
compound will fill the crack. The hot sealing compound
is poured in and then smoothed over with a warm putty
knife or by placing the gas jet over it.
The connecting bars may then be- placed in position
on the terminal posts and burnt in.
The final operation is that of pouring in the correct
quantity of electrolyte, which with a new cell will,
require topping up during the initial charge..

BOOK RECEIVED
ELEMENTS OF RADIO. By A. and W. Marcus. Published by Gerfrge Allen and Unwin, Ltd. 700 pages.
Price 27s. 6d. net.
AFTER reading the foreword by Robert P. Patterson,
the Under-Secretary of War for the U.S.A., the
Preface and Table of Contents, it soon becomes apparent
that " Elements,of Radio " has been prepared with great
care and understanding by the two well-known American
Radio Technicians Abraham and William Marcus.
The book is a complete edition, two volumes being
contained within its covers, and it is intended to form a
work capable of catering for the requirements of a student
of radio, and in our opinion the authors have undoubtedly
succeeded in their object. Although it naturally comes
under the heading of a text-book, it docs not take the form
one usually associates with that type of book : it provides
the information so essential to the student, in a simple,
clear and concise manner, and as each of the 42 chapters
contains its own summary, glossary, table of symbols
and questions and problems, it also forms a most useful
work for instruction. For example, pages 647 to 672
are devoted to suitable demonstrations, the procedure
for which is given together with circuit diagrams.

Chapters 1 to 28 constitute Vol. r, which commences
with the History of Communication, and proceeds,
step-by-step, through the subject 'in what might be
termed a semi-theoretical-practical form right up to
radio direction"finders. All sections are dealt with in a
simple yet thorough manner aiicl the student does not
have to wade through masses of formulae, in fact the
authors have.studiously avoided the use of formulae in
this volume to prevent the student from becoming
.confused. In Volume 2, one is taken in easy steps tlirough
theoretical matters, and naturally mathematics have to"
be introduced, but, even so, it consists only of simple
algebra with a few principles of trigonometry, so the
beginner should not find the going hard. Chapter 29,
Volume 2, deals with direct current and the nature of
electricity, while the others, up to Chapter 42, cover the
essential subjects, including transmitters, in progressive
sequence to the cathode-ray tube and its applications.
Finally, there is inckidcd a 10 page Appendix covering
eventful dates in radio development, theoretical symbols,
abbreviations, units, colour code, etc., etc.
The book should prove.most useful to the student and
instructor, and the only adverse comment we have to
make is the use of American terms and symbols which1,
may, at first, confuse the beginner in this country. «
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Bargains at Far Be low
Cost of Manufacture
EX-G.P.O.
COUNTERS
500
ohm
coil,operatingcountingr
up to 9.999,
from
25v.
to
50v.
D C,
Heavy applications.
fS.H. ex-G.P.O., all
perfect.) 6/- post free.
" MUTER"
PUSH
BUTTON
UNIT
12-Button ITnit.
Complete
but tons
escutcheons, 8'6.
illustrated.
8-Button
with Complete
mains switch
at .3 amp
and 250v. Unit,
at 1 amp.
with rated
knobs 125v.
but no
k/«s
escutcheon.
oj0
PENTODE OUTPUT
MISCELLANEOUS
TRANSFOMERS
OFFERS
CONDENSERS.
First-class 0.1
mfd., 11/6
oil-filled.
only
each.5,000 v. working-,
TWIN SCREENED PICK-UP
LEADS,
6in.
long, fitted
2/9. 2 plugs. 8ft.
SCANNING
DEFLECTOR COILS.ANDEx-television
receivers,
assembled
in metal frame. 7/6. complete
L E!C T R I c SOLDER ING
Well made and efficient. EIKONS.200-260
v..65/75 w..
Suitable
SUPERTIFT
V A12If 6.I.
SUPERHET
VARIStee
1? x for
li xSmall
Hins.Speakers. 2-GANG
ABLE
CONDENSERS,
mfd., with
trimmers. 10/6.0.005
7/BRASS
ROD.
Screwed
OAK SWITCHES
rod. 2 B.A.,
4.B.A..
and 6 brass
B.A.,
12in. lengths, useful for many
purposes, 5/6 doz. lengths.
VALVE-HOLDERS,
new,
Mazda octal. 1/-.all brand
VALVE-HOLDERS,
Paxolin,
5-. 7- and 9-pin, 7c!., each.
6,'2.iin.
with -doz.
knob.spindle,
. 4-way. complete
2-bank with
VITREOUS
ENAMELLED
connecting
block,
4/-.
4-way.
10.000 ohm..
2-bank. 3/3.
10RESISTANCES,
w.. 3/6.
YAXLEY TYPE WAVE- REACTION CONDENSERS.
CHANGE
SWITCHES,
4Fine
quality
job,
0.0003
mfd., to
way, 3-bank. with shielded clear at 2/3 each.
bscillator section., length TUBULARS. Wire-end tubufrom
plate6/3aporox.
5in.. lar condensers. 0.1 and 0.01
spindlestop2in..
; 5-way.
400 v. working. 1/-.
6-bank, with 3 screened mid.,
0.025
sections, adaptable for many COSSOR
ERS, 8,000 v..
7'6. CONDENSuses, length
stop plate,
T U B U L A R CONapprox.
6Jin..fromspindle
2in., T.C.C.
DENSERS.
O'l
test. 5/9. mfd.. 6,000 v.
7/3
: 3-way.
3 double
banks, D.C.
without
shields,
2in.
spindle,
T.C.C.
in
length
3-way. metal CONDENSERS
cases, special offer,
single, 61in.,
bank, 4/6
tin.: spindle,
much
reduced
to
clear,
4x4
with knob, 3/3.
mfd., 70 v* working, 2/8 each.
EX-GOVT. PLUGS AND
PLATINUM CONTACTS JACKS,
as previously advertised. 5/9.
EX-G.P.O.
PLUGS, 1/6.
METAL SCREENED
ANODE
VALVE CAPS, with short
screened lead. 9cl.
TRIMMERS.
stamp
PF., 6<1. TwinPostage
404 40PF..
1/-.
Double Spring, mounted on 40
CARBON
POTENTIOMEebonite, 1/6.
TERS, 1.500 ohm., 5'6.
LAMPS.
MAINS TR.ANSFOHMERS DIAL
type dial
lamps Philips'
for dialscrew
illumination,
15COIL
watt, 1/9RIBBON
each.
SPEECH
WIRE, enamelled copper,
gauge
thou, by
5i thou.,approx.
3/3 per 20lb. reel.
FLEXIBLE DRIVES. Ideal
for remote control in radiograms, etc., approx. 2ft. lengths,
4/3.
VALVES. EA50. Millards, to
clear, 10/6 each.
PUSH-BUTTON UNITS. 8A special line of newly switch
(no coils).
4/6
manufactured
British trans- each ; unit
12-switch
unit (no
formers.
or
switches).
2/6
each.
m.a., 6.3 v. 300-0-300
3 a., 5 v. 2v.a.atsize30 Ccoils
ERAMIC VA LVE3 7/6
HOLDERS,
Post and pack, 1/3 extra. loss,
7-bin. 1/5brand
each. new, low
23, LISLE ST.,
London, W.C.2
GERrard 2969
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LET ME BE YOUR FATHER
You need help and fatherly advice in difficult times
like these. I am in the position to give that to you
free.
We ■ teach nearly all the Trades
and Professions by post in all
parts of the world.
The most progressive and most
successful Correspondence College
in the world.
If you know what you want to
study, write for prospectus. If
you are undecided, write for my
fatherly advice. It is free !
Distance makes no difference.
EARMING POWER IS A SOUND INVESTMENT
DO ANY OF THESE SUBJECTS INTEREST YOU ?
Aceonntancy
Examina- Metallurgy
tions
AH subjects
Advertising and Sales Mining.
Mining. Electrical EnginManagement
eering
Agriculture
Motor Engineering
A.M.I. Fire E. Examina- Motor
Trade
tions
Municipal and County
Applied Mechanics
Engineers
Army Certificates
Naval Architecture
Auctioneers and Estate Novel
Writing
Agents
Pattern
Making
Aviation Engineering
Play
Writing
Aviation Wireless
Police, Special Course
Banking
Preceptors,
College of
Blue Prints
Press Tool Work
Boilers
Engineering
Book-keeping. Account- Production
Pumps
and
Pumping
ancy Methods
and Modern BusiMachinery
ness
Radio
Communication
B.Sc. (Eng.)
Radio Service Engineering
Building, Architecture and R.A.F.
Special Courses
Clerk of Works
Road
Making and MainBuilders' Quantities
tenance
Cambridge Senior School Salesmanship, I.S.M.A.
Certificate
Sanitation
CiviI
Engineering
School Attendance Officer
"'Civil Service
Secretarial
AH Commercial Subjects
Sheet MetalExams.
WorkCommercial Art
Shipbuilding
Common Prelim. E.J.E.B.
Shorthand
(Pitman's)
Concrete and Structural Short-story Writing
Engineering
Draughtsmanship.
AH Short-wave
Speaking in Radio
Public
Branches
Engineering
Engineering. All branches, Structural
subjects and examina- Surveying
Teachers of Handicrafts
tions
Telephony and Telegraphy
General
Education
Television
G.P.O. Eng.
Dept.
Transport
Inst. Exams.
Heating and Ventilating
Viewers, Gatigers,
InspecIndustrial Chemistry
tors
Institute of Housing
Weights
and
Measures
Insurance
Inspector
Journalism
Welding
Languages
Wireless Telegraphy and
Mathematics
Telephony
Matriculation
Works Managers
f/ you do not see your own requirements above, write to us on
ami subject. Fuli particulars free.
COUPON-CUT THIS OUT
To DEPT. 104, THE BENNETT COLLEGE, x "MHMw
LTD., SHEFFIELD.
\
Please send me (free of charge)
Particulars of
(Cross out line
I which does
aYour
out private advice
^
J not apply.)
Name,
Address

PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK LETTERS
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tOR THE
RADIO SERVICE MAN,
DEALER AND OWNER
BATTERIES

FOR

RADIO

are
part

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

playing their
in

The man who enrolls for an I. C. S. Radio
Course learns radio thoroughly, completely, practically. When he earns his
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are
not content merely to teach the principles of radio; we want to show our
students how to apply that training in
practical, every-day, radio service.work.
We train them to be successful.'

the great

national effort.
They are as indispensable

to

the

purposes

of

war

Dept. 94, International Buiidingrs,
Kingrsway, London, W.C.2.
Please explain fully about your instruction in the subject
marked X.
Complete Radio Engineering
Radio Service Engineers
Elementary Radio
Television
If you wish to pass a Radio examination, indicate it below.
British Institute of Radio Engineers
P.M.G. Certificate for Wireless Operators
Provisional Certificate in Radio Telephony and
Telegraphy for Aircraft
City and Guilds Telecommunications
Wireless Operator, R.A.F.
Wireless Mechanic, R.A.F.
Special terms for members of H.M. Forces
Name
...»
Age..

(Use penny stamp or. unsealed envelope.)

as to those of
peace

Virlcy

TKE CHLORIDE ELECTRICAL STORAGE CO. LTD.
Grosvenor Gardens House, Grosvenor
Gardens, London, S.W.i
W.R.8A/43

TRANSFORMERS
and CHOKES
FOR
RELIABILITY
SEND US YOUR ENQUIRIES
OLIVER PELL CONTROI
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Aerial
Pointers
The Importance of Using a Good Aerial is Explained, and Some Notes on Aerial
Design are Given
IN the early days of broadcasting a good deal of to use them for short-wave reception, for which these
attention was given to the, aerial-earth system,
whereas ..to-day the matter is generally ignored aerials are a practical possibility. • In order to understand
tne pick-up by an aerial it is first necessary to have an
almost completely. It is true that manv of our early outline
knowledge of what are known as polar diagrams,
cflorts were far from scientific, but by placing the aerial these are
of two kinds—horizontal and vertical—and
as high as possible, taking good cars that the insulation show the sensitivity
of the aerial to signals coming from
was beyond reproach, and ensuring that the earth dinerent directions around
the aerial. Polar diagrams
may be plotted by two or three different
methods, the simplest of which is by using a
. receiver with an output meter and a small
22-5
low-power transmitter or signal generator. The
signal generator is moved to a point at a certain
distance from the receiver, and the output
3IS
45
obtained from the receiver is noted. The generator is then moved to a different point at a
known direction from the receiver. It is moved
toward or away from the receiving aerial until
292-5
67-5Q the same output is indicated from the receiver,
llus is repeated at- a number of different points
along lines which are radial from the point at
which the receiver is situated.
By drawing a number of lines radiating from
R.X.Aena!
a
fixed point on a sheet of paper, the position
270°
90 of the signal generator, along each of those lines
tor equal receiver output, can be marked off
to scale. By joining up those points we have
a horizontal polar diagram. An example of this
is shown in Fig. 1. In this case, it will be
that the diagram is reasonably circular
247.5
112-5* seen
although there is a " flat " to the north and also
to the south-west of the aerial, which suggests
that there is some slight screening in those two
directions.
225
I3S
The above simple explanation is by no means
complete, but is given to convey a rough idea of
the meaning of a horizontal polar diagram.
202-5
/S7-5°
Vertical polar diagrams could be obtained, but
they
would normally involve the use of an
'50°
air
raft
to
fit. I.—A polar diagram, showing the relatioe pick-up by
■
?
different
heights.theInreader
any case,
+l
it is the horizontal diagram
with which
will
receiving aerial from various points.
generally be concerned.
connection really did make good contact with the Directional Effects
ground, satisfactory results were generally obtained _ Different types of aerial have different polar diagrams,
Our early receivers were extremely insensitive as judged ror
example, a vertical aerial has a circular polar
by present-day standards, which meant that " any odd diagram.
least, that js true in theory ; in practice,
bit of wire" just would not serve as a suitable the diagramAtwould
be rm»re like that shown in Fig. i,
' collector.
Vjay, in fact, be far more irregular in shape than
, In the past 20 years we have learned a good deal aad
this
if
the
aerial
were
near to metal buildings,
about aerial design, with the result that it can nowadays trees and the like, or iffairly
it were close to, and to the
be brought down to a mathematical problem, Unfortu- leeward of, a hill
nately, however, these accurate mathematical results
ofteii fail to help us. The
reason for this is simple;
the average back garden is
far too small to permit of
the erection of an aerial of
sufficient length for ideal
reception on broadcast wavelengths. On short waves
■O—O— —O
we can easily erect an aerial
-r- Aerial
of one-quarter, one-half or
A Aena/
even one wavelength long:
on the broadcast band this
is quite impossible.
Polar Diagrams
We will consider a few
of the technical aspects of
simple types of aerial, on
Pis'. J. -Polar diagram of a free-spaced (no;
Fig. 3- -Polar diagram of full-wave
the assumption that we are
earthed) half-wave aerial.
aerial.
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A horizontal aerial, one half-wavelength long, has a
polar diagram of the pattern shown in Fig. 2. If the
same aerial is extended to have a length of one wavelength, the polar diagram would assume the form shown
in Fig. 3. The usual inverted-L aerial can be expected
to have a polar diagram rather similar to that shown
in Fig. 4, although the proportions of this diagram have
been somewhat exaggerated to indicate the effect of
the bent-over portion.
It becomes apparent from these diagrams that even
the simplest types of aerial exhibit certain directional
effects,' although they would not be described as
directional aerials. Moreover, the diagrams would be
by no means as " clean " as those shown, and between
the various " lobes " shown there would be numerous
smaller " lobes." Thus, for example, although the
horizontal half-wave aerial is directional broadside to
the aerial wire, it would nevertheless pick up some
signals trom directions in line with the aerial. Similarly,
the full-wave aerial would not show four mil points,
though it would be less responsive to signals arriving
in line with, or at right angles to, the wire.
Aerial Length and Frequency
It is all very well to speak of aerials as having lengths
proportional to the wavelength of the signals to be received, but we do not always receive on the same wave-
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two leads should be insulated right to the receiver.
There, they should be connected to the two ends of a
small coil coupled to the input tuning coil. In general,
the number of turns on this coil should be between
one-quarter and one-half the number of turns on the
tuned winding. It is also preferable that the coupling
between the two coils should be fairly loose, in the interests
of selectivity.
It may be wondered why the twin-lead-in should
consist of twisted or transposed wires. The reason is
that we do not want the lead-in to act as an aerial, and
therefore we arrange that any signal voltage picked up
by one wire is cancelled by the pick-up (which is in
opposite phase) on the other. Provided that the horizontal
portion of the aerial is well sited away from buildings
and at the greatest height possible, this ensures a minimum
of noise due to man-made static. And by having a long
lead-in it is possible to arrange the aerial in the most
suitable position in the immediate vicinity.
If an increased directional effect is required in one
direction, a reflector can be placed behind the aerial at
-O—o
-o-——
j ^ ■ — S2

At Least
£ (32)

Horizontal Aerial*'
Lead-m

TwisteO Insulated X
Wires X

o

D—O
Receiver

Fig. 4,—{Lejt) Exaggerated polar diagram (beloiu), o/ a horizontal
inverted aerial (above).
length. It is here that the transmitting station is at
an advantage in that it can be provided with an aerial
cut to a precise length, the length chosen being dependent
upon the wavelength on which the transmitter is to
operate and the directional effects required. But,
fortunately, the length is not very critical in the case of
the receiver, and an aerial cut to suit the middle of a
short-wave band will give reasonably uniform results
over the whole of the band. Moreover, if the aerial is
cut as a half-wave one for the 40-metre band, it will
act as a quarter-wave on 80 metres and as a full-wave
on 20 metres. It is for this reason that a 40-metre halfwave aerial is probably most convenient for general
short-wave reception.
An All-wavelength Aerial
At this stage let us plan a half-wave aerial to meet
the conditions just described. A so-called dipole or
doublet will be found most satisfactory, and one of this
kind is illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 5. It consists
of two halves, each one-quarter of 40 metres (say 32ft.)
in length. The two halves are well insulated from each
other and the ends of the aerial are insulated from the
supports. A lead-in is taken from the centre of the
aerial, and this consists of twisted twin flex. The flex
must be of a type suitable for outdoor use, for otherwise
the insulation would quickly rot. As an alternative,
we could use bare wire for the lead-in, crossing this at
intervals of about i8in., by using so-called transposition
blocks. These are merely insulators specially designed
so that the twg wires may be crossed over each other
and at the same time remain insulated from each other.
The lead-in should be at least one-quarter-wave long
(that is, at least as long as one arm of the aerial) and the

Fig. 5.—(Right) One 0/ the best types 0/ general purpose aerial
systems. It tvillgiae good results on both medium and short waves.
a distance of one-quarter wave. This will -tend to
eliminate one of the two broadside " lobes " and increase
the sensitivity of the aerial away from the reflector.
The reflector, incidentally, should consist of a single
insulated wire slightly longer than the full aerial length ;
that is, for the aerial in question, about 66ft.
Omni-directional Aerials
When omni-directional properties are required, a
vertical quarter-wave aerial (bent over for a short
distance at the top if a sufficiently high support is not
available), is most satisfactory, especially for wavelengths
below about, 50 metres. The best arrangement for this
is to use a tall mast situated as far as possible from the
house and to mount the aerial wire between an insulator
fitted to a projection at the top of the mast and another
fitted to a short length of cord attached to an earth
spike. With this type of aerial it is practically essential
to employ a co-axial lead-in ; that is, a low-capacity
screened lead of the type specially produced some years
before the war. There may be difficulty in obtaining
a lead of this type to-day, but if pne is available a very
satisfactory aerial may be produced. The central feeder
forms the actual aerial lead, while the outer screen must
be earthed.
An earth connection of the radial type is most satisfactory for use with a vertical quarter-wave aerial. This
consists of a metal plate with a dozen or so lengths of
ordinary aerial wire soldered to it. These wires should,
when possible, be of similar length to the aerial, and
should be buried a few inches deep, radiating from a
point approximately in line with the base of the aerial.
The earth should then be well connected to the screen
of the feeder.

i
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An
H.T.
Line
Unit
A Simple and Valuable Piece of Equipment Which Should be on the Work-bench of
Every Constructor and Experimenter.
By 2CHW
•HEN designing an H.T. eliminator it is not usually L.T. output is required, the reason beinq to keep the
i-V". W-iJ. j-/V/UUl
VV 11H_/X.
cater forVJVXXiCiliVaO
all possible
demands which L.T. leads reasonably short.
W feasible^to
might be imposed during experimental work.
The theoretical unit of the H.T. line unit is given in
Factors such as overall size, complicated wiring, switch2. On the right of the diagram it will be seen that
ing, layout and the difficulty of estimating likely Fig.
the H.T. supply from the mains unit or eliminator is
requirements have to be considered, and these are connected to two terminals. The H.T. positive line
usually sufficient to prevent the " ideal" design on proceeds through a single-pole switch to five positive
paper from coming into being on the bench.
terminals on the extreme left. ILT. + i is taken straight
Experience shows that whatever voltage dropping through from the switch S, but H.T.+ 2, 3 and 4 are taken
arrangements, etc., have been incorporated in the mains from another line which includes in its path an L.F.
choke of the usual smoothing type, i.e., 15 to 20 henries
0
at, say, 60 mA.s. Two terminals, G and F' are connected
20 H
/—OO
^
o
—one each side—to the L.F.C., thus allowing it, by means
of a metal shorting-strip or link, to be bridged across
if it is not required in circuit.
o
a Mfd.
o
Similarly, the H.T.-f-lines 2, 3 and 4 are broken at
o
the terminal points I and H, J and K, ahd M and L,
y
o
o
respectively, and each pair is provided with its own
o
shorting-strip. Coming back to the input side of the
r
>0
4- Mfd
circuit agajn, it will be noted that the terminals A, B
and C have only one shorting-strip, and on.no account
must the three terminals be short-circuited, otherwise
250 1/
the 250-volt input will be bridged across. Terminal B
DC.
is connected to the H.T.+ 5 output terminal and C to
the negative line.
The negative side of the, unit passes through a fuse
^-OOo^b*- and the two pairs of terminals- E and" D, and P and Q
—each of which has its own shorting-strip—to the H.T.,
terminal on left.
The 4 or 8 mfd. condenser is provided for use with
Pig. i. A standard full-wave Tertifier complete with smoothing
the L.F.C. if additional smoothing is required, while
arrangements.
the o. 1 mfd. and the three 2 mfd". condensers are intended
units or eliminators I have made, conditions have for decoupling purposes.
always arisen which could not be satisfied without
modifications being made, and, as these involve soldering Applications"
and the loss of time, I eventually split the mains unit
During experimental, testing or servicing work one
into two distinct parts. While it cannot be claimed is practically bound to come up against
the following
1
that the result is a super multi-purpose piece of apparatus, demands:
it does form the nearest approach—so far as I ani
1. For one or more H.T. voltage supplies between
concerned—to the ideal H.T. supply arrangement.
zero volts and 250 volts.
The two parts are known as the mains unit and the
2. The introduction into any one of the H.T. feeds of
H.T. line unit of box, but, as any reliable rectifving and
anode decoupling, or, where such already exists,
smoothing system can .be used for the former,' there is
increased decoupling.
little need to discuss it in detail.
The two separate sections are
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The + / O
mains unit, which is a straightforward full-wave rectifier .of
the 250-0-250 volt 60 mA type, + 3 0
plus the usual smoothing choke
L.F.-Choke
and fixed condensers, is shown
in Fig. i. The components are •J-3 O
mounted on a baseboard, and
covered by a-simple metal cover,
which is provided with ventila- ■S-40
tion holes and earthed to the
/or / Mfd
negative side of the circuit.
nC
To one end of the baseboard + 5 O
-±
is fixed a fibre {ebonite will
do) panel which carries the
mains on/off switch, two H.T.
3 Mfd
P_ Q_ 4 or 8 Mfd
terminals, three L.T. terminals
b~ '(>
and a small indicator lamp - O
which tells at a glance whether
the unit is alive or not. See
Metal Shorting Strip
Fig. 3_ This section of the installaShown in 'Circuit Diagram Thus — — — —tion normally rests on a shelf
under the work-bench; the
only time it is brought up on
p;„ -> The theoretical circuit of the unit described in this article, together with
to the latter is when the A.C.
a simple form of shorting-strili.
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5 The checking of H.T. consumption on any particular
H.T. feed, or checking the total H.T. current of a
circuit.
...
of automatic grid-bias in circuits
4- The introduction
1
using directly-heated valves, or deternunmg the
most satisfactory valve of bias resistor and
condenser for a circuit to which A.G.b. is not
already applied.
a ,
„
Determining the beat value for, or effect ot a
" bleeder resistor."
Metal Cover
On/Off
Switch
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by trial and error—connected across A and B, and B and
C, the output being taken from +5, which, as shown
in Fig. 2, is connected to B.
,
When H.T.+ 2 is being used, it must be remembered
that if the L.E.C. is brought into circuit by removing ,
its shorting strip, its D.C. resistance will affect the
voltage value, therefore, if its resistance is known, ana
it is usually supplied by the makers or can bo determined
quite easily, it must be deducted from the calciflated
value of any resistor used across I, H, J, K or M ana r-.
This applies in particular if the current flowing or the
resistance of the choke is high.

indicating Lamp

9

Ventilating
Holes
LT
Terminals

Rubber Feet
H T. Terminals
pig 3—The completed mains unit as assembled by the writer.
Note the well-ventilated protectins metal cover.
16. Determining the values Of potentiometer networks
across the H.T. feed.
.
7. A means of allowing more than one piece _ ot
appaiiitus to be supplied from one mains unit
without back-coupling.
The output terminals I, 2, 3> .4 and 5 and negative
can be used to satisfy application 1 The full D.C.
voltage is available between +1 and negative, i.e.
250 volts at 60 mA.s, but it should be remembered that
if the current consumption is not approximately oo
mA.s the voltage will exceed 250 volts. Lower voltages
can be obtained from any of the other output terminals
the negative terminal, being common to all by
removing the shorting-strip from the terminals in the
line concerned, and connecting in its place a resistor of
suitable value. For example, supposing the L.b.G. is
bridged by its shorting-strip, and 250 volts is measmed
across +2 and negative, and it is required to provide a
voltage rf 130 volts to a circuit which will be consuming
10 mA.s. A resistor must, therefore, be connected in the
positive line, and the value of the resistor can be
calculated from Ohm's Law, thus •
R=EX 1,000 when E is the value of the voltage to be

Anode Decoupling
*
r ^
Application 2 calls for a combination of tlm deta
given above and the foUowmg. Anode decoupling can
be secured by connecting in series with
the HJ. line
feeding the circuit in question, and H.F. chok®'?
or an L.F. choke—according to the nature of the circuit
—the anode side of the component being connected to
earth through a fixed condenser. Referring to 11&; ~
awain it will be seen that the series voltage-droppiiiB
resistors mentioned in pwcedme for deapp-icato^
L
can act as decoupling resistors, or, if so ,s."®d!
be replaced by H.F. or L.F. chokes according to cucuit
conditions. The decoupling fixed condensers are embodied
in the unit, namely, the threeamfds.andtheonc.o reed
mM
but should a case arise where a higher value is ■p ®d'
say 4 or 6 mfd., the following scheme could be used
provided outputs +3 and +4 are
,
Take the H.T. from H.T.+ 2. Connect decoup mg
resistor across I-H after removingshortmg-stri^
Remove shorting-strips from J-K and
join terminals I, J, and M together. This will place
the three 2 mfd. condensers in parallel, giving a lesultant
value of 6 mfd.
If the decoupling is required in the anode circuit ot
an H.F. valve, it would be sufficient to use H. i. (-5
and connect the decoupling resistor across terminals
A-B.
Checking Current Consumption
The H T current consumption on any of the 1 nes
+ 2 +3 and +4 can readily be checked by removing
the'appropriate
shorting-strip and connectingiiiciremt
a suitable milliammeter. If, however, the total H .

dropned, and I the value of the cas
current flowing, so
substituting actual figures for the ° 111 Jorttn^strTp
get R=ioo'x 1,000, or 10,000 ohms. The shorting-strip
across terminals I and H is removed and a resistor
having a value of 10,000 ohms used to connect the two
terminals together.
.
t a is 4^
The same "procedure applies to terminals J and
H T +3 M and L for H.T.+4. ^ a°
H T 4- s could be used in the same manner, the resistor
tehig connected across A and B, but that output is
really intended for such parts of a circuifwhmh haye to
be fed from a potentiometer across the H.l. supply.
A common example being the screemi^grid o a
or pentode valve. To form a potentiometer the shorting
strip must be removed from acrop A and B
resistors—the values of which can be calculated 01 found

HJ.+

&fd9
Resistor
HT~

o
o
QBI

L.Ttowest C.6, Value
Fig?*—The normalbattery
arrangemenls
automatic grid-bias with
operatedforvalves.
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a nasty shock if he should make contact with the
charged condensers.
The terminals A—C can be used for any tests of this
nature, provided the shortening-strip is removed Irom
across A —B.
Potentiometer Networks
It is frequently required to determine values of the
resistors forming a potentiometer network, and it is
not always satisfactory to have two resistors hookecl
together, etc., loose on the test-bench. With the unit,
the terminals A-B-C form safe anchoring points
lor such resistors, and allow easy and rapid changes
to be made without the risk of unwanted contacts being
made with the other parts of the equipment or the
operator. ,
Eliminating Back-coupling
If two or more associated pieces of apparatus are fed
from a common supply unit, there is always the danger
of back-coupling between the various circuits being
produced via the H.T. feeds. The most satisfactory way
of preventing this is to provide adequate decoupling m
the individual H.T. positive lines, and tests m this
/ . * v— M
direction can conveniently be made by using the der-i
1
coupling arrangements already embodied in the Unit,
SHF-/
and which have been described earlier in this article. f
Construction
Switch
The actual construction of the apparatus calls for little
f-z @
comment. As long as the circuit shown in Fig. 2 is
+3
adhered
to, and the layout depicted by Fig. 5 is used as
r
Va guide, the actual assembly of the few parte can be
left to the constructor, as there are no critical points
r4
to watch. The writer used a case made out of 5-ply
Fuse
wood, and mounted the L.F. choke on the underside
+5
of the ebonite panel, and the fixed condensers to the,
bottom of the case. Flexible leads of sufficient length
to allow for the removal of the panel were used to couple
\p
0
\£
the components to their appropriate terminals. The!1
-4- -9- 4fuse is of the pocket-lamp bulb type, fitted into one ot
the base-board type of screw holders, the terminals of,
which were taken out. and reversed, thus bringing:
their shanks and terminal heads on the underside of 1
plg 5,—Lauoul and drilling template of the panel. Dimension!
the panel for easy connection, and also to act as fixing:
of a suitable case are also shown.
bolts.
such cases, the additional resistor can be connected D.C. Supplies
between E and D. The higher bias voltage will then
The H.T. line unit could be used on D.C. supplies
be present at D and the lower at Q. The possible second without any eliminator, provided the following points
bias lead is shown in Fig. 4 by tbe broken line. When are observed.
. ,
„
using the unit for this purpose, there is one point which
Connect D.C. supply to the two terminals normally,
must be observed. In the majority of battery operated connected to the mains unit, after making quite sure,
sets the H.T. and L.T. negative leads are connected that the polarity is correct. Ignore H.T.+ i, as this is
together in the set—usually very easy to see—and this
directly connected to the positive side of the niams^
connection must be broken, and the H.T. negative now
any smoothing choke being interposed. H.T. I
terminal on the Unit connected to the L.T. .negaave without
terminals 2,3.4 and 5 can be used as previously described,
lead on the set, not the H.T. negative lead.
but if the mains are at all " rough " it may be nepessary
The value of the bias resistor is calculated from to connect another smoothing choke in series with the
the same formula as for voltage dropping resistors, negative line, this being done between terminals E and D.
1 K=
o HX 1,000
E represents the bias In any case, it will be advisable to include another,
when
namely,
j
smoothing condenser of, say, 6 or 8 mfd. between
voltage required and I the total H.T. current consumption terminal F and the negative line, to improve existing
of the circuit. When two voltages are needed, the smoothing arrangements.
lower one is obtained by tapping it on the resistor,
but as this is not too easy to do, it is more usual to use Earthing
When used on D.C. supplies, it is vital to remember
two resistors Connected in series, the two forming the
total resistance required to produce the higher bias that the negative side of the H.T. circuit must not be,
Voltage, and the resistor used in the lower part of the connected directly to earth. This is due to the fact
potentiometer thus formed, having a resistance sufficient that one side of the mains is earthed, therefore, 111 j
certain circumstances a direct short could be produced.
to give the voltage for the lower valve of bias.
To eliminate this possibility, remove the earth wire from
the earth terminal on the set or apparatus under test,
" Bleeder Resistors "
connect between these two points a fixed condenser
This is the name given to a resistance connected and
a capacity of, say, 0.1 mfd. and a working
across a supply to consume surplus current or to provide having
voltage
rating weU above that of the mains.
a high resistance leakage path between H.l. positive
In case anyone anticipates trouble in securing sufficient
and negative. The latter is used in- the case of high- terminals
for the job, the writer made good his inadevoltage mains units, i.e., above 350 volts, to allow the quate supjily
by stripping down old or broken-down
smoothing condensers to discharge when the supply is components which
were fitted with suitable types.
switched off, thus preventing the operator from getting
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tiometer terminals A. B, C, arc being used, by connecting the meter between the two terminals O ana JN.
Automatic Bias Tests
With battery operated or indirectly heated type ol
valves, automatic bias voltages can be obtained by
inserting a suitable resistor between the H.T. line and the
earth—L.T. negative line, the grid-bias lead being
connected to the H.T. negative side of the resistor
which should be shunted by a high (12, 25 or 50 mid.)
capacity condenser. The theoretical circuit 01 a typical
arrangement is shown in Fig. 4If, therefore, it is desired to apply auto-grid-bias to
a suitable circuit, or to determine, the most satisfactory
value of resistor or condenser—Application 4--the
terminals P—Q should be used, the bias lead (negative)
being connected to Q. The need may arise for two
different values of bias voltage to be provided, and in
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Reproduction

of

Sound

Precis of a Discussion at a Meeting of the Wireless Section of the Institute of Electrical Engineers
be taken with little or no loss up to 12,000 c/s,
CONSIDERABLE interest is being shown in the may
the standard film speed of 90 ft./min. The interfuture processes likely to be developed to secure a using
which was at one time a common type ot
more satisfactory form of recording and reproduc- modulation,
distortion,
is now reduced to a small value by the aid
tion, and we give below a precis of a very interesting of special tests.
The use of normal silver photographic
discussion which took place recently, and which was emulsions for printing
copies is expensive for domestic
introduced by Dr. G. F. Dutton.
gramophones.
There
several diazo-dye
The disc system, in spite of its age, offers a great printing processes whichare,arehowever,
a great deal cheaper. It is
many facilities for home use and for broadcasting. It is also well known that film can
be arranged with two
relatively easy to handle; it provides a self-contained tracks working in opposite directions,
that, one track
and compact unit; processing is relatively cheap; can be used when unwinding, and thesoother
tor
short numbers can be catered for, and the record is re-winding the spool. The future of the striptrack
accessible for extracting short portions for programmes reproduction depends on the processing costs. or film
or educational use.
No sound-recording system can claim to have high
The development of the cellulose recording-disc has
unless it records and reproduces the direction ot
given the recording companies a new tool. We are now fidelity
the
sounds. At least two channels are necessary
able to assess the quality of the recording and reproducer and original
is considerable. The lack of binaural
bv direct playback, without the doubtful intermediary effecttheinexpense
normal recording has been
stage of processing as was necessary when wax discs corrected tosingle-channel
a
large
extent by positioning the microphone
had to be made. The reproduction from a few direct and by special acoustic
conditions
of the studio.
cellulose records mull be given.
Demonstrations were given from recordings of the
The relative merits of the lateral-cut and the hill-and- disc
type and. also of the film type.
.
dale systems are very close. The hill-and-dale system is
Two speakers later emphasised the great interest ot
the older and has now been largely replaced by lateral- sound
recording
to
the
British
Broadcasting
Corporation,
cut.
especially in connection with repeat programmes, an
interest which has been greatly increased under war
Suggested Improvements
Ah indication was given of the manner m
THE chief improvements required for the disc system conditions.
the technique has developed and improved. At
jre: signal to noise ratio; intensity range; which
the moment discs play a large part in the B.B.C. recordfrequency range ; freedom from non-linear distortion; ings,
some are of larger diameter than the normal
constancy of results and life ; storage, and playing time loin, but
12m. record and revolve at a lower speed to
The frequency range on the average pre-war record secureora longer
playing time.
was limited at the high end to 6,000 c/s. Very lew
gramophones could utilise even this limited range because Portable Apparatus
of the response characteristics of the pick-ups and the A SPECIAL feature in this connection is the design
surface noise of the records.
of portable apparatus for securing material which
The recording range can be taken up to 12,000 c/s,
be brought to the studio. On the genera! question
and this range can be preserved without appreciable loss cannot
high-grade recording, the comment was made that the
during the" factory processing, provided certain of
is unable to purchase in this country equipment
precautions are taken. The desirability of an extended B.B.C.
will fill their requirements and they are now ■
range has been a debatable point, and the issue has which
using
their
own design of equipment which will take i7in.
alw'avs been clouded by the intervention of noise. With discs having
grooves per inch. 10,000 cycles has
the direct cellulose playback, we can now better appre- been adopted 150
as the upper limit of the frequency range.
ciate the advantages of extending the frequency range.
More
than
one
speaker saw in the discussion an
Before an extended frequency range can be utilised,
opportunity of taking stock of the present
attention has to be paid to the record processing, record excellent
position of the art and assessing the prospects lor the
material needle point, and the pick-up system. The future.
In this connection the comment was made that
size and shape of record grooves and of the needle point in the past
has been a tendency to disregard the
must receive special attention. Only by iise of the fact that thethere
sound should at least resemble
correctly-shaped needle tip can quiet surface records be the original! reproduced
gramophones were blamed for this
used. Broadly speaking, the record disc consists of a and although Cheap
it
was
suggested
that as regards film
mixture of thermoplastic resins in suitable proportions reproduction of sound the same criticism
did not apply,
to oive strength, good plastic flow in the press, and it was hinted that in this field also the cheapjack
was
ultimate stability. Whether or not a mineral filler is to beginning to make his influence felt. The importance
be added, depends on the type of needle to be used m of the. co-ordination of electro-acoustic research work
the nick-up, and the pressure of the needle point When was stressed, there being various lines of development
playing. The optimum shape of needle has a henn- under investigation at the present time. A published
spherical end o.oo25in. radius, when working with the list of standards was necessary, but nothing authoritative
accepted standard shape of groove. Ordinary commercial had yet been done in this country. The warning was
needles depart from this ideal shape, many presenting
that this question would have" to be faced very
extremely sharp points which exert such a pressure on given
The demand was made for standards of speeds,
the record that the surface is broken. In the past, soon.
disc
cutters,
of grooves, etc., and distherefore, a record filler ha'S had to be used to grind satisfaction wasdimensions
expressed as regards the present position
these sharp points to a reasonable bearing surface concerning background
noise.
within a few inches of travel. A practically noiseless
weight of pick-ups received considerable attention
record without a filler is possible, and any introduction andThe
the
hope
was
expressed
there would be no more
of filler will increase noise in proportion to the amount 120 gm. pick-ups and no that
motors of uncertain
and to the particle size. The wear on the needle will speeds. Pick-ups of not moremore
than 40 gm. were recomalso depend on the filler used. The war has seen the mended. The 120 gm. pick-up was
said to give a pressure
development of a number of plastics which are extremely
some 20 tons to the sq. inch, on the needle point.
interesting from a record-manufacturing point of view, .of For
home
use,
at
least
for
a
long
it was felt that
and no doubt these will be tried out when they become the disc must predominate over thetime,
film owing to the
available for this type of work after the war.
higher
cost
of
film
apparatus
and
the
greater
expense
The introduction of ultra-violet recordings has
increased the resolution to such an extent that the film of processing.
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Laws

How They are Employed in the Solution of Network Problems.
WHILE everyone who has dabbled in wireless and
electricity has a-thorough knowledge of Ohm's
Law and its many applications, there are many
who do not fully understand Kirchoff's Laws and their
application, ^particularly to the solution of network
problems. Kirchoff's Laws are in some ways closely
related to Ohm's Law, but the former enable us to solve
problems which we could not manage with the- latter
alone.
Consider Fig. i, which shows a battery connected to
a network of four resistances. Suppose it is required
to find the current delivered by the battery, the currents
in each of the resistors, and the p.d. across the ends of

By S. A. KNIGHT

equal the total current flowing out of the point,
h+iv+ip+h, or:
T, . ('4 + H) —(tTi+f2 + j3 + tis) = 0
It it agreed to distinguish a current flowing into a point
. from a current flowing out of a point by assigning to the
former a positive sign and to the latter-a negative sign,
then the currents meeting at the point in Fig. 3 are
f4 and positive, and jj, L, ts and negative. The
sum of these six currents is :
'y hi—11—l-i—i's—5 i
and Kirchoff's first law states that this sum is equal to
zero, that is:
H+H—h—1-2 — h+h—o
14
15
■B
R5

12
R3
R3

£b
P'S- I.—A simple series-parallel circuil, involving only an
application of Ohm's Law.
the resistors. The problem is a very straightforward
one, and most people above the age of 14 interested in
wireless could probably quickly supply the right answer.
The resistors are in a simple series-parallel arrangement
and the problem necessitates only a systematic application
of Ohm's Law and the law connecting e.m.f. and current
in a simple circuit to arrive at its solution.
Now suppose that a resistor is added to the arrangement and it is required to find out exactly what is
occurring in the network of five resistances shown in
Fig. 2. This is not so simple, and, in fact, Ohm's Law
and its associated formulae are not sufficient to cope with
the problem. Attempt to work the problem out using
the methods suitable for dealing with the arrangement of
Fig. 1, and it will soon be found that the fifth resistor
connecting the points C and D has complicated the
matter far more than an initial xomparison of the two
systems might suggest.
The problem can be solved by the application of
Kirchoff's Laws.
Kirchoff's First taw
The algebraic sum of the currents meeting at a point'
is zero. This is Kirchoff's first law, and to understand
the meaning of this consider Fig. 3, where six conductors
are seen meeting at a point. Currents are flowing along
the conductors in the directions indicated by the arrows •
and these are designated it, in , etc. It will be seen that
the current flowing into the point is 14 + , and this must

Fig. 2.—The additional resistor R5 which complicates the circuit
of Fig. I.
This is the same expression, except that the brackets
are removed, as that already obtained by equating "the
current flowing into the point to the current leaving
the point, so that the first law is simply a mathematical
way of putting the self-evident fact that when several
conductors meet at a point the total current entering
the point is the same as the total current leaving the
point.
Kirchoff's Second Law
In any mesh of a network the sum of the electromotive
forces is equal t the sum of the products of the,
resistances of, and currents in, the various parts of
the mesh. This i; Kirchoff's second law and to understand its meaning go back to a consideration'of Fig. 2.
A mesh means a completely closed circuit and in the
figure there a e five such meshes : BCDB BDECB '
FABDEF, FABCEF and FABDCEF. The last three!
of these mesh s include the battery, so that the total
electromotive orce in each of them is the electromotive!
lorce of the battery, and the other two meshes BCDB
and BDECB do not include the battery, and the total!
e.m.f. in each of them is zero. Kirchoff's second law
applied to the above-mentioned meshes gives the
following equations:
For mesh BCDB
F = /2U3 + /5K0_/1ff1 = o
For mesh BDECB
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For mesh FABDEF E—IiRi+IiRi
For
ABCEPE—/3K3+htii
For mesli
mesh FFABDCEF£=/ifii—^5J?5+J8«3
When working round the various meshes in a clockwise
dirSiSiTa positive sign is affixed to clockwise currents
nnrl a negative sign to anti-clockwise currents A
convention of this sort is an obvious meassity
fhp nroduct IlRi is the potential dilterence Detwecu
B 'and D and, since the current is flowing from B
the notential of D is lower than the potential of p.
The nroduct KRb is the potential difference between
11 and C and with the current flowing as the arrows in
the figure indicate, the point. C is at ^ higher
thana D If then, the change of potential from i> to u s
given a pStive sign, it is Secessary to accord a negative
sign to the potential change from D to C, since ttns
change is a rise and not a fall of potential.
Ffoviti" obtained a series of equations similar tto
thn^o ibove it is a simple matter to solve these simu taneously and obtain the currents flowing in the various
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the reader to fully understand the method of employing,
and the great importance of, Kirchoft s Laws.
W

?rkIdlovm a battery of e.m.f. 10
negligible internal resistance connected to a network of
resistances.
It is
to resistors.
find the battery current
and the current
in required
the various
The first thing to do in a problem of this nature
is to mark in oil the diagram symbols and arrows to
denote the various currents This iFeans^apphcation
nf Kirrhoffs first law. Let the current from the Da tier >
be i and the current out along BD be *. Then obviously,
the cnSnt out SSg BC will be (i-*). In the same way
let the current out along CD be designatel ^ thatBie
currents in CE and DE will be (i—x+y) and (x yi _
resnectivelv These are marked on the diagram. Isotice
that there are only three unknown quantities, !, x and

a particular current may flow,in the
arrow mdioatmg
'that current may be inserted ^th® J'^tiorof tte
probtowriMtefshow-Tifis^
i4

S

f.v: 3.—Currents flowingthetofirst
and law.
from a point. iemonstralim
branches. The solving of simultaneous equaBons js a

law Is appS to form three equations from am- three
meshes in this manner
Mesh BDCB—
£=0=5^+toy- 5 (t- *!
lox+xoy —5!=° ••••
Mesh BECD—
E=0='3(x—y) — 2('>-x+y) — loy
(2v
Mesh ABDEFA—
E=io=5X+3{x~y\
.. (3)
8r—3y=to
simulThese three equations can now be solved
taneously;
lor+ioy—5»=00
5*—iSJ'—=
Eliminating i ftom0the first and second equations
gives;
_
(4)
and combining0 this" wito'ihe "third equation gives the
simultaneous
5x—957=0
Sx—37=10
O

4n^

('-')
Sn

> fZfi
y
3n
sn
(i-x)

jA 2rL
('-*+')

y—

jTin.
js!r(i-*+y)

J

*

>3n
c
1

]i~fr
I1f s d.-The example network solved hu the application oi
FJ.
'
Kirchoff s Laws.

/OF

l1'7

Fi. 5-An example in uMchthe
battery has an internal resislow.
0/ 3 ohms.
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Solving for ^ and y from this equation gives
^O^+i2y-3{i-x)
^=190/149
jx^-i2y-—$issO
and,''finally,^substituting these values in any one of the
Uesh^
+2(„_j,)
first three equations gives
.
g^Ljy+st^io
(3)
1=400/149
•
Eliminating » from the second and third of these
The complete answer to the problem is therefore as equations gives
follows:
i3V-|-ioy = io
i
Current from battery = 1=400/149 amps.
ancj eliminating i from the first and third equations
Current in BD
=*=190/149 amps.
gives
Current in BC
=(j~*) = 2io/i49 amps.
"
Ijx_4Iy=o
Current in CD
=y= 10/149 amps.
Solving for * and y from (4) and (5) we get
Current in CE
={i—*+y) = 22o/i49 amps.
*=510/683
Current in DE
= (*—y) = 180/149 amps.
y=2o/683
,
.
The solving of simultaneous equations is always aI1(i substituting these values m any one ot the
laborious but with care there is no great difficulty in three equations gives
ar

Etmple ~is very similar to the first except that

Th^ complete answer to the problem is therefore

srnce
MS|
marking in symbols and arrows 13 just
the
Current in CD
-fi-.+yJ^ySo/eSs
amps,
(
first example, and three equations are obtained from
Current in CE
H *-y)=490/683 amps.
any three meshes as before.
A few examples of this nature will soon enable the
Mesh DECD
reader to become fully conversant with the application
I2
.E = 0 = 2(*=y) —i(i—* + >')
y
(if of Kirchofi's Laws to complicated networks.
K: .
Air-spaced Coils for S.W. Superhet
"THE rigid type air-spaced coils illustrated were L.
H
i constructed by the writer for the Short-wave
gnnr-rhet to trv out this type ot coll.
co e1
The coils were wound with i6-gauge tinned PP '
two lengths being gripped in a vice and wmundjn a
brass tube i-5in. diameter. After betn0 caieiuiiy
unmeshed, strips of thick celluloid (previously <1^
with clearance holes) were threaded through the turns,
rnd flna^ positioned as shown to give added support
t0
The plugs were made from pieces of bakehte, split
nins and were fitted with the small brass brackets as
shown The widths of the latter allow of varying sized
coils to be .tried, the ends of the coils being soldered to
Celluloid or
Bakehte Strips

h

ftjl
/i
/i

A
Overlap

H

Overlap

Corf Ends
Soldered

Details of the coil holders.
the brackets. The dimensions are given for making
the two' sizes of coil holders necessary for the Shortwave Superhet.—R. L. Graper.

Brass
Brackets

Bakel
An air-spaced coil
of 16-gause
wound strips.
double, and threaded
through
bakehtewire,
supporting

JUST RELEASED.
New Edition
DICTIONARY OF
METALS AND ALLOYS
By F. J. CAMM
tO/6, or by post 11/"
Obtainable from all booksellers or by post from
George Newnes, Ltd. (Book Dept.), Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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Applications
in

Radio

of

Thyratrons

Engineering

A Paper Read Before the Institution of Electrical Engineers
By A. J. MADDOCK, M.Sc., Associate Member
(Continued from page 283, June issue.)
FOR a velocity-modulated television svstem a velocity ceases owine to the Condenser C extinguishing the_arc
modulated Lne base is required, this differs from and the critical staking voltage rises rapidly to high
an unmodulated one only in that the charging pen- values (since the god is becoming increasingly negative),
tode has the video signal applied to its grid so that Condenser C then starts to charge up and this continues
'he rate of charge of the condenser is dependent upon until the grid potential again rises towards zero when
the instantaneous
value
of theerrid
light
fallingis on
theopened
light- is
theofarc saft-tooth
is again struck
saW-tooth
lorm,; alternating
aiiernarmg wllii
penuus of
sensitive
device • the
pentode
circuit
then
form,
witn perioa
about
eqtial
length
during
which
the
voltage
is zero.
and the^Wtedbetween " k " and '■ y " The
aboutinstant
equal oflength
during
which thevoltag^
striking
is precisely
determined isjero.
by the
(Fig. i ^).
simultaneous
rise
of
anode
and
grid
voltages.
Curve
ea
Frequency Divider.—Among the best-known applica- also gives the form and phase of the potential applied
tions of frequency division are those in frequency- to the isolator valve, and, for equilibrium, it is apparent
^fneasuring equipment and in the generation of carrier that the fundamental component of e must be in exact
a
frequencies for wire-line carrier systems.
with the voltage es; the phase-shifter
provides
The relaxation oscillator offers a basis of design, and anti-phase
means
of
effecting
this.
the frequency stabilisation by selective feedback and
A control voltage may be inserted as shown, and
synchronisation of such an oscillator as a frequency frequency
divider, at high orders of division, has been discussed possible. division by factors up to 10/1 is readily
by Builder. A basis circuit is given in Fig. 16 in which
Frequency Comparator
To check the frequency of an oscillatoi
Relaxation
Selector
against
a standard of frequency so that
oscillator
comparisons are given for close-spaced
o .• eintervals
of time is has
not easy,
but accurate
a circuit
Output
'recently developed
enabled
comparisons
to
be
made.
An
elementary
R
schematic toi illustrate the principles is shown in
7 ■C7
\> ■vVSA/V^""
Fig. 18. The two oscillators Oi, O2 are adjusted
to differ by 0.1 c/s, the output voltages being
feedbad Pbaa®
added together in the hybrid coil, and their sun*
changer - amplified
and rectified to control the firing of
+
D.Cthyratron V once each beat cycle. V in turn
Control
discharges condenser C through the spark coil T
voltage
Isolator
and causes a brief flash of light in the mercurydischarge tube G which illunmiates the translucent
scale S driven from a frequency standard. S is
X
suitably engraved and gives an indication of the
time, which is recorded photographically on the
slowly
moving film so that images of the scale
Fig. 16.—Frequency divider.
due to successive flashes are just separated.
the functions of relaxation, selection and feedback are Thus the time elapsing during a single 10-sec.
substantially independent, but in the paper a circuit beat cycle is recorded to the nearest 0.001 sec. and
more economical in components is described. The any irregularity in the beat frequency of greater
partt in
LIlclll. i.1 pdl
i-li 10,000 is apparent.
cippcJ.iv,ixv. As
x x-j the
i-tiv- frequency of
oscillator is of the simple type already dicsussed in which than
the natural frequency is determined by the time-constant the beat pulses is only 1/(10
if\io x 100,000)
100,000; of
oi the
iue frequency
of
either
100
ke/s
oscillator
the
precision
of comparison
RC the H.T. voltage and cathode bias developed across
10
oscillators
is
1
part
.
r;!/ r
the
discharge
current
of
C,
and
R2
has
a
between
in
10
IVg.
1X11. limits
iiuu'-a
tiiv^
'
.—
,7
"
7
,
s - prevent*. the
ta. gridA of( the
+ I, 4"thyratron
It TTT- 't J"
To ensure accuracy, the thyratron must fire at the
high value (0.25
MO) to
Vi from attaining any substantially positive value. The same part of the cycle and do so abruptly, big. 19
represents
the vector diagram of the voltages at the
selector LiCi is tuned to the frequency to be generated
and is fed from the oscillator via the isolating valve V2. input of the measuring circuit and, as iu rotates at the
Secondary windings on Li provide output and feedback beat frequency with respect to £2, the vector (Ei-f £2)
voltages, that for the latter having condenser C7 and varies in length over the beat cycle. This vector is
resistor R7 connected across it to act, as a phase-changer amplified and rectified to provide a negative bias on the
{Continued on page 339.)
as previously described.
.
Fig. 17 gives the waveforms of the voltages, m winch
es is the voltage across the tuned circuit and is substantially sinusoidal; a voltage proportional to this is fed
back to the grid circuit of the oscillator. t?c is the actual
grid voltage of Vi, being the combined effect of the
Time
feedback and cathode bias voltages. Because of
resistance R* the grid voltage ee does not rise appreciably
above zero, and during this period, i.e., during the
greater part of the positive half-cycles of the feedback
voltage, the thyratron is conducting and the anode
remains at the ionisation potential; hut, as soon as
Fig. 17^—Waveforms in circuit of Fig. 16.
the grid voltage
becomes negative, anode current
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The " Fluxite Quins" at Work
Get this aerial over here, see I
Then we'll fix it with FLUXITE, said
Well I That just beats the band,
Come on 01 I Lend a hand "
" I will when I'm rid of this tree I "
See that FLUXITE is always
by you—in the house—garage
— workshop — wherever
speedy soldering is needed.
Used for over 30 years in
government works and by
the leading engineers and
manufacturers.
Of all
ironmonger s—i n tins,
8d., 114 and 218.
Ask to see the FLUXITE
SMALL-SPACE SOLDERING SET—compact but substantial—complete with full
instructions, 7/6.
To CYCLISTS : Your wheels will NOT
keep round and true unless the spokes
are tied with fine wire at the crossings
and SOLDERED. This makes a much
stranger wheel. It's simple—with
FLUXITE—but IMPORTANT.
The FLUXITE GUN
puts FLUXITE
where you want it
by a simple pressure. Price 1/6, or
filled, 216.
ill MICHANICS mil
F1.11X1TE
IT SIMPLIFIES all SOLDERIWO
Write far Book on the ART OF " SOFT "
SOLDERING and for Leaflets on CASEHARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FLUXITE, also on " WIPED
JOINTS." Price Id. each.
FLUXITE LTD. (DEPT. W.P.)
BERMONDSEY ST., S.E.I.

V
-

■

Pv'--

The

F uture

FORWARD in time of war, to a
future full of promise. The
shape of things to come ?" Perhaps
only dimly seen at present, but
great things are in store. And you
may be assured that in all phases
and in all applications,
BULGIN RADIO PRODUCTS
will make their contribution. Until
then, we ask your kind indulgence;
orders must quote Contract and
Priority; Nos.
" T/ie

Choice

of

Critics "

/V, F. BULGIN & 00.9 LTD.
QYE-PASS ROAD, BARKING, ESSEX.
Telephone: RIPpleway 3474 (5 lines).
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USEFUL BOOKS
THE COMPLETE MORSE'INSTRUCTOR
By F. Tait. A complete course for trainees by an experienced
operator. Adequate exercises in the sending of Morse are provided
in carefully graded lessons, and the importance of practice in
receiving is emphasised. 2s. net.

R
a
The Solder Wire with 3 Cores
of Non-corrosive Flux.
0 Avoids Dry Joints.
^Speedily makes
Sound Joints on Dirty
or Oxydised Surfaces
0 Always Correct Pro portions of Flux and
Solder.
£ No additional Flux
required.
% Approved by Air
Ministry and G.P.O.
FREE
" Technical Notes on
Soldering" and samples
sent free on request
to firms engaged on
Government Contracts.
MULT IC ORE
SOLDERS, LTD.
Commonwealth House,
London, W.C.I.
Tel.: Chancery 5171/2.

INTRODUCING RADIO RECEIVER
SERVICING
By E. M. Squire. This book provides a concise introductory
guide to the practical operation of a radio receiver, so that new
radio service engineers, testers, and dealers may be able to obtain
a working knowledge of receivers and servicing equipment in
the briefest time. 6s. net.
CATHODE RAY OSCILLOGRAPHS
By J. H. Reyner, B.Sc.(Hons.), A.C.G.I., etc. The contents of
this book include types of Oscillograph tube, frequency reponse
curves, radio frequency examinations, etc. 8s. 6d. net.
EXPERIMENTAL RADIO ENGINEERING
By E. T. A. Rapson. Assisted by E. G. Ackermann. Sets out a
number of experiments and methods of measurement suitable
for a three or four years* course in radio engineering at a technical
college. Third edition. 8s. 6d. net.
WIRELESS TERMS EXPLAINED
By " Decibel." An invaluable guide to the technical terms used
in books and articles on wireless and in manufacturers' catalogues.
It explains the meaning of every term in the fullest and clearest
manner, with numerous illustrations. Second Edition. 3s. net.
39 PARKER STREET, KINGSWAY
PITMAN

RADIO SPARES
MAINS
TPANSFORMERS.
Secondaries
350-0-350 v. TypePrimaries
80, 80 ma.,200/250
4 v. 5 a.,v.
44 v.v. 2121a.,33/9.
a., 32/6. Type
Type86,120
I.C., 100
ma.,
4
v.
6
roa., 4 v. 5 a., 4 a.,
v. 21C.T.,
a.,
36/-.'
Type 200
91A,ma.,
1204ma.,
5 v.42/6.
21 a., Type
38/-.
Type 200A,
v. 5 6.3
a., v,4 v.6 a.,
21 a.,
206,
200
ma.,
6.3
v.
5
a'
.
,
5
v.
2i
a.,
42/6.
400-0-400
Sec. Type 493, 140 ma., 4 v. 5 a., 4 v. 2J a., 30/6.
TRANSFORMER BOBBINS. H.M.V. Model Nos.
440,
Model Nos.
Nos 262.,
272, 512,
286,542,
288,1103,
878,1300.
883. Marconi
Philco, Model
444,
537,
581.
Ekco
Model
Nos.
AC74,
85,
Murphy Model Nos. A24, 26, 30, 34, 36.AW108.
Bush
Model Nos. STJG52. 61, PB51, 53, 63, 73, AC71.
Ultra
Nos.
25,
115.
G.E.C.
4Bobbins
v. andModel
4 v.,very
4 v.well
and 44,
13 v.,48,and
6.350,v.are66,
andexact
5 v.replaceThese
are
made
ments, 24/-.
MAINS
DROPPING
RESISTORS.
.2 amp. with
950
ohms,
.3 amp.
600 ohms,
sliding 6/9.
clip and
provided
with 6/-.
feet Fitted
tor chassis
mounting.
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. Power, Pentode,
class
Power,12Pentode,
25/30 ma.
Midget,B and
9/6.Q.P.P.,
Power,11/-.Pentode,
ma. Midget,
6/8.
Heavy Duty Pentode, 100 ma., 12/6.
DRIVER TRANSFORMERS. Class B, 9/-. Bobbins
only, 6/9,
LINE CORD. 3 way .3 amp., 185 ohms per yard, 6/9.
2 way .2 amp., 185 ohms per yard, 4/11.
CHOKES SMOOTHING. 20 henries 100 ma., 12/6,
11 henries 70 ma., 9/6.
SPEAKERS. Celestion, Rola, etc.. Sin. P.M. with
Multi Ratio transformer, 30/-. Without transformer, 24/-.
Orders accepted by post only and those of 10/- or
less
accompanied
by cash.LISTPlease
includeshould
postagebe with
order. PRICE
2Jd.
stamp.
H. W. FIELD & SON
Colchester Road, Harold Park,
Essex.

Plan your future

COIJLPHOXE
RADIO
—xow
NEW GOODS ONLY
developments in Radio and Tele- Orders over bh post and packing free.
B IG vision
have been forecast. There
will be splendid opportunities for trained Tungsram and B.V. A. Valves. Rectimen to secure well-paid positions or fiers. 10/- ; H.F. and Output Pens, 13/6:
D.D.T.'sTransfs.,
11/3. 350v.-(>-350v. 100 mA.,
.
profitable spare-time work.
Now is the time to increase your know- Mains
4v.
6a.,
4v.
2la.,
or
6.3v.
3a.,
5v.
2a.
33/8
Transf. Bobbins, 35O-O-350v.
ledge and efficiency, so that you may face Mains
80
mA..Speakers
I/T's as above
the future with confidence.
P.M.
less transf. : 17/6
Rola
Sin.,
21/6
:
6Jin.,
22/6 : 6in.
24/# YOU MUST KNOW MATHS O Plessey, 10in.. powerful
magnet...
85/with pen. trahsf. 8in. 30/If you wish to understand Radio or any Celestion,
10 in. pen. trsf. heavy duty magnet 45/other technical subject, you must know 8Power-Pen.
in. M.E. 2,000
ohm. field
pen. trsf.
33/6
Output
Transfs.
40mA.7/6
Mathematics. Our method of Home-Study Rola Push-pull
Universal Transf.15/6
Tuition makes maths really interesting Parafeed
L.F.
Transfs.
4:1
...
6/6
and easy to learn.
Push Pull
Quality6d.L.F.
Transfs.
22/6
Shaft
Couplers.
;
lin.
knobs
9d.
Post coupon for free details of our Mains Dropper Resistors, 800 ohm.,
Home-Study Courses in Mathematics, 2 adj. taps. 3 amp. With fixing feet 5/6
Push-back Wire, 50ft.. 3/- ; 100ft. 5/6
Radio Reception, Transmission,
Carbon Resistors, i w., 4d. : I w.. 6d. ;
Servicing, Television and Radio
1Switch
w.. 9d.Cleaner
Standard values 50£> to3/65 bott.
meg.
Calculations:
Resin Cored
Solder
...
4/6 lb.
Copper Wire, lib. ... 2/3
T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE, Tinned
Sleeving, 2mm.
3d. yd,
Condensers, 50 mfd. 12 v.
... 2/25mfd.
50v.,
: 50mfd. 50v. ... 3/3
2, THE MALL, EALING, W.5 Tubular and2/9Silver
Mica, all sizes.
Valve-holders,
Eng.&
Vol.Controls with
sw.,Amer..ld.
5/9; less per
sw. pin
4/9
1j (Post in unsealed envelop#. Id. stamp.) I,
Smoothing
Iron
Elements,
450w. 2/3
Please
send
me
free
details
of
your
J
Fire
Spirals,
750w..
2/;
l.OOOw.
2/6
I Home-Study Mathematics and Radio | Eleetromiero Soldering Irons, 230v.
Courses.
60w., adj. bit. replaceable element 12/6
1
Mains
Transfs.
Heavy
Duty
350-0-350
Ij NAME
| v. I20mA. 4v. 8a.. 4v. 2.ia. ... ... 35/Stamped, addressed envelope for list.
| ADDRESS
... |
NEW LONGTON, Nr. Preston
j P.52 ...
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Spark coil
Fig. /P. — Vector
diagram of voltages
in circuit of Fig. 19.

2-Sraqc Diode
100amp.
k c/s rect.
D.C

Hybrid
coil

Rotation
of £i

Variable
O.C.bias

the'rectifying group, but the inverting group passed
current and regenerative braking is obtained, t he
phase-shifting transformers Ti and T2 are rigidly
100000 c/s
coupled together and are moved simultaneously
but have their connections so arranged that the
-ir
1000 c/S from
Film
electrical rotation of one is opposite to that of the
freguencu standard
0tl
As' the controlling handwheel of the synimaae
of
chronous motor X is rotated one way or the other
—Circuit
for
measuring
short-time
stabilities
Fig. IS.
of oscillators.
a corresponding torque is given to the receiver
svnehronous motor Y and the grid voltages are
altered in phase accordingly, the D.C motor then
thvratron grid, and the tube fires when the voltage rotates to correspond and i 11 so doing rotates the stator
of the receiver Y, through gearing, in such a direction
falls below the critical value represented by circle c.
»he pint of entry is "a" (i.e. voltages equal), the as to restore the grid voltage phase-shift to the position
corresponding to the rest position, and the mam motor
firing will be earlier than if the
different and barely graze the circle
, pr . *
thus comes gradually to rest.
The possible error is thus approximately determined
As shown, full-wave rectification and inversion takes
hv the ratio of the radius of " c " to the circumference
n/ ihp circle swept by fix, and the error is .made small PlqCimDler and less accurate circuits have been used in
bv amplifying (Ei+£a), thus increasing the sensitivity which change of the alternating bias on the grids ot a
or^ ^e^tively reducing c." When the voltages are pair Wthyratrons, is effected, rather than change ot
thus critically compared their amplitudes mu=t be almost phase.
identical or no record is obtained, but if the thyratron
fires at all it does so at a time known within, exact Applications as Commutating Devices : Rectifiers
limits The value chosen was 65 db larger than the
Probably the widest field of application of thyratrons
critical value of the sum required to fire the thyratron.
and thus the voltages had to be alike m amplitude withm in radio engineering has been in grid-controlled rectifiers
about 0.05 per cent. .
for delivering a direct voltage which can be var ed
6
Applications as Current and Voltage Regulators : Torque srh'rectifiefs fowe ^fZid partfoX applicfofon in
Tormo^amplifiers
particularly useful for
Toraue
amplmersoniare yaiu^uicuy
^ remote
.. vaives at "mgu
„
„£
as
large
oneration of
equipmentorsnch
such
as tuning
tuning elements
elements m
mwhere
large a Pifier3 js jjigjj particularly in the, larger sizes, owing
connectmg^itches,aifo
JLsmitters. earthing or connecting'switches and where rTO ^
low voltage-drop across
.across the "valves
valves and the
it is desired that any driven apparatus shall follow high efficiency of the cathode, especially those ot the
... ' 'accurately the movements of the driving mechanism heat-sliielded type.
without mechanical connection. In all such amplifiers
Thvraffons may he used in any ol the usual types of
the driving element operates to alter the phase of the rectifier (Trcuit and it Is not proposed here to discuss
thvratron grid voltage so that a corresponding change these circuits in detail but rather to consider bnefly
in anode current takes place, the anode current controlling
directly the driven device (usually through
v Smqle-pfiaseA.Ci
the intermediary of a D.C. motor),
addition the driven mechanism has some
means attached to it, also operative to
B" Group
control the phase of the grid voltage, to
A'Group
render the thyratrons non-conducting when
the driven mechanism has followed the
driver. The phase-controlling device may
be a phase-shafting transformer or a
variable Clement such as a condenser, etc.
The fundamental schematic diagiam
D.C Motor
of one such amplifier operating on a
Synchronous
Field
single-phase A.C. supply is given in Fig,
motor
With this arrangement extremely
accurate and rapid control is possible.
One instance of its use is on a large boring
X
mill in which the positions of the tools are
set to an accuracy of o.oonn. by adjusting
■Phase shifting
tronsformers ,
the dial of the controlling mechanism.
Two groups of thyratrons A and b are
so connected that one group, when rectifyJ Smqie-phase AC
ing gives rotation of the motor m one
direction and the other group rotation in
,-|1
the opposite direction. In addition each
group can operate as am invertor as
if« the
Synchronous
D.C. motor is overspeeded a little,
the
3-phase AC
motor counter-e.m.f. will exceed tje;rectified
motor
j voltage and no current then flows irom
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negative output terminal of the rectifier; and
ut*0
2 7r/p
also, at the instant of firing, each valve has a
Anode
flnode
greater voltage impressed across it than the
Vo5toge3
voltage»
Anode
amplitude of its sine wave at that instant. As
/oltage2
the angle a is increased the amount the cathodes
Average
are driven negative increases until eventually,
DC.voltage \ / _
n
at the point at which firing should occur, one
t max
cathode becomes as much negative below the
negative output terminal as the succeeding one
DC
is positive, and the net effect is to obtain zero
output voltage ; it can be seen that this occurs
Transformer
centre voltage
when oc = 9o deg. in any such circuit. Thus the
L
S-D.C.Iine
presence of sufficient inductance to ensure
X
continuous conduction under all conditions also
'V P
/ \
the angle over which the grid voltage
:athode voltaqe decreased
must be shifted, to obtain control between full
of all tubes
and zero output (compared with that for a
2M>
is D.C.+lme
resistive load), to a value of 90 deg. The total
Conduction
angle
of current flow is always 2-kIP, which is
period for
bodily through the angle <x, and, as
Fig. 21.- -Voltage condi- shifted
full output
lions in rectifier having mentioned above, the current eventually consists
i.e. OC-0
inductive
p phases, with
of equal positive and negative components.
load.
The average direct output voltage may be
Conduction 1 Conduction
expressed as
period of penod of
tube I
tube2
.(2)
Elc^^?s;n cos oc — D
P
so
that
the
output
voltage
is
proportional
to
the
cosine
three-phase rectifiers as ^bringing out certain points of
operation on polyphase circuits 'that have not so far of the angle by which the grid voltage is delayed with
been discussed in this paper and to add further methods respect to the- anode. This expression and the above
remarks apply equally to the 3-phase full-wave series
of effecting the grid control.
For radio work, where a steady value of direct current Circuit, except that Emax is to be taken as the line
is nearly always required, a filter circuit is inserted before voltage and p the number of valves in use, i.e., 6. Since
the load to absorb the variations in output voltage, and conduction continues even after reversal of polarity
it is now generally realised that a filter with of the driving voltages due to the inductance, peak waves
inductive input should be used. When this is done the can be employed for the full range of control in the
inductance of the choke tends to maintain the flow grid circuits.
of anode current through a valve even
after the applied voltage has passed
through zero, and, instead of the current
/
being broken up into pulses separated by
periods of no conduction, continuous flow,
though variable in magnitude, may be
uti
obtained into the filter input if the
inductance is greater than a certain
critical value, when each valve conducts
toe
until the next one starts. Under these
\
circumstances the regulation of the
c max
rectifier is greatly improved, the form
factor of the current pulses through the
;z
valves and transformer is decreased, and
the peak current requirement of the valves 0-6
is lowered: The importance of providing
sufficient inductance to allow of this 3. 0-4
method of operating was first established
by Dunham for a single-phase rectifier 3
without grid control, and has since been
extended by Overbeck for polyphase '0 0 2
circuits employing thyrations.
m
When the input choke is greater than x
the critical value, operation is as indicated r o-i
in Fig. 21, which shows the voltage rela- fy pog
tions existing in a polyphase half-wave "U
rectifier of p phases. Maximum voltage ,2 0 06
output occurs when the grid control is 004
set for one phase to take over from the
preceding one when the respective phase
voltages are equal, and the angle of delay
oc is reckoned from this point. Since the 002
cathodes are all connected together and
form the positive d.c. line of the output,
the thick line represents the variation of
rectified voltage, this being equal to the
anode voltage of whichever valve is
conducting, less the drop across, that
90
40
50
60
30
valve (taken as constant for all values of
current). Thus, with a firing delay of 00
Delay angle (degree a}
each valve continues to conduct until the
next one fires, even though its anode
Fig. 22.—Critical inductance and direct output voltage as
function of delay angle. P — number of rectifying phases.
voltage becomes more negative than the
340
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mounted
inside
the
tank
and
form
an
integral
part of
As the question of critical inductance is important,
the curves .relating the several factors have been the transformer).
In "connection with the possibility of arcbacks, it
abstracted from Overbeck's paper in Fig. 22 (his Fig. 5)
as being of general usefulness. Here the values of. should be noted that there may be a greater tendency
.MjiciEmax and coLc/R (w = 27i x line frequency. Lq — for these to occur with inductive load circuits, for
critical inductance in henrys and i?—load resistance in then current conduction in a valve ceases when the
ohms) are plotted against firing delay angle oc for anode voltage has reached-a comparatively high negative
rectifiers having 2, 3, 4 or 6 phases {p). The valve-drop value, so that the space between the electrodes then
correction'(D) is left out so that the values of uLoIR contains a large number of positive ions.
must be multiplied by [i+DIEtjo) and the values of
Considering now the question of grid control, one
EDolErmx must bes divided by the same factor.
simple method, used with success, is to apply to the
The voltage {e ) available to start the discharge at grids (through isolating transformers since, in most
any value of a is
rectifiers, the cathodes and grids are at high potential
relative to earth) an alternating potential greater in
es—2Emax cos 2 ~ pJ) sin oc
(3) amplitude
than the critical bias corresponding to the
In high-voltage circuits the valve drop becomes peak of the applied anode voltage, but whose phase
negligible and the delay angle calculated from equation can be changed by means of a phase-shifting transformer.
(3) for the minimum striking voltage of the valve, Where, however, accurate control of timing and highunder maximum voltage output conditions, may also speed overload protection' are required the method
be neglected as being an extremely small angle. In commonly employed is to maintain the grids normally
order that the firing voltage of the valves shall'not be at a negative potential, thereby preventing the estabtoo large, a high positive peak voltage is usually applied lishment of the arp, and to apply momentarily a positive
to the grids at the instant of firing.
potential impulse to each grid in succession, the phase
The value of inductance so calculated is the minimum of these impulses relative to the anode potentials being
required to ensure continuous conduction and should altered to obtain variation of the output voltage. The
impulses may beGrid excitation
derived from
Altemotinq flux
Direct flux
winding
Permalloy
source of positive
core
.Flux
in
permalloi
direct voltage in
rrnal
conjunction with
transformer
Iron
a synchronouslydriven distributor,
Air gap
Resultant
or from peak-wave
5^- riux
transformers or
saturable core
reactors, in which .
Peak waves latter cases cominduced in
static deexcitation pletely
(i grid
vices only are
winding
required. Where
"Tlof
a distributor is
:Wjsnm
Angle
employed the relag of
peak wave
quisite phase disOC A.C DC*
placement
of the
control Supply control
Fig.
23.—Peak'wave
transformer
and
waveforms.
impulses
is obwinding winding winding
tained by adjustthe angular position of the rocker supporting the
always be checked, though two other factors may dictate ing
distributor
segments,
and
overload
protection
afforded
a higher value being used, namely, ripple attenuation by making the overload relay(s) interruptisthe
grid
and non-resonance of the filter circuit at the supply positive d.c. supply.
frequency. To avoid the latter on supplies at 50 c/s,
peak-wave transformer shown diagrammatically
the product of inductance (henrys) and capacitance in.The
Fig.. 23 has one limb of the core made of permalloy,
(microfarads) should be not less than 30.
which
saturates
at a very low flux level so that sudden
The diagrams and equations given above treat the
of 'flux occur in this limb as the alternating,
rectifier ideally as having no internal reactance, but reversals
changes sign. Tims a voltage impulse of short
reactance is always present practically and produces a flux
is induced in the excitation winding which is
dejay in commutation (overlap). However, the angle 01 duration
connected,
in series with a constant negative supply,
overlap is less in grid-controlled rectifiers (.or values between grid
cathode of the thyratron, causing
of oc > o) than in tfhose without grid^ because, due to ignition to takeandplace
such positive impulse
the delay in commutation brought about by the grid- is generated. When thewhenever
permalloy becomes saturated,
control process, a higher voltage is actually available the main a.c. flux passes through
the shunt centre limb
wheli commutation eventually does take place.
which an air-gap is provided.
When the effects of the reactive and resistive voltage in To
obtain
a
shift
of
the
peak
waves,
a steady flux is
drops in the rectifier transformer are taken into account, superimposed upon the alternating flux
by current
the output voltage in half-wave circuits is given by
supplied to one of the d.c. control windings ; with a
„
ph. max sm
•
rc
pXI
Pr
/
n
negative
flux
as
in
Fig.
23(c)
the
position
of reversal
- cos <x — D — —— — -7(4)
Em = .
p
2
/
of the resultant flux is such as to give a lag between the
where X is the effective commutating reactance per position of the peak wave and the reversal of the
rectifier phase, I the effective phase current in each alternating magnetic flux, and hence between its original
secondary winding, and PR the transformer resistance position with no steady flux, whilst a positive flux leads
to an advance in similar manner. A range of adjustment
loss in each winding. •
the instant of generation of the peak wave is thus
In designing the rectifier transformer, consideration of
must be given to tire limitation of the short-circuit produced by variation between positive and negative
values
of the steady flux, and, since the alternating flux
current-to a value within the surge-current rating of
obtained from the same supply as is fed to the thyratron
the rectifying valves. It is customary to limit this isanodes,
it follows that phase control of the instant of
current by the reactance of the transformer and feeders
on the primary side considered as a whole, and, where firing is,readily possible. This variation in both directions
is
used
in
order to obtain the necessary range of angular
necessarv, to obtain the required value by connecting
small anode chokes in series with the transformer change since, as the steady flux is increased beyond a
secondary terminals (in practice these chokes may be certain value, saturation of the whole core occurs.
1
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Radio Examination Papers—32
Car-radio Design, the Frequency-multiplier, Moving-coil Loud Speaker Repair, Short-wave
Receivers, Reflection of Radio Waves and Crystal-controlled Transmitters, Form the Subjects
for Questions and Answers This Month. By THE EXPERIMENTERS
(output) circuits are of different electrical dimensions.
1. Car-radio Requirements
APART from the obvious requirements of compact Thus, for a frequency doubler, the anode coil, with its
associated.
tuning condenser, must be designed to tune
construction, sensitivity and ease of control,
there are several other technical points which to twice the frequency of the grid-tuning circuit.
Even if the circuit constants were the same as for an
call for careful consideration in designing a car-radio
receiver. One very important necessity is that there R.F. amplifier there would be some frequency doubling,
but the stage would be inshall be a very reliable
efficient. Efficiency is
A.V.C. system ; amplified
greatly increased if the grid-,
QUESTIONS
A.V.C. is to be desired. In
voltage' is increased
the absence of full auto- i. State the principal essential requirements of a bias
almost to c u t - o ff. The
car-radio
receiver,
and
explain
briefly
how
they
can
matic volume control, very
reason for this is that when
marked fading is bound to
be provided.
the valve is biased well
occur as the car is driven 2. Describe in a concise manner the action of a back,
strong " kicks " of
frequency-multiplier stage.
past buildings, metallic
current occur each
objects and even trees.
3. What are the chief advantages conferred by the use anode
a positive half-cycle
Partly to enhance the
of a pre-detector H.F. stage in a simple type of istime
applied
to the grid. Each
short-wave receiver?
' A.V.C. action, and partly
" kick " gives a strong imto ensure increased sensi- 4. If an energised moving-cofl speaker were " dead " pulse
the anode tuning
what steps would you take to test and, if necessary, circuittoand
tivity, an H.F. stage prior
so maintains
repair it ?
to the frequency - changer
oscillation
at the resonant
is very desirable, although 5. Write a short account of the reflection and re- frequency of
that circuit.
radiation of radio waves.
not essential. In this cononly one kick is
nection it should be stated 6. Is it possible for a crystal-controlled transmitter Although
for each two cycles
to radiate on a frequency other than that of the given
that a superhet circuit is
of the anode circuit, there
crystal, or a harmonic of the crystal frequency ?
necessary for satisfactory
is
only
slight attenuation
operation, and in order to
on the second cycle proobtain the' required sensivided that efficient tuning circuits are used.
tivity and selectivity in the simplest possible manner.
A circuit of a frequency-doubler, showing the waveAnother requirement' is that the^ complete receiver
should be enclosed in a metal container which will act form in both grid and anode circuits (assuming sineas a screen. The various parts of the container should wave input) is illustrated in Fig. i. This does not show
be well bonded together, and earthed to the car chassis. the action of the biased valve, but it is not difficult
understand that if the valve is biased to a point
It is also wise to screen all external leads, including to
slightly beyond the bottom bend of its characteristic,
that to the aerial, unless they are very short.
Ail components and wiring associated with the tuning each positive half-cycle will cause-a sudden and sharp
circuits should be absolutely rigid; this applies peak of anode current to flow; on negative half-cycles
particularly to the vanes of the tuning condenser. the valve is virtually" cut off, with the result that there
Midget all-metal valves are in many ways preferable, is no marked change in B.C. anode current to affect
both because of the electrode rigidity and of their the output tuning circuit.
compactness.
8. T.R.F. Short-wave Receivers
The pre-detector R.F, stage of a short-wave receiver
2. Frequency Multiplication
A frequency-multiplier stage looks in every respect produces little, if any, radio-frequency amplification.
It
does, however, minimise the effect of aerial damping
the same as an ordinary R.F. (or H.F.) amplifier, except
.which feeds the, detector. In
that the tuning coils in the grid (input) and anode on the tuned circuitloonsequence,
a lesser degree of
feed-back
is required to bring the
HT-h detector into
a state of oscillation.
This, in turn, generally means
that
the
smoothness
of reaction
Fig. 1.—A frequency douhler
control is greatly improved. This
stage, showing the input and
applies whether the R.F. stage is
output waOeforms.
tuned or aperiodic.
Another and even more important advantage of the R.F. stage
Output
is that it prevents the regenerative
detector from being " pulled " off
>0
K>
frequency by a strong incoming
signal. Without the pre-detector
O
O
stage, there is a very strong likelihood that, in the presence of a
T
strong incoming Signal, the tuning
o
of the detector will be pulled
input
right away from the nominal
frequency to which the condenser
1
is adjusted. This gives the impression of-r-and exactly the same
result as—poor selectivity; because
a strong signal severai -Jce/s reI_I
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G AL P I N S
ELECTRICAL STORES
" FAIRVIEW,"
LONDON RD., WROTHAIV!, KENT.
TERMS CASH with ORDER.
No C.O.D.
Regret no Orders can he accepted from Eire
or Northern Ireland.
ELECTRIC
LIGHT CHECK
METERS,
first-class
condition,
electrically
anteed, for A.C. mains 200/250
volts 50guarcy.
1 phase 5 amp. load, 10 - each.
MICROPHONES
handWATT
WIRE
END
Resistances,
new
unused, assorted sizes (our assort- High-grade moving coil microment), 5 6 per doz., post free.
phones, heavy construction,
£4 10 00
SOLID BRASS LAMPS (wing type), one- chrome finish
hole mounting, fitted double contact, Transformers to suit
small B.C. holder and 12-volt 16 watt bulb, Collapsible Floor stands, for £1 '
3,6 each, post free, or 30,- per doz.
£2 2 0
TUNGSTEN CONTACTS, 316in. dia., a Band or P.A. work
pair
mounted
on
spring
blades,
also
two
high also
quality
pure on
silver
contacts
dia.,
mounted
spring
blades 3,16in.
fit for
SLOW MOTION DRIVES
heavy duty,
and unused
; there
enough
base new
to remove
for other
work.is
Price the set of four contacts, 5/-, post free. Epicyclic dual-ratio drives to fit
shaft. Ratios 6/1 and
MASSIVE GUNVIETAL WINCH, com- Jin.
' ...
5 0
plete
long handle,
use with Hn.
wire 100/1
cable,with
weight
50 lbs., forcondition
as new.
Price £3, carriage paid.
RESISTANCE UNITS, fireproof, size lOin.
CONDENSERS
by lin, wound chrome nickel wire, resistance
2 ohms to carry 10 amps. Price 2/6, P.P. Three-gang .00042 Ceramic In...
10 6
ROTARY CONVERTER, 50v. D.C. input. sulation
A.C. output 75 volts at 75 milliamps, in Three-gang .0005 Bake lite Infirst-class condition, 30/ - Qach carriage paid. sulation with built-in dual-ratio
12 6
3-PHASE TRANSFORMER, 410 v. to drive (5/1 and 80/1) ... ...
240
at 2section,
kW. skse£10.
of core 14m. by llin. by Single .0002, .00016, .0001 Short
5 sq.v, in.
wave tuning, ceramic insulation,
...
5 0
TAPE MACHINE, fitted Klaxon 220 v. all
D.C. motor, geared drive, rheostat control, T.C.C. Electrolytic Bias 350
18
ohm
relay,
complete
with
tape
reel
and
mfd., 25 v.
... ... ...
7 0
tape, £10.
T.C.C. Paper 2 mfd. 250 v. square
AIR
PRESSURE
GAUGE
by
famous
metal
can
2gin.
x
Liin.
x
9/16in.
3 9
maker. lOins. dia., reading 0-4,000 lbs. per
square inch, as new in case. Price £7 10s.
SWITCH FUSE in wrought-iron case.
3-way for 400 v. at 40 amp., 45/-.
METERS
MOVING COIL METERS, a pair by a limited number of 0/1 milliammeter (one
famous maker, one reading 0-70 v., the Amilliamp
full scale deflection) are available
other
0-10 ohms
amp.,per
2in.volt,
dia.,mounted
flush mounting,
both 1,000
on panel
priority. Flush mounting, 3Jin.
8*Tins., with two toggle switches. £6. without
overall diameter. High grade movements,
ideal as foundation meter for multi-range
METER
MOVEMENT,
recalibration.
instrument. Resistance 100 ohms.
moving coil,
4in. scale,fordeflection
not £2
17s, 6d. to callers, or by post—£2 18s. 6d
known. Price 20/-.
MOVING
AMPMETER,
0-350 amps.,COIL
6in. dia
, switch boardreading
type
Price 70;-.
★ ★ ★
DITTO, reading 0-%) amps., 50/-.
100
V.
MOTOR
BLOWER,
i
h.p.
motor,
direct current, series wound, 4ih. dia. For laboratory and high precision measurinlet and outlet to Blower. Price £5.
ing we confidently recommend Multi-range
300
CABLE,
V.I.R.
in good£5condition
19/33,AMP.
in approx.
30 yd.
lengths.
per coil. Universal meter type " E.44." Robustly
but great accuracy. Volts A.C. and
MAINS AMPLIFIER, 110/250 A.C.. approx. made
to 1,000. Current 1 m.a. to 10 amps
5 watts, 3v. no valves, size of case 16x 11 .<7 D.C.
ins., metal rectifier H.T.-by famous maker. Resistarice 0/10,000, 0/100,000 and 0/1
megohm. Full details from leaflet, send
£5.
TANGENT BELL for 200 250v. D.C. 12-inch 2Jd. stamp please. (Priority only.)
gong, weatherproof. £4 10s.
DITTO, for IlOv. D.C., 6-lnch gong. 30 -.
MAINS
AMPLIFIER,
110;250v.2in. A.C.,
★ ★ ★
approx.
4v, meter,
no valves,
dia.
moving 6coilwatts,
output
size of case
16xl2xl2ins. £5.
HOXARV
OONVERTOR,
"D.C.. WEBB'S RADIO, l4,Soho St., Oxford St.
output 2,500v.
D.C. at 1 input
K.W. 48v.
constant
London, W.I. Telephone : Gerrard 2089
rating. As new, £10.
Note our revised SHOP HOURS : —
H.T.
TRANSFORMER,
case
14x9;<8ins.,
10 o.m. to 4 p.m. Sots., 10 o.m.
no oil, input 200/240v., output 10,000v. centre
tapped at 3 K.W., intermittent rating. £15.
to 12 neon
PLEASE NOTE.—I would greatly appreciate
Price
Lists
or
Catalogues
of
Radio
and
Electrical Goods to replace those lost in
removal, postage or cost willingly refunded.

6 41- V4U
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VALVES
This is part of our
current stock of
valves and if all
their equivalents
BRITISH,
were mentioned it
would be found AMERICAN
that v/e can supply
BATTERY,
either the exact
A.C.
valve or a suitable
and
replacement for
UNIVERSAL
almost any type.
Wherever possible
TYPES.
p I e a s e order
C.O.D.
Stamp
with enquiries
please.
PRICES
STRICTLY B.O.T.
RETAIL
BATTERY. 210HL, LD210 5/10 5
P220,
PM2A
7/4:2lOVPA.
210DDT.210VPT,
HD24, TDD2A
9/2
: 210SPT,
220HPT.,
220/OT,
HP910, K50M, 2158G,
KT2,
KT24. PM12M, PM22A, SP2. SP210,
VP210.
VP2B,
W21,
^21,
Z22
11/-;
210PG,
FC2, FC2A. X24 12/10.
A.C.
TYPES.
2D4A 9/2
6/9 ;: 41MP,
354V,
AC'HL.
MH4, MHL4
A.Z3. DW2,
AZ31,
DW4-350,
IW4-350.
MU14.
U10
11 -;
402P,
MH41, MHD4,
TDD4
11/7 ;AC044,
42MP/Pen.
AC/VP1,PX4,AC/Pen,
AC2/Pen, AC5/Pen. KT41. KTZ63, MKT4,
MSPenE. MVSPen. MVSPenB, PenA4,
Pen4VA. SP4, VP4B 12/10 : AC THl,
AC/TP. 14/FC4, MX40,KT33C,
TH4, TX41. VHT4.
41MPG
MP/Pen 16/6: KT32,
; FW4/500, PenE4
KT66 181438 ;;
PX25.
PP5/400 24/4
; Pen42B
30,5.U31.
UNIVERSAL.
2D13A
9/2 ; CYI.
URIC, UR3C, U4020 11/- : .11D3. TDf)13C
11/7 : 7D3,
8D2,SP1320,
9D2. 138PA.
CL4,VP13C
CL33,
Pen36C,
SP13.
VP13A.
12/10
:15/3 CBL1,
CBL31,
PenDD4020,
TH21C
5
TH30C
14/;.
MAZDA. HL23 5/10 ; HL23DD 9 2 :
Pen25,
UU5, UU6,
UU7, 11/7
U4020.
VP23
11/- ; HL41DD,
HL133DD
: Pen45.
Pen383. SP41. TP23. TP26. VP41. VP133
12/10
; AC/TP.
PenDD4020
15/3.TH41, TH233 14/- : QP25,
E11/7TYPES.
EM4 EF8,
11/- :EF9,
EBC3,
: CL4. CL33,
F.L3,EP.C33
EL33
12/10
:
GC.H35,
ECH2.
ECH3.
EF5, EF6, EK2. EL2 14 - : EBL1,ECH35,
EB31
15/3
; ELS 16/6 ; OZ4,
EL35 1A5.
18/3.1C5, 1H5,
AMERICAN.
2A6.
5U4, 5Y3, 5Z4.
6A6, 2A7,
6AG6,2B7,
6A72P,conversion.
6B3, 6A4,
6C5t
6C6, 6X6.
6D6, 6K7,
6C8, 6K8.
6E6, 6L6.
6F5. 61,7.
6F6. 6P5.
6H6, GQ7,
6J7.
6)8,
6R7.
6SF7,
6V6,
6X5,
6Z5,
10.
1.
i2Q7,
12SP5.
12Z5, 1525Z4.
. 24 . 2525Z5
. 25A6.conversion,
25L6, 25Y5
conversion.
25Z6. 32. 33. 34. 35. 37, 38. 42, 46, 47, 48,
50. 53. 57. 71A, 75. 76. 78. 80, 8.1, 82. 85. 89
185R8 (Ballast). CI Barratter.
VALVES & ADAPTORS
In the cases where we cannot supply the
exact valve or equivalent, we can get
your
set going with
the additional
costa valve
beingand
4/6.adaptor,
SPARES
KIT
OF 12cloth
TRIMMER
TOOLS
in
American
folder. Very
handy,
30/-.
5in. 3W/Trans.
32 6.
LINE SPEAKERS
CORD —.3 amp.
core 60 ohms
per
ft. extremely good quality.
6 9 per
yd.
for
speaker CELLULOSE
valve and most CEMENT
other repairs,
5/- tin. SKRVISOL, more than a switch
cleaner.
5/tin.
MAINS
TRANSFORMER
4 volt heaters.
29 3
VOLUME 350-0-350
CONTROLS
with switch.
7/6. VALVE EQUIPMENT €11 VR I S,
1,7
post free. MIDGETS,
B O O K L2E7.T O N
AMERICAN
J. BULL & SONS,
(Dept. P.W.).
246, HIGH STREET,
HARLESDEN, N.W.IO.
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D iscussion-

The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents. All letters must
be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication). .
Radio Tokio, JLG4, 19.86 m. English talk at 10.30 a.m.
Economy DX Three: B.B.C Transmissions
WLWK, owned by the Crossley Corporation, gives news
SIR,—As a regular reader of Practical Wireless, I, in Basic English at 3, 4 and 5 p.m. on 19.67, also relayed
should like to point out an error in your May, 1944, by UNR. Algiers on 31.45 m. at 4 p.m. There are two
issue.
new American stations, WOOC, 19.75 m., and WOOW on
On page 235, in the Economy DX Three " article, 25.3m.; both are operated by CBS, news given at 2 p.m.
the diagram shows incorrect connections to the holder News from WGBZA at 8 p.m. on 26.9 m. Here are some
of the detector valve. The grid and anode pegs of the well-received American stations: WEL, WCBX,
valve are shown connected to the L.T. and the filament WCRC, WCDA, WLWO, WLWK, WRUW, WBOS,
pegs to where the grid and anode connections should be. WRUS, WGEO, WKLJ, WGEA and WKTS, New
I would like to congratulate you on the high technical York, 49.03 m. UNR, Algiers, uses 49.67, 33.4d and
standard of Practical Wireless. I regularly read 33.45 and also 24.17 m. for its English broadcasts.
" Open to Discussion " and would like to expose the Radio Metropole uses 25.65 m., 31.63 m. and a wavedistortion of B.B.C. transmissions in this district. length in the 49 m. band. 1 also picked up WQV calling
Distortion, fading, wideband scrapes, and all sorts of Stockholm in the ig m. band at 1.54 p.m. Press messages
faults run riot.
for London and New York from the American Advanced
I spend my spare time listening for commercial morse H.Q. in Italy on the 19 m. band from 12-4 p.m. at
stations. I have received 33 American Morse stations irregular intervals.-—W. J. G. Hector (Shrewsbury).
{and 15 American speech stations) including two
Canadian ones : CGX2 and CZGy. These include WQL,
A Bouquet!
WQS,WQV, etc. WIJ and WIY, also WAR, WDG8, SIR,—I would like to congratulate you on " P.W."
WLYA and WSC.
I
have
read
it
ever
since I chanced to come across
If any reader can supply me with information regarding a copy about ten years ago,
and it is the wireless journal
these latter stations I should be greatly obliged.
doubt. Well, the paper is controlled by the
Other extracts from my log include ODK, TFJ, without
Editor, and the care with which he excludes material
v EPB, SUP3, JKZA, THD2 and SDMH6.—G. C. Bagley that is unsuitable or not of general interest is responsible
(Ironbridge).
of his paper. In these days other
[We thank you for pointing out the discrepancy in the for the success
are doubtless added to the peacetime ones,
u iring diagram on page 235 of the -May issue. A correction difficulties
yet every radio enthusiast who reads " P.W." can
was published in the June issue.—Ed.]
feel when he takes it up that it will be eminently readable
right
through. Apart from that, old issues are a
The Midget Three "
valuable reference in many ways. The pile I have
SIR,—I have constructed the " Midget Three " from I certainly would not cash at cost price—I would
particulars published in Practical Wireiess for prefer to sell the chest they stand on !
December, 1943, and obtained excellent results both
In short, I reckon the paper stands on a pinnacle all
with volume and quality. The tuning is rather sharp, but its own. I would class it with the Brains Trust but
I can receive about ten stations during the day and for fear of giving poor old ridicule-pouring "Thermion"
forty during the night. I greatly appreciate the improved sleepless nights.—F. G. Rayer (Longdon).
standard of Practical Wireless, and especially the
u
series on elementary theory.—J. C. Jackson (Norwich).
Stroboscope Calculations "
SIR,—Mr.
D.
W. Aldous, in a letter headed
Logged on a P.W. One-valver
" Stroboscope Calculations " (Practical Wireless,
SIR,—The following particulars of my short-wave May, 1944), says " this useful stroboscopic idea was due
pickups may be of interest to other readers. The to t)r, Stampfer, of Vienna, in 1830, although it is usually
receiver I am using is the simple S.W. orie-valver (blue- attributed to Dr. J. Plateau, the Belgian physicist, who
print No. P.W. 88).
apparently invented the same device."
At present I am using a forty-metre doublet (half
The attribution of the stroboscope is not quite so
wave), and also a full-wave doublet designed for 25.6 easy. It is to be regretted that there is no really
metres. It is erected in a north-south direction.
adequate history of physics in English, but the fullest
Here are the details ; all times are B.S.T. HER4 German history, Rosenberger's " Geschichte der Physik,"
and HER3 Schwarzenburg on 31.46 m. and 47,28 m. states, Part 3, p. 318 (free translation): " Much interest
respectively ; news given at 9.50 p.m. Also news at was aroused by stroboscopic disks, which Stampfer
8.45 p.m. from HER4, announces as Berne, and gives described in 1834 in the Yearbook of the Vienna Polyprogramme summary at 9.15 p.m. approx. News from technic Institute, Vol. 18. Plateau claimed priority
FZi Brazzaville on 25.06 m. at 8.45 and 9.45 p.m. in this invention for himself, since he had already put
Leopoldville uses 30.66 and 16.88 m. and gives news and forward the idea of these disks in 1833 (June number of
music on 19.33 m. from 12-12.30 p.m. PRL8 (Rio de the Math, and Phys. Correspondence of Brussels
Janeiro), 25.60 m., gives English programme from Observatory). Berzelius in his Reports on the Progress
8.30-9 p.m. approx. There is a new station, PRL9, on of Physics and Chemistry (Vol. 14, p. 22) took a dim
16.81 m. It gives a programme of Brazilian music for view of this claim, since he had already seen such disks
Brazilian listeners over here from 1-2 p.m. ; reception in Stockholm at the beginning of August, 1833. A
is excellent., TAP (Ankara), 31.70 m., news at 6 p.m. wheel, showing the same phenomena as stroboscopic
CSW6 Lisbon, 27.17 m., news at 8 p.m. Moscow calling disks . . . was described by W. G. Horner under the
N.B.C., New York, at 12.10 p.m. on 28.72 m., with dis- name Dadaleum in the Philosophical* Magazine (Vol. 4)
patches—listeners told to switch over to 25.11 m. m the year 1834."
SBU, Motala, Sweden, news at 10.20 p.m. on 31.46 m.
I have not been able to consult the originals menand SBP on 25.63 with news at 5 p.m. HCJB Quito, tioned, and the discrepancy in the Stampfer dates
Ecuador, 24.09 m. broadcasts at 8.30 p.m., with a (Aldous, 1830 ; Rosenberger, 1834) needs explanation,
power of ten kilowatts; reception good. Vatican but on Rosenberger's evidence it would seem that the
Radio, 50.25 m., news at 8.15 p.m. Radio Andorra, honour of invention lies either with some unknown
with music at 10 p.m. on 49 m. Free India Radio, Swede or with Plateau.—W. H. Dowland (West
4.30 p.m. on 26.16 m., and 19.71; news and talks. Hartlepool).
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sot
is
a
5-valve
superlxet
and
all
reception
is
on L.S.
A Naval Reader's Activities
1 am afraid m.b. enters into this letter quite often, but
SIR,—Being a regular reader of Practical Wireless it cannot be helped as my receiver is not very well
[for over a year now, 1 would like to inform you calibrated. It of course stands for metre-band. 1
of my radio work. At the time of writing I am serving would greatly welcome letters from other S.W. DX fans
at sea as 3rd Radio Officer in the Merchant N^vy and and especially the full address of T. B. Williamson
hope to sit for my and f'.M.G. examination in the and J. J. Earler (June issue) with a view to corresponding
near future.
on S.W. reception.—J. Cooper. " Nairobi," Cairo
Before coming to sea, I rarely did very much DXing, Avenue, Peacehaven, Sussex.
as most of my time was taken up in the construction of
Deaf-aid Improvement
sets, amongst which were, 1 valve, S/W and 2 M.W.
sets, also a number of others. Another effort of mine SIR—May I suggest one or two slight modifications
was to construct a wind charger for battery-charging
circuit diagram of the " Deaf-aid Arrangepurposes, but after trying many types and designs of ment to" the
(p. 240, May issue) which would make it still
propeller and generators', I have put the idea and safer ? As shown, a short-circuit across the leads to the
apparatus on one side until the present hostilities hcve deaf-aid unit would place the full H.T. supply across
ceased.
speaker transformer—probably with
On my last leave I was busy constructing a new the receiver's
results ! 1 therefore suggest that the 2 mfd.
aerial, and have constructed a " twin " inverted " L " disastrous
be connected directly to the anode of the
facing due N. and S. with three feet " spreaders." This capacitor
valve inside the receiver itself, and the lead
gives good results on my 1 valve M.W. set and also on my output
from
the
deaf-aid
be then connected, either directly
3 valve Osram, which is connected through a D.P.D.T. or through a plugunit
and socket, to the other end of the
switch, I am looking forward to obtaining, if possible, capacitor.
1 also' suggest that the on/off switch in the
a S/W Xmitter after hostilities have ceased and intend unit be connected
between the lead from the capacitor
becoming one of the post-war amateurs who must be and the transformer,
it would then isolate the transanxiously awaiting that time.—R/O. H. Froggatt former from the A.F. asvoltage
but leave it connected to
(Stockport).
earth. Just one other point—remember to use a
capacitor having an adequate.working voltage, which,
American Forces Network
for mains sets, should be at last 250 v., but preferably
SIR,—Herewith further details of stations ot the 350 v., D.C.—R. V. Gcode (York).
American Forces network :
216 metres—Broadcasting from n a.m. to n p.m.
Our Query Service
B.D.S.T. (with co-operation of B.B.C.) ; 305 metres— SIR,—1 note with regret the suspension of your query
A.E.F. station, Algiers, broadcasting from 7.30 a.m. to
service, as it. was a most interesting and informative
9 a.m. and 12 noon to 13 midnight B.D.S.T.; 461 metres
of your journal. Under the conditions that have—Armed Forces Radio in Oran—on the air from 11 a.m. section
been
in existence during wartime your query service
to 11 p.m., with an early morning transmission in addition. has been
a praiseworthy contribution.
Two further broadcasting stations on the medium
This suspension will do us all some good, perhaps, by
waves which may be of interest are ;
making
us
our brains a bit more, instead of .rushing
255 metres—United Nations Radio in Algiers. Relays off a letter use
to you when some small difficulty presents
certain B.B.C. and U.S. " Voice of America " trans- itself,
can often be solved on the spot with, a little .
missions.'" News in English at 10 p.m. B.D.S.T.; 345 more which
thought.
metres—Gibraltar—announcing in English and Spanish.
1
trust
that
time is not far distant when conditions
Broadcasts programmes of the B.B.C. Transcription will be back to the
something like normal, when the suspension
Service in addition to transmissions of local origin.
service can be lifted.
It should be noted, too, that Moscow has returned of your query
many thanks Ijpr the help you have given me
to its position on 1744 metres, where it has not been in With
the
past.—D.
Smith (Stockport).
heard since Russia's entry into the war. (Power
presumably still 500 kW.}.—Dennis J. Hosking
Continental Programmes
(Saltash).
SIR,-—I heartily support the opinions expressed in
various letters from readers published in recent
A Good Log
I regularly listen in to continental programmes,
SIR,—The following extracts from my log may issues.
which,
come in with remarkable strength and
interest other readers. First my reception o'f clarity, asinstated,
preference to the B.B.C. broadcasts which,
U.S.A. stations : WCBX, 19.65 m.; WGEA, 19.57 m.; with the exception
the news, appears to me to be
WCDA, 16.83 m. ; WLWO, 31.28 m.; WCRC, 25.36 m.; childish, and almost of
; but I suppose this is to
WBOS, 19.72 m. ; WRUL, 16.90 ra.; WLWK, 19.67 m.; satisfy the rising trendinfantile
of
so-called modern education.
WKL J.so m.b. ; W-KRX, 30 m.b.; WRUA (?), 39 m.b.; - It is pathetic, as one the
reader
for some of us
WOOZ, 49 m.b.; WOOW, 38'm.b.; WOTM, 47 m.b.;. to have to pay for what we do notstates,
want, when the other
WGEO, 31.48 m. ; WNBI, 19.75 m.; WLWO, 16.85 m.; good
programmes
are
provided
free,
gratis and , for
WBAX, 19.72 m.; WOOZ, 19 m.b. ; WGEA, 25.33.m. 1 nothing ! Meanwhile, good luck to Practical
Wireless
WOLZ, 30 m.b. ; WKRK, 30 m.b.; also DXJ, 41.44 m.; for carrying on.—C. W. Castleton (Aldeburgh-on-Sca)
TPZ2 (Algiers), 33.46 m. ; TAP (Ankara), 31.70 m.; ■
OPM (Leopoldvilie), 30 m.b.; HVj (Vatican) ; PREg
P.W. in Madagascar .
(Fortaleza), 49.14 m, ; EAQ (Araniuez), 30.43 m. ;
Radio National, 30 m.b.; Moscow, 43-01 m., 41,61 or. SIR,—Although .rather belated, I feel I must congratulate
you
for
having turned out the new series of
7 in., 40.76 m. ; The Mediterranean Short-wave Transmitter, 30.20 m.; Radio Shonan (Singapore), 31 m.b.; P.W. This is just the kind of technical journal that the
German Overseas Service, 50 m.b., 31 m.b.; "Jerry's British radio man has been waiting for. I am not able
Front," 28 m.b., 39 m.b., 40 m.b., 31 m.b. ; Canadian to get a copy regularly out here as the radio man is
Broadcasting System in London, 31 m.b. ; " Voice of not very well catered for in this part of the world, but
American Soldier and Sailor," 37 m.b. ; AF.ELQ., from those 1 have managed to obtain I sec that it is
20 m.b., 33 m.b. ; Radjo Metropole, 49.18 m.; Ireland now a book for he who wishes to advance his technical
Calling Berlin, 32 m.b.; Radio Jowa, , 16 m.b.; British knowledge at the pace of the advance of radio progress
Mediterranean Station, 31 m.b.; The N.B.B.S. (Anti- itself.
I have read with interest from time to time the
British), 48 m.b.; Jerez, " The Far Eastern Station,"
31 m.b.; Berlin, 31 m.b. ; FZl (Brazzaville), 25.06 m.; activities and vigilance of the members of the B.L.D.L.C.
and
should like to know if any one of them have picked
Norman McDonald Calling B.B.C. from Stockholm,
31 m.b..; French National Radio Broadcasting System, up the station to which I am engineer. This is " Radio
19.68 m.; HER3 (Schwarzenburg), 48.66 m. My Diego Suarez " (41.72111., 500 watts), which is run by
July, 1944
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the British Army for the information and entertainment
of the Forces stationed in this area. The daily times
of broadcast are; 0900-1000 hrs., 1445-1715 hrs. and
a test broadcast every Sunday night at 2100-2130 hrs.
Times are G.M.T.—W. B. Mansell (Diego Suarez).
Logged on an O-v-1
SIR,—Here are a few items from my log which may
interest other readers : Shonan (formerly Singapore),
31.42, 2130-2203 (R?) ; TAP, as well as daily news at
1800 there.are news talks at 2130 on Thursdays,
dispatches for WLW on Wednesdays at 2200, also
topical , programmes for America at 0213 ; FETI,
Valladolid, " Radio Nacional (d'Espafia "—no English
announcements—2200 hrs., 42.43 metres : Radio Dakar,
26 metre band, 2115, in French ; EFT, " Radio Espana
Independe'nte," 2200 hrs., 40.4 metres. The American
Telephone and Telegraph Company may often be heard
testing on the 20 metre band. All times B.S.T. My
receiver is an o-v-i, and aerial N.-S., is 50ft. long.—
C. Colson (Bristol).
Repairing Electrolytic Condensers
SIR,—I find the information in the June issue on
cardboard electrolytics, by H. S. G. Bray, very
useful. I thought perhaps my experience on wet
electrolytics might be of use to other readers.
If the electrolytic is of the can type, for metal chassis
mounting, the top is usually embossed over to form
an airtight fit in a rubber cushion ring. Inside this
top is another fitting, in which is the safety valve.
Usually it is not necessary to open this, but the aforementioned top should be eased out gently, and the
liquid poured into a jar (if it has not evaporated).
If it is a short circuit, the gauze round the inside of
the can should be drawn out and examined. If it has
broken up it should be replaced with a suitable porous
material. I find unglazed stiff linen gauze, used for
bookbinding, satisfactory. If the gauze is quite sound
the fault may be due to a broken plate. The plates are
fixed in position by a nut or an expandable washer at
the base; if the former, the plates can easily be
removed, but in the latter case I find a great deal of
trouble in obtaining a watertight fit when replacing.
In this case the'joint should be dipped in molten candle
fat.
If the condenser is open circuit, on test, or its capacity
down, it may need topping up, with distilled water, to
Lin. above the plates. If this does not answer, refill
with new electrolyte. When the top is replaced this
should be dipped in candle fat.—A'. J. Coixett (Wolverhampton).
A Beginner's Activities
SIR,—The following short account of my radio
activities may prove interesting to other young
readers. I first took up radio about four years ago. The
first set I built was the "A.R.P. Single Valver," as
described in Practical Wireless. After some preliminary difficulties, which I suppose all beginners
meet, I was thrilled to have the set working, and very
well it worked indeed. For some months I experimented
with this set and an L.F, stage, but never obtained
any combination which worked, very satisfactorily.
In the meantime I had purchased a moving coil
P.M. speaker, for which I had to find a cabinet. Eventually I converted an old set cabinet, and lined this completely with cotton wool to a depth of one inch, after
which I filled the intervening air space with loose cotton
wool. There was an excellent response.' At this time
I had, of course, very little equipment and tilings
proceeded rather slowly.
I think I have been rather .ill-fated in making onevalve S.W. Rx's; to date I have made six, none of which
worked satisfactorily. In the past I also made a simple
tester (continuity, transformer, etc.) and microphone. I
also made a one-vaive morse osciilator, but unfortunately
I don't get much time for practice.
The next set I built from Practical Wireless was
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the " Rapid Two," which was most successitii, and I
would like to congratulate you on turning out such a
fine set. During this time my urge for S.W. Rx. was
growing, but 1 had to build a two-valver to obtain
successful results. At the end of last year I built the
o-v-i described in Practical Wireless, March, 1943,
by F. G. Rayer. The set embodies chassis construction,
but is made of plywood—not metal. The set was
painted with aluminium paint to give a pleasing finish
and (for the first time) all connections were soldered.
One difficulty I met with was, what terminal junctions
to use for A, E, and Phs. I finally used small stand-off
insulators for all. Connecting up is slightly longer, perhaps, but good insulation is assured. It is interesting
to note that 30 minutes after first switching on I received
New York City.
All work on the set, prior to about Easter, was done
using the set in conjunction with an H.T. battery. I
did not use an earth as I found it offered no advantages.
Then I used it with the A.C. mains eliminator.
In the May issue of Practical Wireless came Mr.
Payer's " Economy Three," and it is interesting to
compare the two circuits ; it definitely looks as if this
"Economy" is a development of the o-v-i. I was
interested to note that the small fixed condenser I had
found necessary had been added. I added the untuned
H.F. stage, as in the " Economy," but left the L.F.
side as it was. The combination worked excellently,
and the set soon brought in stations from four continents,
but so far I haven't received Australasia.
I am at the present studying applied mathematics,
physics, pure mathematics and chemistry. This in
many ways suits my radio.
Finally, congratulations to the Editor, his staff and
all concerned in the publication of Practical Wireless,
who are doing an excellent job, which I feel is appreciated
by all.—B. K. Holder (Birmingham).
Telling Us Off
OIR,—Your contributor "Thermion" is a nasty,j,
horrible creature, and ought to be ashamed of
himself. How dare he poke fun at what he so rudely
describes as the "quick-fire back-chat of some females
afflicted with that most terrible of female afflictions,
wagging tongues." What other weapon have we against
the arrogant bullying of his own brutal sex ?
I wish I had this monster to deal with ! I'd stand
him in a corner and treat him to quick-fire back-chat
for hours on end, and poke pins into him if he showed
signs of falling asleep. But for our Sex, it is more than
likely that there would never have been such a thing
as human speech, for in the early history of the race/the
male creature merely grunted and roared, whereas the
females, were corfipelled to develop something more
intelligible to make it clear to their tyrants that they
must not come home empty-handed from the chase, or
make presents of nice warm bear or wolf skins to the,
blonde in the next-door cave.
Does " Thermion" imagine, for one moment, that
women are prepared to give up this prehistoric discovery
of theirs, which, in the course of the ages, they have
developed into the most effective weapon in their
armoury ? Never ! Rather let us strive to cultivate it
by every means in our power. ■ Let every woman set
herself this goal: To fit herself to talk any mere male
squirt to death il necessary. Many of us are almost
perfect already ; but we must lend all possible assistance
and encouragement to our weaker sisters.
And let us be thankful to the B.B.C. for the many
opportunities it offers us in front of the mike and during
the Brains Trust sessions ; by which means we are able
to strike terror and alarm into our oppressors.
Wagging tongues, indeed! Huh, the beast; the
brute; the big bully! I'll show him what a wagging
tongue can do, if. ever I come into personal contact
with this nasty creature—which heaven forbid ! ■ Pah !
The very sound or sight of his name will never cease
to provoke me in future, even if it does help to keep my
own " wagger" in good form.—Yours indignantly,
(Miss) Priscilea Jkyphena Smart.
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COMPONENTSRECEIVER
FOR THE MIDGET
MIDGET aerial and H.F. medium wave,
High Gain, T.R.F. coils, ideal for T.R.F.
midget
receivers,
9/- pair.
MIDGET
3-gang
motion drive,
12 6-condensers, with slowMIDGET receiver chassis, drilled for fOur
valves, lOJ by 6 by 2in., grey, first-class
heavy
quality,
specially
for the
midget
receiver,
9/6. designed
MIDGET
L.F. smoothing
chokes, 50/60
ma..
7/6.
MIDGET speaker transformers (Pen), 7/6.
MIDGET knobs, black, highly polished,
ditto brown, and standard knobs, liin., 9ci.,
81- doz. aerial and H.F. medium and long,
COILS,
with reaction, boxed with T.R.F. circuit,
12/6 pair. heavy duty, solid construction,
CHOKES,
a120first-class
job. 8015/-.
ma., 500 ohm, 12'6 ;
ma., 200 ohms,
DROPPERS, universal type, for all
receivers,
1,000 ohms,
0.2 amp.,
two
variable
; 750
ohms. fitted
0.3
amp,
ditto
taps.taps,
5/6 4/6
: heavy
quality
dropper,
superior
former,
fixing
feet,
ditto taps,porcelain
a quality job.
950 ohms,
0.2 amps,
and 800 ohms, 0.3 amp., 7/6.
DIALS,
three wavebands,
short, medium
and
7 bylong,
4in.; station
1/6. names in colours, Ivorine,
LINE
CORD,
60
ohms
per
foot, 0.3 amp.,
3-way, 6/- yard.
NUTS, BOLTS, 4BA, brass, round heads,
6/6
gross,
2 gross in5/-all.
6BA. cheese heads,
brass,
sheradised,
gross.
WIRE wound potentiometers, 2,000 ohnjs,
for
bridges, etc., 6/6. chassis mounting AmVAJLVEHOLDERS,
plienol, Mazda octal. 11- : Paxolin, international octal, English 7-pin, American.
4-,
5-. 6- COILS,
and 7-pin.
all at 9d. field
each,coils,
81- doz.
FIELD
replacement
for
standard Bin. mains energised speakers,
also
useful
as
wlndings'for
L.F.
chokes,
etc.,
400 ohms, 5/- each, 48/- doz.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS,
200/
220/240Out.,
350-350,4 V. .2amps.. Prim,
4V. 4amps,
and ditto. 6.3 V. and 5.0 V.. 35/-.
SCREENED
LEADS,
braided.
2-way, four wander
plugs,Cotton
fully finished.
54in 3'SCREENED
CABLE,
braided
single
core,
II- yard.
SWITCHES, toggle on/off, 31- ; S.P.D.T..
PUSH BACK, superior quality, 3cl. yard.
INSTRUMENT pointer knobs. If in.. 1/3..
Licence
to exportlist.to N.S.A.E.
Ireland.with
2id. for
comprehensive
all
enquiries,
please.
Postage
on
all
O. GREENLICK. 34, Bancroft orders.
Road,
Cambridge Heath Road, London, E.l.
(Stepney Green 1334.)
RADIOSW.C.I,
ALES,offer
BCM/Sales
9, London,
(post valves,
extra)
; i watt,
RESISTANCES, popular
4d..; i watt, ed.; 1 watt. 9d. each.
CONDENSERS,
tubular.
0.0001
9d.; 0.01 to 0.05, II- : 0.1 at 6d. to 0.005,
VALVE-HOLDERS (chassis) Octal. 7 and
9VOL.
pin, CONTROLS,
9d.; 4 and 55,000,
pin,10,000,
6d. 25,000, im..
ira..
1m.
Without
switch.
: with, 1.000
4/6.
MAINS DROPPERS (with3/6sliders).
ohm J2 amp., 4/6; 750 ohm .3 amp.. 5/6.
TECHNICAL SERVICE BUREAU. Detailed answers
to problems
connected S.W.
with
Receiver
Design
and Operation,
Equipment
and
L.F.
Amplifiers,
2/6
per
Query.
CONSTRUCTIONAL DATA SHEETS.
TRANSVERSE
PHONE. CompleteCURRENT
ConstructionalMICRODetails
of
a
small
and
highly
efficient
Unit,
2/6
plus
stamp.
^Mica
and
Carbon
granules
available. MIDGET TRANSVERSE
CURRENT MICROPHONE. A Quality
unit. Insets
case), quantity
17/i6in.
diameter
by fin.only
thick.(noLimited
10/6
each.
L. ORMOND
SPARKS,
9.
PHOEBETH
ROAD, BROCKLEV, S.E.4.
BERRY'S i WAVE J LTD.
Stock all types of
VALVES & COMPONENTS
Send S.A.E. (Id. stamp) for List *'P "
Telephone : HOLborn 6231
25, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.I.
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SERVICE Kits No. 1. One 8 mfd. 450 v.
tubular,
one resistances.
2 mfd. +.25 11/6
350 v.perMansbrldge
and 6 asst'd
Kit. Kit
No. 2. Two 16 mfd. 200 v. small can condensers,
one
.3
mains
dropper
with
var.No.tap,3,
and
one
60 450
ma.v.choke,
£1 two
10/6.16 mfd.
Kit
Two
3mfd.
tubulars,
200 v.
can condensers, two 2 mfd. + .25 Mansbridge,
1anddoz.6 small
asst'd .2tubular
and
mica
condensers
Mansbridge. £2'5/0 per Kit.
VOLUME
Controls.
Long50.000,
spindle100,000,
with
switch Centralab
and Erie,
i,4, 1 and 2 meg., 5/- each, or less sAvitch,
values
as above
5.000, 10,000Condensers.
and 25.000
ohm, 31each. plus
TUBULAR
1.000
v.
test
:
.1.
91doz.
;
.05,
.01,
7/6 doz. ;
.004, .002, .001, 5/6 doz. B.I. Condensers,
.04 350 v.. 5/- doz. : .001 450 v., 4 6 doz.
DUB1LIER
.0001,; 2 .0002,
.00015, 5/- doz.Mica
; .001,Condensers.
.002, 6'- doz.
doz.
asst'd, 8'6 : .01 mica. II- each. U.l.C.
Ceramic condensers, 4,000 mmf. 5 per cent.,
doz. ofSpecial
Offer : condensers
Parcel containing
461-each
the above
(except
.01 mica), making 56 in all. for 22/6.
STEEL Chassis. 9Sin. x 5in., drilled for 2
valves,drives
21- each.
S.M. illuminated
Disc
with Telsen
Escutcheon,
boxed with
instructions.
21each.
I.F. inTRANSFORMERS.
465
K/c
Litz
wire,
cans, with trimmers. 10/- per pair. alumin.
Wavechange
Switches.
2 pt. H.M.V.
3-way,
4 pt. 2-way.
3/6 Yaxley
eaeh. type,
DIALS.
glass dial, 3-wave 7m. x 3Jin., 1/6 each.
Celluloid
L, and M.W.
7iin.xstation
5in., 1/3named.
each.
Smallx dials
3m.
4m., for
9<I. Midgets,
each. MAINS
TRANSFORMERS.
ma..each.
4 v. Pentode
and 6 v.
types, pre-war350-0-350
quality,10027/6
speaker
trans.,
61each.
Mains
droppers,
1,000 ohm .2 amp. with 2 var. taps, 4/8 each.
Little Maestro type .3a,. 5/6 each, or 2 for 91-.
VALVEHOLDERS.
Octal
Brit.1/-7-pin,
7/6
doz. extenders.
Grid caps, 61Oct.
andand
Brit.,
doz.
Spindle
doz.
Sleeving
3d.
per yd. or doz. for 2/6. TWO-VALVE
M.W.
Battery
up
ready for
testing,set,lesschassis
valves. wiredl
10/- each.
THIS MONTH'S Special Offer. Mansbridge
Condensers 600 v. test (all O.K. but unknown
capacities),
includ.
6/- doz. Terms
Cash or C.O.D,
over1 mfd.,
£1. Charles
Britain:
Radio (temp, address). " Eureka," Surrey
Gardens. Effingham, Surrey.
WANTED
diagram
Calibrator
A.C.
set. .—Wiring
Jan.. 1933 W.
Magazine.—Jones,
17a. King Street. Ludlow.FRED'S RADIO9d.CABIN.
TUBULARS,
also .01 mfd. at0.16d.mfd..
each, 61-each.
doz. 8/6 doz.
AMPLION twin H.F. binocular chokes, 1/9.
INTERNATIONAL
Octal UX
Base valveholdex-s,
8d.
each.
8d.
7-pin
6-pin
8d.,7/6
7-pindoz.
English 4-pin
7d. Clix
7-pin 8d.,
chassis
mounting.
7d.
COPPER WIRE, TINNED, 18.20.22-gauge.
1/- lib. reel.
T.C.C.
wkg.. 5/6.CONDENSERS, .3 mfd. 5.C00v.
PUSH BUTTON UNITS, 6-way. 7-way.
2/6
each, 8-way, 9-way, 3/- each ; knobs,
2d. each.
"new.
HENLEY"
Soldering
Straight Electric
bit, 13/6 each.
Penci]Irons,
Bit.
14/6
each.
Resin-cored
solder.
4/reel.
TWIN CERAMIC TRIMMERS. lb.100+50
m.mfd..6d.
each,
; 220+920
m.mfd.,
7d. each, 6/doz.5/6; doz.
100^100
m.mfd.,
6d
each, 5/6 (Continued
doz.
in next column'.)
MOfitSE CODE
TRAINING
There are Candier Morse
Code Courses for
Beginners and
Operators.
SEND NOW
fOR THIS
FREE
" BOOK OF FACTS "
It gives full details concerning all Courses.
THE CANDLES SYSTEM CO. (5.L.O.)
121, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Candle* System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

July, 1944
RESISTORS.
15,000
ohms,
watt,22,000
3d.
each.
150,000 ohms,
i watt,
3d. 4each.
ohms,
£ watt, 3d. each. 22,000 ohms, 1 watt,
4d. each.
TAPPED
TONE CONDENSERS,
consisting of 7 condensers.
21- each.
MICA.001
CONDENSERS,
.0001, .0002,
00015.
mfd.. 6d. each,New.
5/6 doz.
WIRE. Heat resisting connecting, 12ft.
coils,
6d. lib.
each.
covered
wire, per
reel, Double
18g. 1/9,cotton
20g. 1/10.
24g.'
1/11.
cotton covered, enamelled.
22g. 1/8,Single
26g. 21-.
VIBRATOR
New, 280v.
synchronous
self
rectifying,UNITS,
12v. input.
output,
65 m.a., 7-pin American base. 10/- each.
YAXLEY
SWITCHES.
4-way.
2
length 7iin,. 3/-, 4-way, 3 bank, 74in.,bank,
3/6,
4-way, 6 bank. Pin., 5'-.
MAINS DROPPERS, with variable
sliders,
total
1.000
ohms,
.2
amp..
4/6
each.
" Metway" .3 amp. variable, 750 ohms,
completely
covered
in porcelain.No10'-C.O.D.
each.
Postage must
be included.
FRED'S RADIO CABIN FOR BARGAINS, 75, Newington Butts, S.E.ll.
Rodney 818Q.
FOR SALE, a Ferranti Moving Coil
Milliameter
0.2
m. DetailsCumberland.
to Seabrook. 35,
North Street, Marypoft,
WANTED.—Colvern Perrocart, iron-eored
band-pass
type G.Road,
StateUrmston,
price.—
Forshaw. coil
101, unit,
Filxton
Manchester.
FOR S ALE.—3-valve A.C. Shortwaver with
L.S. Coils and Valves. In Trophy III metal
cabinet.
Best —Box
offer secures.
Also
A.C.
Eliminator.
112 "Practical
Wireless," fcTower House, Southampton
Street. W.C.2.
SITUATIONS VACANT
" ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES."—
FREE 112-page guide to training for
A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.E-.E.,
all branches
of Engineering and
Building.andFull
of advice
for expert or novice. Write for free copy
and make your peacetime future secure.—
B.I.E.T. (Dept.
London.
W.l. 242B), 17. Stratford Place.
REQUI RED.—Service Engineer, with good
knowledge
Talkie equipment
for work ofofNational
Importance.amplifiers
Apply,
giving full particulars, to Mobile Cinema
Services, Ltd., Surbiton, Elmbridge 6211/2/3.
'
TUITION
LEARN
MORSE CODE
Candier way.
See advertisement
on thisthepage.
WIRELESS.
—
Students
of
both Radio
sexes
trained for important wartime
Appointments.
Also
for
peacetime
Careers
in all branches of Radio and Television.
Boarders
Low surroundings.—
inclusive fees.
College inaccepted.
ideal peaceful
2d.
stamp
for
Prospectus.—Wireless
College,
Colwyn Bay.
THE
Tuitlonary
Board
of
the
Institute
of
Practical Radio Engineers have available
Home Study Courses covering elementary,
theoretical, mathematical, practical and
laboratory
In radio
and television
engineeringtuition
; the text
is suitable
coaching
matter for exams
I.P.R.E.
Service entry
and
progressive
: tuitionary
fees—at
pre-war
rates—are
moderate.
The
Syllabus
of Instructional Text may be obtained, post
free, from the Secretary, Bush House.
Walton Avenue. Henley-on-Thames, Oxon.
WANTED TO PURCHASE
A SMALL or medium-sized Cycle and
Radio Business (retail). Any
district considered if well populated
and with good post-war prospects.
Full particulars in first instance to
Box III, "Practical Wireless," Tower
House, Southampton Street, W.C.2.
□

lau

Indispensable
to Radio Service
Engineers.
Makes 20 tests.
Booklet on request. From all wholesalers or
direct. Send for Leaflet A24.
RUNBAKEN - - MANCHESTER - - I

Practical Wireless

SPECIAL NOTICE
are drawer lull
These blueprints
BLUEPRINT
SERVICE
issues cofttaming
size. The
descriptions
of these sets are now out
print, but
an asterisk
beside
the
Camm's A.C. Superhet 4 .. — PW59• of
No. of F.F. J.J. Camm's
PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint.
blueprint
number
denotes
that conUniversal £4 Super-- PW60
structional
details
are
available,
free
het
4
CRYSTAL
SETS
" Qualitone" Universal Pout . . — PW<3
with
, _ the
Blueprints,
eacb, .. .. — pwn* Four-valve
The the
indexblueprint.
letters indicates
which precede
: Double-sided Blueprint, la. 6d.
1927
Crystal6d.Receiver
Blueprint.
Number
the perBatton 4, Battery Model . .1
The "Junior" Crystal Set _ — FW94* Push
in
whichrefers
the description
appears:
Push Button 4, A.C. Mains Model/ — • PW95* iodical
Thus
P.W.
PRACTICAL
WIRELESS.
A.W.
to to
Arnateur
Wireless,
STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated
SHORT-WAVE
SETS.
Battery
Operated
W.M.
to
Wireless
Magazine.
One-vaive
: Blueprints,
Is, each.
One-valve
: Blueprint,
Is..,
Send
(preferably)
a
postal
order
to
PW31A
—
PW88*
All-Wave
Unipen
(Pentode)
Simple
S.W.
One-valver
cover the cost of the Blueprint
PW85* Two-valve ; Blueprints, Is. each.
Beginners'
One-valver
(stamps
over
6d.
unacceptable)
to
The " Pyramid
" Oue-valver (HP
Midget
Short-wave
Two
(B,
Pen)
PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Pen) . . .. ..
The(D "(HF
Fleet"
George Newnes. Ltd., Tower
Pen),Short-wave
Pen) .. Two — PW91* Dept..
Two-valve
:
Blueprint,
Is.
House,
Three-valve
: Blueprints, Is. each.
The Signet Two (D & I P) ..
W.C.2. Southampton Street.. Strand,
Experimenter's
Three-valve
f Blueprints,
Is. each
P.W30A*
(SG, D, Pow)Short-wave Three
Selectone
Battery
Three
(B,
2LP
The Prefect, .3 (D, 2 LF (RC and
PW10
(Trans))
PW37* TheTrans))
SUPERHETS
Suiumit
ThreeTh.ee
(HP Pen,
D,Pen,Pen)D
All(Pen),
Pentode
(HP
Battery
Sets
: Blueprints,
(HPBand-Spread
Pen, B (Pen),S.W.
Pen) Three
WMSOo*PW39»
'Varsity
Four
,.
..Is. 6d. each— WM407
Pen)
PW48
Hall Mark Cadet (D,LF,Pen (RO)
The Request All-Waver ...
PORTABLES
F. Pen,
J. Caimn's
Silver
Souvenir
(HP
Three-valve
:
Blueprints,
Is.
each.
I) (Pen), Fen) (All-Wave
Main
SetsSuper
: Blueprints,
P. Portable
J. Camm's
Three)
Heptode
Three A.C.Is. each.
(HFELF
Pen, Three-valve
D, Pen) ..
Cameo
Midget
Three (D, 2 LP
Parvo
Plywelzht
Midget
Portable
PORTABLES
(Ttans))
..
(SG, D, Pen)
19:16Pen,Sonotone
(HP
Four-valve
: Blueprints,
Is. 6d. each.
Pour-valve
: Blueprint,
Is,LP LP
HP Pen, Three-Four
Weatector, Pen)
Holiday
Portable
"
Imp
"
Portable
4
(D,
Class B)
.. (SG, B, LP,
Battery Ail-Wave Three (D, 2 LP
(Pen))
- — PW86* Family
PW55
Portable
(HF,
B, EG,
(RC))
AW 447
PW61
The Monitor (HF Pen, D, Pen) ..
Trans)
MISCELLANEOUS
WM367
PW62
Tyers
Portable
(SG.
B,
2
Trans.)
The
Tutor
Three
(HF
Pen,
D.Peu)
Blueprint,
Is.
PW64 S. W. Converter-Adapter (1 valve) — PW48A1
The Centaur Three (SQ, D, P) ..
SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated
The2 LF
" Colt
(RC" All-Wave
& Trans))Three
... (I>, — PW72*
One-valve
: Blueprints,
Is. each... — AVV 429
AMATEUR WIRELESS
AND WIRELESS
S.W. One-valver
for America
The "Kapide" Straight 3 (D,
MAGAZINE
Roma Short-Waver .. .. — AW462
2
LP
(EC
&
Trans))
.
.
..
CRYSTAL
SETS
P. Three
J. Camm's
Oracle
Blueprints,
6d.Crystal
each. Set
Two-valve :Battery
Blueprints, Is. each.
(HF, Bet,
Pen)All-Wave
Four-station
,— AW42(
A
1938(HF," Triband
"
All-Wave
Three
1934 Crystal Set
.. ...
—
yf444 Ultra-short
WM402*
Pen) . . .. Two ..(SG, det
Pen,
B.
Peto)
..
ISO-mile
Crystal
Set
..
—
—
AW450
AW 440
Home-made Coil Two (B, Pen) ..
P. J. Camm's " Sprite" Three — PW87#
(HP
Pen,
B,
Tet)
..
STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
Three-valve
:
Blueprints,
Is.
each.
The" Hurricane " All-Wave Three
One-valve
:
Blueprint,
Is.
5-metre Set (D,
(Pen). Pen)
B.B.O.
Special
One-valverIs. each. — AW 387* Experimenter's
Super-regen)
F. (S6B,
J. Camm's
"Push-Button"
Two-valve
: Blueprints,
TheTrans,
Carrier
Short-waver (SG, — WM390
Three (HP Pen, B (Pen), Tet)
—
AW388
Melody
Ranger
Two
(D,
Trans)..
D,
P)
..
Four-valve
; Blueprints.
— AW392*
Full-volume Two (SG det. Pen).. —
Beta Universal
Four (SCJ,Is.D,each.
LP,
WM409*
AThree-valve
Modern Two-valver
: Blueprints, Is. 6d. each.
Cl. B)
: Blueprints, Is. eacb. — AW412* Four-valve
A.W. Short-wave World-beater — AW43G*
Nucleon
Class
B
Four
(SG,
D
£5
58.
S.G.
3
(SG,
D,
Trans)
(HP, Pen,
B, RC, Trans)
PW34B
(SG),
LP,
Cl.
B)
—
AW422*
Lucerne
Ranger
(SG,
D,
Trans)..
Standard
Four-valver
Short-waver
PW340 £5 58. Three Be Luxe Version
Fury Four Super (8G, SG. B, Pen)
(SG, B, LF, P)
Battery Hail-Mark 4 (HP Pen,
—
AW433'
*
(SG,
D.
Trans)
B,
Push-PuU)
—
WM271
Transportable Three (SG, B, Pen) — WM327 Superhet : Blueprint, Is. 6d.
" A'(Pen),
-me " LP,
All-Wave
Simple-Tune Three (SG, D, Pen)
— WMJ>97*
Simplified Short-wave Super
Cl. B)4 (HF Pen, D
Economy Pentode Three (SG, D,
TheHP*' Admiral"
Pour
(HP
Pen,
Pen)
Mains
Operated
Pen,
B.
Pen
(RC))
"W.M."
Two-valve Mains
: Blueprints, Is. each.
F. Pour
J. Camm's
" Limit
" All-Wgve
WM351*
(SG, D, (1934
Pen)) Standard Three
(HP Pen,
B, LF,
P) ..
WM354 Two-valve
£3
Ss. £6Three
(SG,
D, Trans)
Pen) A.O. Short-waver
.. .. (B,— — AW453*
1935
6s.
Battery
Three
(SG,
WM371
B,
Pen)
~
Mains Operated
; Blueprints,
Is. « — WM302
WM389 Three-valve
PTP ThreeThree
(Pen,(SG,
B, Pen)
Emigrator (SG,
B, Pen) A.O.
Two-valve
: (BBlueprints,
Is. each.
WM393
Certainty
B, Trans)
Pen) ..—
A.C.
Twin
(Pen).
Pen)
WM396*
Minitdbe
Three
(SG,
B,
: Blueprints,
6d.
Selectone
Winning Three (SG, D, — WM4C0 Four-valve
Standard Four-valve
A.C. Is.ShortB, Pow)A.C. Radiogram Two — PW19* All-wave
Pen) .. ..
— WM391*
waver (SG, B, RC, Trans)
Three-valve
:
Blueprints,
Is.
each.
Four-valve
;
Blueprints,
Is.
6d.
eacb.
— AW370^
Bouble-Biode-Triode Three (HP
Four (SG, B,
RC,(SG,
Trans)
MISCELLANEOUS
PW23* 65s.
Self-contained
Pour
B,
LF,
Pen, DBT, Pen)
One-valve Converter (Price
PW25*
— WM331 S.W.
B.C. Ace (SG,' B, Pen) .. ~
Cl. B)
AW329
fid.)
PW29
A.C. Three (SC. B, Pen)
Straight Four (SG, B, — WM350 Enthusiast's
WM387*
Power Amplifier (1 /6)
PW35C* Lucerne
A.C.
Leader
(UP
Pen,
B,
Pow)
..
LP,
Trans)
Listener's
5-watt A.O. Amplifier
PW35B*
—
WM381*
B.C.
Premier
(HF
Pen,
£5
6s.
Battery
Four
(HP,
D,
2LP)
: D, Pen)..
WM392*
(J/6) (2v.) for WM392 (1/-)
PW36A The H.K. Four (SG, SG, B} Pen) — WM384 Radio
Unique (HP Pen, B Pen), Pen)..
WM398*
Straight Pour (HP, Pen, — WM4C4* Harris Unit
F. Souvenir
J. Camm'sThree
A.C.(HF
All-Wave
Electrogram
battery amPW30* TheHF,Auto
Pen,B,Silver
Pen)
Pen.
BBT,
Pen)
..
plifier
(l/-)
"All-Wave" A.C. Three (D, 2
Five-valve
:
Blueprints,
Is.
6ff.
each.
Luxe(1/-)Concert..A.O. ..Electro-•• — WM403*
Super-quality Five (2 HF, D, RG, — WM320 Begram
LP (RC))
Trans)
..
A.C.Pen,1936Westector,
SonotonePen)
(HP Pen,
HP
Adapter
Class
B Quadradyne
(2 SG, B, LP — WM344 New(1/-)eStyle ..Short-wave
..
WM388
Mains
B) ..B Five (2 SG, B, LP
AW 456
Short-wave Adapter• • (1/-).4
NewClassClass
Pen, Record
B, Pen)All-Wave 3 (HP
B.L.D.L.C.
Short-wave
Converter
—
WM340
Class
B)
..
..
..
WM405*
Foar-valve : Blueprints Is. each.
(1/-)
..
WM40G
A.C.
B, Pen)
Wilson Tone Master (1/-)
Mains Operated.
A.C. Fury
Fury Four
Four(SG,
SuperSG,(SG,
SG, — PW34D Two-valve : Blueprints,
Theverter
W.M.(1/-)A.C. Short-wave
ConIs.
each.
B,
Pen)
..
..
'
—
Consoeleetric
(D, Trans)
Pen) A.C.
— WM286
AW403
A.C.Pueh-Pull)
Hall-Mark (HF Pen, B,
Economy A.C.Two
Two (D,
A.C. —
r
Universal Hall-Mark (HF Fen, D,
Three-valve
: Blueprints,
Is. each.
>
Push Pull}
Home
Lover's
New All-Electric
COUPON \
—
AW383*
(
Three (SG,A.C.D, Three
Trans)(H.P.
A.C. Pen,
Mautovani
SUPEEHETS
— WM374 I This coupon is available until July, j
B,
Pen)
Battery
Sets : (Three-valve)
Blueprints Is. each.
A.C. Radiogram•— WM4()1,, J 10th, 1944, and must accompany all J
PW40 £15, (HF,13s.B, 1936
F5 Superhet
Pen)
PW-52*
t Practical Hints;
F. J. Camm's 2-valve Superhet.
Four-valve
:
Blueprints,
6d. each.
All-Metal Four (2 SG, D,Is.Pen)
. . — WM329 'II PRACTICAL WIRELESS, JULY, 1944. '
Mains Sets : Blueprints Is. eacb.
PW43* Harris'
Jubilee
Radiogram
(HP,
A.C. £5 Superhet (Three-valve) ..
PeuB, LF, P) . . ^ .. — WM3SC* I
PW42
B.C. £5 Superhet (Three-valve) ..
All
applications
respecting
Advertising
this Publication
should
he addressed
to the ADJ^RTISEMEOT
DIRECTOR,
GEORGE
NEWNES,
LTD.. Tower
House.inSouthampton
Street,
Strand,
London, w,C.2,
Telephone . Temple
Bar 4363.

nranHBraMS
HAVE YOU HAD lUR CflPV OF "ENGINEEHING OPPORTUNITY"?
Whatever your age or experience—whether you are one of the " old. school " or a newcomer
to Engineering anxious to hold your position in the more difficult days of peace—you must
read this highly informative guide to the best paid Engineering posts.
The Handbook contains amongf other intensely interesting matter, particulars of B.Sc»,
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.LMeckE.; A.M.I.E.E., A.MJ.A.E., A.MXP.E., A.M.Brit.LR.E.,
CITY & GUILDS, CIVIL SERVICE, and other important: Engineering Examinations,
outlines courses in all- branches of CIVIL, MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL,
AUTOMOBILE, RADIO, TELEVISION. AERONAUTICAL and PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING, DRAUGHTSMANSHIP, GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT,
BUILDING (the 'great after-war career), R.A.F. MATHEMATICS, MATRICULATION, etc., and explains the unique advantages of our Employment Department
WE DEflNIIElY GUARANTEE 'NO PASS-NO FEE'
If you are earning fess than £10 a week you cannot afford to miss reading " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES " ; it tells you everything you want to know lo make your future secure
and describes many chances you are now missing. In your own interest we advise you to
write for your copy of this enlightening guide to well-paid posts NOW — FREE and without
obligation.
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
409, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, 17, 18 & 19, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON! W.I.
THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KINO IN THE WORLD

m

This new and improved Taylor Valve tester measures the Mutual
Conductance of. all types of amplifying valves and also checks the
emission of Diodes and" Rectifying valves
Two ranges of Mutual Conductance measurement are available being
3 mA V full scale and 15 mA V respectively. Anode and Screen Volts
can be adjusted to sun the valve under test and a variable supply of
Grid Volts is also available A switch gives a choice of '7 different
filament Volts covering from I.I Volts_to 117 Volts
Sixteen valve holders are provided to cover all the popular British,
Aiperican and Continental types Separate tests arp available for
checking. Continuity, Element Shorts and Heater to Cathode Leakage'
The three selector switches ensure that the correct voltage is applied
to every pin of the valve under test.
A comprehensive book of mstructions'is issued with each mstrumenc,
complete with a valve chart giving settings for oyer 2.000 valves
of all makes
the instrument is operated from A.C Mains and a mains adjus|ment
is provided covering from 200-250 Volts at 40-100 cycles.
Model 45A/S
Price £15 , 15

eleclrica
Please write for
technical brochure.

or
m^rrumignrr..

Send your enquiries lo ;
TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS
4 I 9-424 Montr ose A v e n u e S ) o uVg h t B w c Ik s- ^
Ttlephom: Slough 213SI ■( 4 lints
'■
Cra.m$: "TayiinSy Siwgl?

Published on the 7th. of each month by GEORGE NEWNBS, LtMITED. Tower House, Southampton-Street Strand. liondon..........
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GGTX3k,
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SOTxfch
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rates
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